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The world -wide use of Radio has made many

"For the past 2 years I have been in
Inkiness for myself making between
$200 and $300 a month. Business has
steadily increased. I have N.R.I. to
thank for my start in this field."

1. FROEIINER.
300 W. Texas Are..
Goose Creek, Texas

ARLIE

"I am now making from $10 to $26 a
week in spare time while still holding
my regular job as a machinist. I owe
my success to N.R.I."
WM. F. RCPT,
611 Green Street
Bridgeport, Pa.

"When I completed 20 lessons, I obtained my Radio Broadcast Operator's
license and immediately joined Station
WMPC. where I am now Chief Oper-

ator."

110LLIS F. HAVES,
327 Madison St..
Lapeer. Michigan

"Before completing half the N.R.I.
Course I was servicing seta, and I
made $1,000 to $1,200 before graduating. I am doing Radio service work
for myself now."
l'eter.burg.

-it

MANY MAKE $5 TO $IO A WEEK EXTRA
IN SPARE TIME WHILE LEARNING
The day you enroll I start sending Extra Money
Job Sheets which start showing you how to do

Radio repair jobs. Throughout your Course I
send plans and directions that made good spare
time money -$200 to $500 -for hundreds, while
learning. I send you special Radio equipment to
conduct experiments and build circuits. This 60 -50
method of training -with printed texts and conducting experiments -makes learning at home in-

Radio is

\'a.

huslnewes and make $30, $40, $50 a week.
Others hold their regular jobs and make $5 to $10 a week
axing Radio. In spare time. Automobile, polite, aviation.
rommerelal Radio: loudspeaker systems. nlectronlo devices.
are newer fields tiering good opportunities to qualified
men. Television promises to open many good lobs sown,
and repair

ALSO GIVE YOU THIS PROFESSIONAL
SET SERVICING
INSTRUMENT

I

I tare
is the trite or tnsiroulent Radio Technicians
use -au All -Wave Set Sere
Icing Instrument. It contains everything necessary to
measure
A.C.
and
P.c.
solkges and current: to
check
resistances:
adjust
any
ohs
or
and align
set,
-

new.

already one of the country's

It satisfies your

needs

prntessional servicing after you graduate -can
you make extra money fixing seta while learning.
for

YOU ARE TRAINED FOR TELEVISION
With K.R.I. you learn Televisior principles right

with Radio principles -tile correct Method --slpee
Teledsiolt recels era combine both algid and sound. sou
also get more than ten text books devoted entirely to
Television.

FIND OUT WHAT RADIO OFFERS YOU

large industries

Act Today. Mall the coupon now for Sample Lesson and
64 -page
hoot. They're free. They point out Radio's
spare time and 11111 time opportunities and those coming
in Television: tell about my course in Radio and Television; show you letters from men I trained. telling what
they are doing and earning. Read my Money Bark Agreement. Find out what Radio offers YOrrl MAIL COLTFON
in an °metope, or pasto on a postcard -NO\YI

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute

tuOverOr

fampls issso#

help

along

teresting. fascinating, practical.

n though it Is still young and gros. ing. The arrival of
Tales lain. the use of Radio principles in industry, are
but n few of many recent Radio development.. More
than 2S.0u0,(On hotues have one or more Radio.. There
are
i
e Radios than telephones. Every year millions M
Radios ` get out of date and are repitred. Milliku more
eed nor
es. repairs. etc.
(lilt.900 auto Radios
a re In use and thousands more
re being sold every day.
In every branch. Radio is offering opportunities--opportunities for whirl, I give you the required knowledge M
Radio at home in your snare time. Ves. the few hundred
$30. $40. $50 a week jobs of 20 years ago have grown

Shepherd St..

jobs with opportunities for advancement. Radio
jobbers and dealers employ inetallatim and servicemen. Many Radio Technicians open their own Radio gales
MIT

:

WHY MANY RADIO TECHNICIANS
MAKE $30, $40, $50 A WEEK

ASHLEY O. ALDRIDGE.
1228

opportunities for you to have a spare time or full
time Radio service business of your own. Four out
of every five homes In the United States have
Radio sets which regularly need repairs. new
tubes, etc. Servicemen can earn good commissions too, selling new sets to owners of old
models. Even if you have no knowledge of Radio
or electricity, I will train you at home in your
spare time to sell, install, fix, all types of Radio
sets to start your own Radio business and build
it up on money you make in your spare time
while learning. You don't need to give up your
present job or spend a lot of money going away
to school to become a Radio Technician. Mail
coupon for my 64-page book. It's Free
shows
what I have done for others- -whet I am ready
to do for you.

Dept. OAB3

Washington, D. C.

to thousands.

I want to prove our Course gives practical,
money- making information, that it is easy
to understand -what you need to master
Radio. My sample lesson text, "Radio Receiver Troubles -Their Cause and Remedy,"
covers a long list of Radio receiver troubles
in A.C., D.C., battery, universal, auto,
T.R.F., superheterodyne, all -wave, and other
types of sets. And a cross reference system
gives you the probable cause and a
quick way to locate and remedy these set
troubles. A special
section is devoted
to receiver checkup, alignment, bal-

ancing, neutralizing, testing. You
can get this lesson
Free by mailing the
coupon.

JOBS LIKE THESE DO TO MEN
WHO KNOW RADIO
Radio broadest/ding stations employ engineers. operators.
[Musicians, and pay well. Radio manufacturers emtesters. Inapecton, foremen, senieemen in we'd-

ploy

Lot
1

a

a
e

J.

F_ SMITH, President. National Radio Institute
Dept- OAB3, Washington, D. C.
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Without obligating me. send Sample lesson and 64 -page Rook FREE.
I am particularly interested In the branch of Radio checked.
f
Radio Service Rosiness of My Own
i 1 Loud Speaker Systems, Installs -.ions and Sentee
(
Snare Time Radio Repair Work
f 1 Auto Radio Installation and Service
f I
Service Technician for Retail Stores
f I Television Station Operator
( ) Broadcasting Station Operator
f 1 All-around Servicing Technician
If you have not decided which branch you prefer-mail coapen now. for Information to help you dedde
1
1
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e
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Build Your Own Short -Wave Diathermy

-

Apparatus-Allan Stuart

C -R Tube Television Receiver
Herman Yellin, W2AJL
A Cathode Modulated Transmitter
Harry D. Hooton, W8KPX
How to Make a Practical Metal or
M. Bettis
Treasure Locator
A Receiver for the Beginner
A New Type V.T. Voltmeter
Wm. Vissers, Jr.
2 -Inch

January
Vol. X

HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor
H. WINFIELD SECOR, Manag. Editor
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World -Wide Radio Digest.
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International Radio Review..
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Modern Mechanical Television
Robert H. Kraft... ...

-

521

Ham Station Plaque Award

530

Short Wave Station List

558

Catches Sun's Corona
First Television Quiz
Television over Telephone Lines..
Television Antenna Design.
New Television Pick -Up Tube..
Television in Color...
Modern Mechanical Television..
10 -Tube "R & T" Television Receiver .......
.

CONSTRUCTION
522

Practical Radio Ideas
Beginner's

2 -Tube S

-W

ceiver-H. G. Cisin,

& B.C. ReM.E.

-

T" Television ReChannel
Ricardo Muniz, E E.

10 -Tube

"R

&

ceiver- "Sound"

"Junk -Box" Facsimile Recorder
W. S. Harmon, Ex -W9UBU

-

-

A 2.5 Meter Transceiver
Harry D. Hooton, W6KPX
A Modulator for the HAM Trans mitter-C. W. Palmer, E.E.,
Ex -W2BV

523

524

525
526

528

Television Aids Astronomers
Knapsack Radio Set
Radio Controlled Auto

518

The First "Visi -Quiz'

519

Simplified A.F.C.
Color Television Adapter
Manual Volume Control
Low Q.R.N. Antenna.

520

519

520

519
520
520
521

524

535

R.
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Reviews

Newest Radio Apparatus
New Catalogs..

529

530
530
532
534

536
538
539
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543
557

PHOTO FEATURES

-

Under -water Photography
A Photographic Table
Dr. E. Bade

564
565

FOTO HINTS AND KINKS
Speeding Up Shutter
Detachable Body Release..
Tank Agitator from Phonograph
Easily Made Automatic Print
Washer
Spraying Ferrotype Polish

566
566

Case for Leads
Handy Paper Easel
Making Fixed Focus Enlarger
Mounting Large Prints

566
567

Improvised Filter

573

Lusterless Black Peint
Decreasing Paper Contrast

573

.

Fuller
Ultra -High Frequency Broadcasting -Perry Ferrell, Jr.
I Cover the Pacific Coast
Lyle M. Nelson
Let's Listen In with Joe Miller

HAM Bands -Elmer

A Course in Composition
How to Photograph the Television
Image- Robert Eichberg

520

522

566
566
566

572
572

573

MISCELLANEOUS
Home-made 35 mm. Reel for Developing in Tank
Low Angle View- Finder for Mini -

568

cams
The Reader Speaks

568

Short Cuts & Work Aids
Questions and Answers
What's New

572
575

569

576

561

562

520

Tilt -Top Tripod Heed

563

520

Flash Synchronizer

563

PRIZE CONTESTS
Foto Hints and Kinks
Table -Top Photos

566
574

Cover composition by H. Gernsback and Thomas D. Pants. Radio
photos show Transceiver described by Harry D. Hooton on page
526. Television image photos are described on page 565.

Certified Circuits
When you see this seal on
a set it is a guarantee that
it has been tested and
certified in our laboratories,
as well as privately in different parts of
the country. Only constructional--experimental sets are certified.
You need not hesitate to spend
money on parts because the set end
circuit are bone fide.
This is the only magazine that renders such a service.

519

Practical Radio Ideas
What Do YOU Think?
Plaque Award for Best Ham Station Photos...
Radio Test -Quiz
Radio Kinks
Question Box
Short Wave League -"DX" ors

.

518

518

MISCELLANEOUS

Book
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Facsimile Features "R
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Photo Editor
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by H. Gernsback

QUALITY Test Instruments at Prices EVERY
Serviceman Can Afford to Pay!
"APPROVED" test instruments are the last word in DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, PERFORMANCE
So simple in operation that it is a timesaver, which gives you o chance to earn more money.
Sales cf radio sets have greatly increased this fall, therefore more work is awaiting the servicemen
who own up -to -date test equipment. Thousands of servicemen will be needed in all branches of
the Government Service.
Buy these efficient instruments and be prepared for good paying positrons.

APPROVED POCKET ALL PURPOSE
A.C. AND D.C. TESTER MODEL 720
Those who have had some experience with testers

in the past, due to insensitive meters, will probably
recognize in the Approved All Purpose Pocket Test meters (0 -1 Ma and 1000 ohms per volt) which overcome most of the troubles associated with this type
of equipment.
Extremely careful design and co-ordinated corn ponenta are used in the construction of the above

unit.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
3" 1 Ma. D'Arsonval Jeweled movement, overall
accuracy within 2% (1000 ohms per volt). D.C. Volta
0-2.5- 10 -50- 260 -500 -2500.
A.C. Volts 0-15- 150.1500.
Ohms 0- 2500-2 5,000. 250,000. U.C. Ma 0 -1 -10- 100 -1000 (1 ampere). Output
ranges 0 -15- 150 -1500. Decibels -10 to +19, -10 to +38, -10 to +68. Range
on ohms reading can be extended to 2% megohms. Zero adjustment for
ohm ranges. Completely self- contained for all ranges. Beautifully frosted
etched panel 14 gauge aluminum. Large, easy to read scales with knife
edge pointer. Precision matched multipliers and shunts. Simplttity of
operation. Housed in custom built leatherette cabinet. Every soldered
connection is individually inspected.
Complete with battery and booklet of instructions.
(Size 4" a 61/4" z 21/4 ").
Shipping weight Model 720-2 lbs.

$7.85

Model 710 D.C., same as above less A.C. volt range.
Complete with battery and booklet
(Size 4" z 6.441" z 2% ").
Shipping weight Model 710-2 lbs.

of instructions.

$5.85

APPROVED COMBINATION TUBE TESTER AND
SET ANALYZER MCDEL

2000C
Here is Approved, latest, finest complete
portable Combination Tube
tester and Set Analyzer. In every respect this is truly a "DeLuxe" instrument in appearance, performance and
dependability.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
New! 9" Round D'Arsonval type meter ter, accuracy. Tests 35- 45-50 -70 up
to 117 volt tubes Including crew OZ4,
nod other cold cathode rectifiers. Tests all metal, MG, spray shield and glass
tubes. Tests new Loctal tubes as well as all single ended octal tubes. Tests
all ballast tubes. Hot interelement short and leakage test between all individual elements. Hot cathode leakage test. High sensitivity neon indication. Individual test of each section of full wave rectifiers, duo diodes and
all multi -purpose tubes. Line voltage indication directly on meter with
smooth power control for variation of line voltage. Noise tests-Outlet for
audible teat of noisy tubes. For 105 -185 Volta, 50-60 cycles power mains.
All teste made according to R.M.A. standards. D.C. Volts 0-10-50 -500 -1000.
A.C. Volts 0- 10 -60- 600-1000. D.C. Ma 0 -1 -10- 100 -1000. D.C. Amp. 0 -10. Ohms
0-500 -5000 -1 meg. 10 megohms. Decibels -8 + 15, -15 + 29, -29 + 49,
-32 + 55. Output 0 -10-59-500 -1000. Condenser Leakage measurements.
Qualitative Paper Condenser tests.
Model 2000C with 9" meter complete with test leads
and booklet of instructions. (Size 17%" a 131/4" z
5% "). Shipping weight Model 2000C -23 lbs. ....
Model 200011, with 4W4s" meter complete with test
leads and booklet of instructions. (Size 10T/" x
14%" z 51/s"). Shipping weight Model 20006 -19 lbs.

osat-Vr--

$29.95

$23a95

APPROVED STANDARD
MODEL 730 A.C. AND D.C.
ALLTESTMETER
This portable analyzer is designed to
cover all fundamental electrical measurements in a radio receiver or electrical
appliances.

-a

Besides
R.M.A. Resistor and Condenser Color codes are etched right on
a beautiful 14 -gauge frosted aluminum
two-tone panel. The entire instrument
is very ruggedly constructed to withstand the hard usage apt to be received
by portable instruments.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
D'Arsonval Jeweled Meter 0 -1 Ma. sensitivity. (1000 ohms
per volt.) D.C. Volts 0-15- 150 -750. D.C. Ma 0 -1 -16- 150 -750. A.C. Volts
0 -15- 150 -750. A.C. Ma 0-15- 150 -750. Capacity .0005-1 mfd. .06 -200 mfd.
Ohms 0 -500. 500 -5 Megohms. Decibels -10 to +19, -10 to +88, -10 to +63.
Output ranges 0-15-150-750. Inductance 1 -700 henries. Watts, based on 6
M.W. at 0 O.B. in 500 ohn(p, .006000 to 600 watts. Zero adjustment for
ohm ranges. Large, easy -to-read scales with knife edge pointer. Completely
self- contained for all ranges. Accuracy on D.C. 2 %, all others 6 %. Every
soldered connection individually inspected. Housed in custom built portable
leatherette cabinet. Measures hum in filter systems. 6H6 tube Rectifier
(works on 90 -130 Volts A.C., 60-60 cycles). Multiplier resistors are completely insulated and sealed against atmospheric conditions. Shunts are
wire wound.
41/2" Square

Complete with booklet of instructions.. Portable
cover 75e entra. (Size 93" z 101/4' z 51 ").
Shipping weight Model 730-9 lbs.

3.95

APPROVED "GIANT" MODEL
1300C TUBE SALESMAN
This new Approved tube .\nol)-z.cr is
designed for tube selling appeal, and high
standards required
for successful tube

testing Iambi....
Characterized by the high perfection of
Approved design and manufacture this
new up-to - the -minute Analyzer tests the
latest Loetal, single ended tubes, octal base
metal and glass types. All tests made
according to R.M.A. standards.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
9- Round D'Arsonval type meter. 21'
accuracy. (G. E. Aviles magnet.) Tests
511 -711 tip to 117
,oit tubes Including
new OZI and oilier cold cathode reel löcra.
Toste all metal. AM.. spray shield and
glass tubes. Tests new LMtal tubes as well
as
II single ended. octal tubes. Tests all
allast tubes. pilot lights and miniature
lamps. Hot interelement short and leakage test between all Individual elements.
`lot cathode leakage test. High sensitivity
neon indication. Individual tests of each
suction of full wave rectifiers. duo diales
and all multi- purpose tubes. Line voltage Indication directly on
...tor with nnoelh
power
variation
Automatic
In
\tilts 5660 cycle power
teats made` according
Etched frosted aluminum panel .with two tone black enamel background. Direct
reading (Good-Bad) multi-colored and calibrated reference scale. Noise tests -Outlet
for audible lest of noisy tubes.

Model 1300C with 9" meter comes complete with
booklet of instructions.
ve
(Size lips" : 17e_" t Model
Portable cover $1.00 extra. Shipping weight Model
I300c -23 lbs.
Model (of ß with onss. meter tomes complete with
booklet of instructions. (Size 141/4" z IRXi" z 5%").
Shipping weight Model 13005-13 lba
Model 1300A with 3" meter comes complete with
booklet of instructions. (Size 14%" z lOp4" z 554 "),
Portable Cover 75c extra.
Shipping weight Model 1300A-13 Iba.

$
95
$ 16 95
$ 1 VA( 85

We guarantee all our test instruments to be exactly as represented or your money will be promptly and cheerfully
refunded.
We manufacture a complete line of instruments to cover your exacting needs.
We call your particular attention to our newly designed tube checkers to take care of all the latest tubes up
to
117
volts.
Send for our 24 -page illustrated catalog with technical description of each instrument. how they are made
and what they will do for you.
Compare our different models and prices with all other makes. That is only fair to both of us.
At our low prices we sell only on a cash basis. Send money order or cheek and we will ship goods immediately. as we built up a stock
in anticipation
of rush orders.
To those who do not wish to send money in advance, we suggest a deposit of es ó with order, balance C.O.D.

I APPROVED TECHNICAL APPARATUS CO.,
Please

Mention

Dept. RT -1,

This Magaz ;ne When

571 Dey Street, New York City I

Writing Advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com
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OUTSTANDING SHORT WAVE BOOKS

Nov Available

ARE

AT YOUR DEALER!

ul your local radio dealer -that's what countless thousands
buy parts. tubes. kits, accessories from
fans do. Now through a nation -wide distribution service our numerous books are available at your favorite radio dealer -right where you buy other radio equipment. It's more convenient,
saves time and you can inspect the books before you buy. Ask your dealer to show you all the books
advertised on this page- they're always in stock.

of short -wave
YOU

;.

101

HOW TO GET
BEST SHORT WAVE
RECEPTION

SHORT WAVE
HOOK -UPS

Compiled by the Editora oI
RADIO & TELEVISION

M.

knotr about short Ware reception.
The author. a professional radio
listener and radio fan for many years,
gives you his long experience in radio
reception and all that goes with It.
40 Illustrations
72 Paws
to

Here Is a wnrtnw'hlle book that every
short wave listener. every short wave
fan. and every short wave amateur
has wanted for a long time. It gives
you the

hldh et appeared heretofore.
100 Illustrations
72 Pages

HARVEY OERNSBACK tells

you everything you have oser wanted

50c

e

50c

HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR
RADIO OPERATOR
By Lieut. Myron F. Lids. whose exprience In

HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS
This is the hest and mon up-to -date book on
the subject. It Is edited and prepared by the
editors of RADIO
on the buildmaterial on
contains a wealth
typical r short
ing and operation. ot only
ors

the amateur field has made Iliw pro- eminent In

this line.

f

ease

ers

a ec
750 Illustrations

o

a
wave

short

If you intend to become a licensed codo operator, If you wish to fake up phone work eventually -1 his is the book you must get.
150 Illustrations

tow

75

50c

72 Pages

TEN MOST POPULAR
SHORT WAVE
RECEIVERS

THE SHORT WAVE
BEGINNER'S BOOK

HOW TO MAKE AND WORK THEM
The editors of RADIO & TELEVISION have selected ten outivers and
standing short wee
these are described in rthe new volEach receiver is fully illustrated with a complete layout. pic-

Here I..k that solves your short
ware void, ins- leading you in easy
stages troni the simplest fundamentals to the presents stage of the art as
it is known today. It is the only
low -priced reference hook on short
weirs for the beginner.

torial representation. photographs of
the net complete, hark -up and all
worthwhile specs fleet ions.
75
40

/livatrationa

475

25c

Pages

50c

Pages

0

Illustrations

25c

Pages

LOOK FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER
For convenience the publishers list below dealers in all parts of the world where our
books are available. On your next shopping trip be certain to examine these volumes.
You're sure to want them for your technical library.
Vahher Bros.. Montgomery
ARIZONA
Sam's Cigar Store. Phoenix
CALIFORNIA

electric 'u ply Co.. Oakland
Supply Company, Los Angeles
lied.
os An.
IL AI Televialon Supply Co.. Los
lea
Pacific Radio Exchange, Inc.. Los An

geles
Western Auto Supply. Loa Angeles
Zack Radio Supply
PasadenaLeles
o
Hoo
Western stadio & Elec. Co., San Diego
Beach
tgBeach
Scott Wholesale Radio Co.. Long
Offenbach Electric Co.. .
Technical Book Co.. San Francisco
Zack Radio Supply Co.. San Francisco
Radio Specialties Co., San Jose
.

Interstate Radio0Suply.O Denver
.

CONNECTICUT

The Edward P. Judd Co.IC. NOW Raven
DELAWARE
Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co.. Inc.. Wil

tnington

FLORIDA
Radio Accessories Co.. Orlando
GEORGIA

Radio Wire Television. Inc.. Atlanta

ILLINOIS
Allied Radin tnrpoatton. Chicago
W'niter C. Unroll, Inc., Chicago

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.. Chicago
Co.. Chicago
A. C. McClurg
Radio Mart. Chicago
Midwest
Newark Electric Co.. Chicago
Sears. Roebuck & Co.. Chicago
Max Stein A Co.. Chicago
Montgomery Ward & Co.. Chicago
Radio Wire Television. inc.. Chicago

INDIANA
van Sichle Rads,. Indianapolis

MASSACHUSETTS
DeW'olfe & Flake Co.. Boston
The Personal Bonk Simi, Boston
Television.
Radio
sepringflelii
Library Book
Tremont Elec. Supply Co.. Boston

OHIO
News Exchange. Akron
United Radio. Inc.. Cincinnati
College Book Exchange. Toledo

MICHIGAN
Rissi Brothers. Detroit
MINNESOTA

PENNSYLVANIA
M A H Sporting Goods Co.. Phila.
de 1ph is
Radio Electric Service Co.. Philadelphia

516

OREGON

Catneradio Co., Pittsburgh
UTAH
Radio Supply. Inc.. Salt Lake City.

WASHINGTON

NEBRASKA
C,,mlwny. Omaha

Radio
ioA Al Pontus C ., Newark
Radio Wire Television. Inc.. Newark

NEW YORK
Fort Orange Radio Dist. Co., Albany
Radio Wire Television, Inc.. Bronx
Radin Wire Television. Inc.. Jamaica.
Harrison Radio Co.. New York City
American News Co.. New York City
Raker & Taylor Co.. New York City
Man. the Raadio Man. New York City
York
Co..
yY
ewo York City
Eagle
Co...
Federated Purchaser. Inc.. New York
Radio Circular Co.. New York City
G. E. Stechen A Co.. New York City
The Stebter Co., New York Cny
sun Radio
City
New
Terminal RadioComp.York
Thor Radio Corp.. New York City
New
New York
Van RlemWyck
City
New
Inc..
Radio Wire Television.
Ark City
City
ii. W. Wilson Cn.. New York Rochester
l CoRadio Paris A Et on.
A
Schenectady
M.

ew

POPULAR BOOK CORPORATION

Publishers

Please Mention This

Empire

J. K. Gill Co.. Portland

St. Paul Book & Stat. Co., St. Paul
MISSOURI
Burstein-Applebee Co.. Kansas City
abs..
Walt 1 kn Radio Co.. St. Louis
Van Sickle Radio Co,. St. Louis

Radio

Radio Pesters,

Seattle
pplú
Seattle Radio
Wide' Co.. Inc.. Seattle
ARGENTINA
Radio Revista. Buenos Aires

SRAZIL
Agenda Soave. sao Paulo
CHINA
China News Co.. Shanghai
International Booksellers. Ltd., Shang'
t

ENUL AND

Gorrhtgc's Amer. Nears Agency. London
FRANCE

Toute 1a Radio.
Rehr t:_ef. D.il.

Part.

GERMANY
S

\v

l:.. Berlin NW No.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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INDIA
Mart. Bombay

MEXICO
American Book Store. Mexico. D. F.
Central De Publicacione, S. A.. Mel
ico. D. F.
Jaques Salvo. Mexico, D. F.
NEW ZEALAND
Johns. I.td.. Auckland
James Johnston. Ltd., Dunedin
Te Aro Book Depot. LI,l.. Wellington
SOUTH AFRICA
Town
Technical
New AgtyJohannesburg
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art ui sending
printed material and pictures by radio
is winning increasingly great attention
throughout the United States. Not only are
the entertainment and educational values
of this youngest of radio's branches being
explored, but it is receiving the earnest investigation of the nation's police departments in the unending war on crime.
Most of the transmissions carried on by
the numerous stations in various parts of
the country consist of test material-the
same cartoon strip repeated night after
night, publicity regarding the system used
for the transmission, rewrites of news material appearing in earlier editions of the
daily papers, etc.
Believing that facsimile needs better material in order to make its popularity grow
still more rapidly, RADIO & Tr1.EvZstoN prepared copy for facsimile transmission and
submitted it to the local outlet -WORW2XUP-in New York. This copy, a portion of which is reproduced at the left, was
well received by persons possessing facsimile
reproducers of the Reado type. Most persons
now equipped to receive facsimile transmissions are interested in radio largely front
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Actual

size

of

Girl's head, right. is but
small
part of
WOR

fac-

copy, left. is
in. wide. This is

simile
45/8

Electronic Maisie
Any old electric

pick -up

can

phone for use with a stringed
instrument, as shown herewith.
Remember one thing. howeverthe music you get from this arrangement cannot be better than
the pick -up used. The support
may be made of any easily bent
metal, such as strip brass, and
the vacuum cups can be had at
any 10c store. The two leads
from the pick-up are connected
to any amplifier, as in a radio
set or phonograph. The illustra-

tion shows how an ordinary
violin, for example, may be
made to play through a loud
speaker. The same system can
be used with any other stringed

.a

instruments. -Jack Bittner.

or January,

"RCA" copy.
Inside police car, below,
is
facsimile transmitter receiver.
1(

first WOR "R. & T."

be employed to make a micro-

transmission.

the experimenters'
standpoint ; t h e r ef o r e, material designed to appeal to
the mechanicallyminded radio man
was chosen for the
R & T transmissions.
Various kinks taken
from the pages of
t h e magazine were
photographed a n d
enlarged up to 3%

radiated throughout the metropolitan area.
So successful were these transmissions that
\V2XUI' has scheduled daily broadcasts of
R & T Kinks, while WOR has been sending out this material the two nights a week
on which it uses the Finch system.
On four other nights, this station is experimenting with the RCA facsimile system
(Continued on page 551)

r

inches wide -the size
needed for facsimile
transmission. These
were p u t on the
Finch transmitter at
Carteret, N. J., and
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BYRD ANTARCTIC Expedition members will be kept in touch with home
through General Electric's shortwave radio
"mail bag," as were the two previous expeditions. WGEO, the shortwave station at
Schenectady, will transmit messages to the
more than 100 men in the expedition on
alternate Friday nights at 11 P.M., using a
frequency of 9,530 kc.

W y RLD

LICENSE plates
bearing ham call letters

AUTO

ivu

are being sought by the Union
County Amateur Radio Association of Elizabeth, N. J.
Lloyd Fowler, secretary of the
organization, has sent a circular letter to local hams as a
first step toward preparing a
petition to the Commissioner
of Motor Vehicles; an enclosed card for the hams to fill
out and return will complete
the petition. The licenses being
sought would look something

WIDE
RAD

like this:

\\'

N

GSX
2

enable United States artillerymen to locate
the hits made by the shots fired from their
batteries.
Thus an observation plane flying above
the enemy lines can make pictures or maps
cf troop movements, ammunition trains or
new positions and transmit them to the
ground receivers at the moment of making
them. Photographs can be
taken by the ground crew as
the television pictures flash on
the screen. The full record thus
is recorded, and if the observing plane comes to grief before
returning, its work is not lost.
Compact sending sets,
known as "jeeps," have been
built in this country at a cost
of about $20,000 each. The
weight is about that of two
radio console type cabinets.
The set can be easily operated
by one or two men. There is
some vibration distortion from
the plane engines which occasionally washes out minor details in the pictures received on
the ground, but, on the whole,
i
the signals sent back are clear.
Not many observation planes
are large enough for two extra
crew members, but this is not
too much of an obstacle, especially if the object of the flight
is sufficiently important.
Smaller bombers could be used.
The great job ahead is to
find some means of building
a universal television machine
that can overcome universal interference. The best authorities
say this can be done, but will not take a chance on saying how
soon.

TELEVISION TN WAR is being discussed
by members of the United States defense forces, according to an article published by the New York Times. The possibility of transmitting television images of
enemy terrains from airplanes soaring
above is being considered as a means for
national defense. Such a system would also

4

o
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SUMMING UP the milestones which radio has
passed as he made predictions
for 1959, Major Lenox R.
Lohr, President of NBC, foresaw greater use of ultra -high
frequencies and microwaves,
and the establishment of 500 kw. stations as standard, clear -channel outlets. Major Lohr also believes that television will be
definitely here by that time.

TELEVISION CAME to the aid of astronomers in the coronaviser developed by Dr. A. M. Skellett of Bell Telephone
Laboratories. The brilliance of the sun prevents astronomers from
studying the corona of flaming gas which surrounds the sun
itself, except when an eclipse blanks out the brilliant disk. Dr.
Skellett's invention, shown below in picture and diagram. makes
use of a telescope which projects an image of the sun and corona
to a mirror and scanning disc. The image of the sun is reflected
back to a trap, but that of the corona is scanned by means of a
mechanical television system. This corona may be reproduced
on a cathode ray tube, may be inspected directly through other
means, or may be photographed with suitable apparatus.

MIDGET RADIO transmitters are sent aloft with free balloons
in the cosmic ray investigations being made by the U. S.
Bureau of Standards. Fifteen experiments were conducted at
altitudes ranging up to 100.000 feet. A special vacuum tube circuit
connected to the cosmic ray detector caused the transmitter to
send out a radio impulse for every sixty rays detected. This
afforded an accurate count up to 3,000 rays per minute.
ONE -MAN TRANSMITTING station might he used to describe
the cadet of the Cambridge University Officers' Training
Corps, pictured herewith. Note that the cadet is equipped not
only with phones, microphone, transmitter and power pack,
but also has a vertically polarized doublet antenna strapped
to his belt. Communications are carried on over ultra -short
waves with this system. A similar device was demonstrated
by the
Army more than
a year ago when
the corps was reviewed by its honorary Colonel, the
Duke of Gloucester,
younger brother of
King George VI.
Apparatus of this
type is said to be in
use by the British
units now on active
duty at the Western
Front. The use of
ultra -short waves
atl'd low power does
much to lessen the
likelihood of signals being picked up
on enemy receivers.
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TELEVISION

TELEVISION
transmission
over

telephone

cables was an ac-

complished fact last

May when the
NBC relayed

images of the sixday bicycle race

from New York's
Madison S qua re

Garden to the

transmitter atop the

Empire State
Building about
11/3 miles away.

T

he

experiment

was not particularly successful. However, engineers of
the telephone company are still con-

ducting experiments to so adapt their lines that television transmissions from remote points may be more practical. Tests reported by C. L. Weis, Jr., of the Telephone Company's High Frequency Transmission Development staff, indicate that at
3,000,000 cycles there is a million times as much loss in a pair
of telephone wires as in co -axial cables especially designed for
television use. However, through the use of equalizers to make the
losses the same for all frequencies transmitted, it is hoped that
perfectly satisfactory results will be achieved. The amplifiers,
incidentally, are flat from 45 to 3 million cycles. The Columbia
Broadcasting System is experimenting with these lines.

RADIO MAGIC controlled the stunts through which the

De Soto car, pictured above, went- according to engineers
who designed the exhibit. At the commands of the man with
the wand, the hood, doors and trunk opened, the windshield wipers
waggled to and fro, and the car itself ran short distances backward and forward. The insert shows the inside of the baggage
compartment which was used to house the control apparatus.
Skeptical visitors at the Auto Show peered under the car looking
for concealed wiring connecting to a remote point but found none.
Other skeptics peered into the car's crannies looking for a midget
who might be operating the gadgets, but none was apparent.
Those who believed their eyes went away thoroughly convinced
that the car was radio operated.

MAGNETIC MINES are also set off by sound waves, according to recent reports from Britain.
The Government there is said to be experimenting with high gain amplifiers and
underwater loud speakers, to be used in detonating the mines at a distance so that their ships will he
unharmed. It has been calculated that the transmission of sound under water being so
much
greater than in air, with a good P.A. amplifier system using a metal diaphragm under
-water
speaker, it will be possible to discharge mines at almost three-quarters of a mile distance.
AN INTERCOLLEGIATE
radio broadcasting system
to link Brown, Dartmouth,
Wesleyan, Harvard and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology over a wire network is

THE

CHINESE are kept in
touch with world events by
an American woman, Agnes
Smedley. A writer and ardent
supporter of the Chinese cause,
Miss Smedley takes shorthand
notes of the news bulletins
transmitted by KGEI, San
Francisco. These she transcribes
and turns over to an interpreter
who translates them for the
benefit of the Chinese Army.

being planned by engineers at

Brown University, and other
colleges are also to be asked to

join. Brown already has thirty
stations in dormitory and frat
houses, the outgrowth of an idea
conceived by George Abraham,
'40, during his freshman year.
There are now 75 members taking care of programs, advertising and technical arrangements
at Brown and Pembroke Colleges. The audience is estimated
at 2,000 daily, and the transmission on 570 kc. is carried over
30,000 feet of wire. Programs

This girl reporter once taught
school in a Colorado mining
district -a somewhat less exciting career than that which
she now pursues.

PERMISSION

afford entertainment for listeners,

and

experience

for the

operators.

QUEER QUERIES are asked
about television, according
to engineers with the General
Electric exhibit at the N. Y.
World's Fair. One example is,
"If I run from the transmitter
to the receiver, will I be able to
see my picture there when I arrive?" Another, "If I leave my
name and address, will you send
me the negative of my television
picture ?"

RADIO AND

TELEVISION was well represented on a television show, the "Visi- Quiz," broadcast over NBC Station
W2XBS in October and November. Left to right in the picture
above are: Helen Lee Corbett and Josephine Hough, who tied
for first place; Quiz Master Bob Eichberg, Television Editor of
R. & T.; R. D. Washburne, managing editor of RADIO -CRAFT;
C. P. Mason, editor of Gernsback Publications; and Thomas D.
Pent; Art Director of R. & T. and R -C. The quiz, first of
its kind, was designed especially for television, being aimed at
the eye as well as the ear. As we go to press, Mr. Eichberg has
just staged a second Visi -Quiz.

for January, 1940

to operate two
frequency modulated stations. one at Mt. Washington,
N. H., the other at Alpine, N. J.,
is being sought by John Shepard,
president of the Yankee Network. Frequency modulation is
relatively static free, due either
to the ultra -high frequencies
used, or to the ingenious circuit developed by Major E. H.
Armstrong. Several stations of
this sort are already on the air,
and it is believed that the Yankee
Network's move may foreshadow a chain of such transmitters. Signals are limited to
the horizon, so there is room for
a great number in the available
bands.
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takes place during the framing impulse period. A synchronized adapter
is used at the receiver.
The changeover takes place so
rapidly that full color appears.

INTERNATIONAL
RADIO REVIEW

Television Antenna
Design
VARIOUS forms of television

antennas have been designed in
England and Germany, where the
art has been in progress much longer
than here. According to Rundfunk,
excellent results are achieved by
means of the circuits shown. Fig. IA
shows a straight wire with reflector,
1B illustrates a transposed doublet,
IC shows a straight doublet with reflector, and ID illustrates a type of
doublet which may be used when
space is at a premium. Another type,
1E, described in Wireless World of
Britain, shows an arrangement de-

1

iC-

ELECTRON GUN
CATHODE AT

-.2S VOLTS

TARGET

Ow-VELOCITY

a.,

OTOEMISSION
G COIL

FOCS

signed to decrease sideband interfer-

lo

AMPLIFIER

ence. The antenna is an inverted quarter-wave cone connected to the inside

conductor of co -axial feeder F. Four
quarter -wave concentric lines, L, each
short- circuited at the end to a ring
of wire, W, provide the compensating circuit and serve as a counterpoise. This also is a German patent.

. -, :

'

tween the human eye and a television
system. In Fig. 2A, one sees how the
image of a tree is projected through
the lens of an eye onto the retina, and
how a network of nerves causes this
to form an image in the brain. Fig.
2B shows how a lens projects a similar image onto the sensitive screen
of an iconoscope tube, and how a
circuit network (or ether waves) links
this to a receiver, where it is repro-

New Pick -up Tube

a new television
pick -Tip tube, is claimed to have
many desirable features. As described
by Albert Rose and Harley lams in
the RCA Review, this tube is said
to be more sensitive to low light
levels, to provide greater contrast, to
eliminate false dark spots, and to be
ten to twenty times as efficient as the
iconoscope. It uses both electromagnetic and electro-static scanning,
as Fig. 3 indicates.

3

H
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THE Orthicon,

Low QRN Antenna

A NEW type of ballast aerial for
interference suppression is shown
in Fig. 4. This was recently patented
by R. I. Kinross, as reported in
Wireless World of Britain. Instead
of using a shielded lead-in, a "dummy" balancing wire, BW, is run
parallel to the ordinary lead -in, L -I,
for a distance equal to about half
the length of the antenna and lead -in
combined. The wires are connected
to the primary of the input trans-

4
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as

shown, the

variable re-

sistor and condenser (R and C) perA RADIO PAR TUTTI, of taly, mitting
the interference to be balanced
L shows an interesting analogy be-

duced.

r

-_{

former

Television Analogy

SEVERAL interesting volume
control circuits are shown in
Practical Wireless of Britain. Two
simple methods are illustrated in
Figs. 7A and 7B. These control grid
voltage in the R.F. stages. Fig. 7C
shows how cathode voltage may be
varied to control volume, while means
of controlling volume by variable resistance in the antenna circuit is
shown in Fig. 7D, and variable
capacitance in the sanie circuit at
Fig. 7E. Figs. 7F and 7G show two
methods of controlling volume by an
audio stage, the former being in a
resistance-coupled circuit, the latter
in a transformer-coupled circuit.
Finally, Fig. 71-1 shows a simple
means of controlling volume by means
of a resistor directly across the voice
coil of a speaker.

7

DEFLECTING COIL

DEFLECTING PLATES
SCANNING SE

Manual Volume Control

out. Although there is some loss of
signal strength, this system is said to
be completely noise -free.

Simplified A.F.C.

AN arrangement in which the
5 A.F.C. potentials are applied
directly to the control grid of the

oscillator is described by
Practical IVircless of Britain. The
diagram of this circuit appears in
Fig. 5. The tank circuit includes Ll
and C, and its high side is connected
to the plate through ablocking condenser Cl, but its low side is at
ground potential. The control grid
is coupled to the tank circuit through

local

the blocking condenser and L2. Local
oscillations are impressed upon the
first detector through condenser C4,
and the A.F.C. lead is connected to
the control grid through grid leak R1.

Colored Vision Adapter

which permits
adapter,
colored television to be transmitted over systems using one color

6

AN

iconoscopes and kinescopes, has been
patented by D. L. Plaistowe and
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd., according to the British publication. Electronics and Television &

Short Wave World. Three color filters
(red, yellow and green) are carried
past the pick -up on an endless belt so
that only red rays reach the iconoscope on one frame, only yellow on
the next and only green on the third,
as shorn in Fig. 6, the cycle repeating indefinitely. The filter changeover

RED
YELLOW

6-

ICONOSCOPE

.7 B.

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

MODERN MECHANICAL

TELEVISION
Vibrating Mirrors

Reflecting Drums

)204att

,q..

Oscillating Crystals

Kta4t

WHEN one mentions mechanical televi-

may take the place of the photocell ; the
neon lamp or the Kerr cell in the light
huge discs whirling at terrific speeds, the modulation system is actuated by the amplifinal product of which is a coarse sixty line fied output of the receiver. Scanners of
image and a lot of noise. The early discs this type have been built to produce as high
were large, bulky affairs. They ranged as 8,000,000 elements per second.
from 2 to 4 feet in diameter, and they
Revolving Mirrors. Recent research in
quivered and quavered as they spun at Europe and especially in Great Britain has
speeds that would cause anyone to tremble been focused upon mechanical scanners
that ventured into the same room with the utilizing optical tricks to effect scanning
monstrosity
and to increase the amount of light reaching
That was the case only a few years ago. the screen. One of these systems is the
Today that is not the case, for mechanical English Alihaly -Traub system. The light
scanners so small that they can be placed emerging from the light modulation system
in the hand can produce a picture of high
falls on the bottom row of mirrors of the
definition with little or no noise. It is the eight -sided polygon, shown in Fig. 2. The
purpose of this article to acquaint the light is reflected to the screen where the
experimenter with these mechanical systems image is built up by means of the quarter
of television.
arc of stationary mirrors and the top mirVibrating Scanners. One of the leading rors of the rotating polygon. In practice,
systems employs the oscillatory or vibrator the best compromise has been found to be
scanner. In this scanning device, a mirror the eight -sided polygon together with the
is oscillated in one direction and at the sanie quarter arc of stationary mirrors. A multitime in a second direction which is perpen- plying effect is obtained here due to the
dicular to the first direction. This will be peculiar optical arrangement. The number
clarified if you glance at the diagram of the of lines appearing on the screen will be the
early oscillatory scanner, Fig. 1. The mirror product of the number of mirrors in the
is attached to a bar which is oscillated in a
stationary arc and the number of mirrors
vertical direction. This assembly is mounted on the rotating polygon. Thus this system
on a frame which is oscillated in a hori- can be built to the upper limit necessary for
zontal direction. Tuned strings are used to good definition. The system illustrated will
support the movable frames. These strings reproduce 120 lines. According to its inare at resonance with the frequency of the ventors, one of the secrets of the success of
current in the corresponding electro- this system is that the light from the stamagnets which set the frames into physical tionary mirrors is reflected back to the
motion. Since tuned strings are used to sup- upper row of the eight -sided polygon before
port the movable frames, the shape (oscillo- the light beam is projected to the screen.
gram) of the current passing through the This is said to result in a fourfold increase
electro- magnets need not be a perfect
(Continued on page 542)
sinusoidal wave. This is a very important
advantage, for in other systems the wave
must have a very definite shape if the system is to function at all. At the transmitter, At right -Vibrating scanners;
electrostatic conthe light reflected from the image by the denser type scanner; oscillating crystal scanmirror actuates a photo -cell. At the receiver, ner; Kerr cell light modulator or valve.
Below-Rotating mirror drum scanner and
a neon lamp or a light modulation system
sion, most readers immediately picture

!

Mihaly -Traub optical system.
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Practical Radio Ideas
Changing Tubes Helps S -W
Reception
)NE radio experimenter has found that
when using the regenerative detector, the
choice of tubes makes a big difference in
short wave reception. He found that a 34
type tube is very satisfactory for the ordinary broadcast band, but for short wave
reception the substitution of a 49 type tube
made a great improvement.
SOOMMC
49

PON

34

sw.
8.C.

}

l.,
OUTPUT

0.5350

MME.

C2.

15 MML
( 5 PLATE

MIDGET)

a

-it

Alarm Made from Headphone
FOR many signal purposes, an announcer
or alarm, made from an old radio or tele-

DUANE

different tube will often improve
S -VV reception.

\\

11

>"

OLD
RECEIVER

1r40
rims

BUTTON
11O V.
A C

M.
17-41 b1.
33.75 M.

e EXrRA

Many bands with one "plug -in" unit; a switch
selects the proper coil.

ing a 2 -band switch, I can tune in any band
desired in a jiffy. Those using five- or six prong coils can utilize this scheme by using
another gang switch or two, as required.
Orlando Vitone.

-

_-,-

Old head -phone makes good "alarm."

C3

5-20

TRANSFORMER

[r

is a circuit which eliminates the usual

third winding of the detector coil (tickler
winding) .
To make this type of feed -back in a
detector, put twice as many turns on the
primary, center-tap it, and connect it to
the plate through a 250 or 350 mmf. var.
condenser C3, as shown.

.3

STEP DOWN

HORN

THE accompanying diagram (Fig.

I

2

4 126-150M.
5.135-210M.
6.250-556M.

HITE.

Novel Regen. Idea

v

Eight Coils in One
I HAVE built the device pictured hereworks fine.
with and tried it out
Instead of having to plug in eight different
coils, I merely plug this unit into the usual
coil socket on the set, and by simply turn-

phone receiver, comes in very handy. The
diagram shows how such an alarm device
may be operated from a step -down transformer, wiring a push button in series with
the headphone, which should be fitted with
a horn. The larger the horn, the greater the
noise produced. To conform with the Fire
Underwriters' rules, no more than 6 to 8
volts should be carried on the low voltage
wiring, but if the wires to the receiver are
all open and exposed, and rigidly supported
on insulators, then a higher voltage may
be used on the device.-JEa REEVES, JR., and

.5,

Trying

Send in your favorite radio "idea."
Photos are welcome, but pencil or pen
and ink sketches will do. Just write a
simple but accurate description of the
idea and keep it within 500 words.
All articles accepted will be paid for
at regular space rates. Address all
material to Editor, Practical Radio
Ideas, c/o RADIO & TELEVISION, 99
Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.

Rheostat from Radio Resistors

A Simple Oscillator
A NEON tube, which can be obtained
at very reasonable cost today, forms the
basis of the handy oscillator shown in the

FOR many test purposes where a fairly
weak current only is to be passed, a
variable resistance, made from a series of

FIG.1

4R.F
STAGE

'i

C3, 250 -350

MMF.

-F

VAR. COND.

R.F.C.

c5

It,.

TO ANT.
CONNECIOII

C4

ONOETFCId

R.F.C.- 2.5MN.

CHOKE

FIG.2

C4 - ABOUT 100 MMF
MICA COND.

radio resistance cartridges, may be employed, as the diagram shows. If a current
of one watt or two watts is to be passed,
then the resistors used should be rated at
that current capacity, of course; in some
cases it may be necessary to connect two
or more resistors in parallel for each step
in order to provide sufficient current carrying capacity. For example, if a certain step
is required to handle 4 watts, then two
2 -watt resistors connected in parallel will
take care of this load; for 6 watts, three
2 -watt resistors connected in parallel would
satisfy the demand.

Circuit eliminating tickler.

This circuit has only been tried on the
broadcast band and probably the number
of turns to be added to the original
primary will be less for the higher frequencies. The exact amount can be determined by experiment. The correct number,
of course, will be that which allows the
proper amount of regeneration when C3 is
moderately open, so that it can be adjusted
when necessary.
Fig. 2 shows how to connect the detector
to an R.F. amplifier. -Dan Knipe.

rheostat mode from resistance
cartridges and a multi -point switch.

Useful test

Simple and useful oscillator made from neon
tube and condenser- resistor network.

diagram, and originally described by A. F.
Hallett in the Australasian Radio World.
The applied voltage of 80 to 120 volts D.C.
may be either from batteries or a power supply, and variation in the voltages will
cause a corresponding change in the frequency of the note. \ \'ith the resistances
and condensers shown, which may be
switched into circuit by means of plugs and
jacks, a wide range of tones or frequencies
may be obtained, and the tube may be made
to oscillate from one oscillation every 15
seconds to several thousand per second.
This oscillator forms a handy code practice set.
RADIO
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Front

and rear view; of the

2

-tube "loud- speaker" set. It works on 110 volts, A.C. or D.C.

Beginner's 2 -Tube Short-\)Vave
and Broadcast Receiver H. G. Ci.in, M.E.
THIS ingenious little beginner's set

meets the requirements of an ordinary
A.C. -D.C. home receiver for broadcast reception and a highly efficient plug -in coil
short -wave receiver for bringing in police
calls, code, amateurs, trans -Atlantic phone
conversations and distant foreign stations.
On the broadcast band, a standard A.C.D.C. coupling coil is used without regeneration. Hence, when this set is used as an
ordinary broadcast receiver, there are no
whistles or other disturbing regenerative
effects. Since the set is to be used for local
broadcast reception, regeneration is not required on this band. Of course, on the short
waves, regeneration is an absolute necessity
for distant reception.
A simple single throw, single pole switch
is used to open or close the broadcast por-

-

Features: S -W or Broadcast reception by flipping a switch
loud- speaker operation on two tubes -simple construction.
L2

,C

5w.1

FIG.2

ÿ-.
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Ì
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for January, 1940

tion of the circuit. When the switch is open,
the set is connected to operate as a plug -in
short -wave receiver. Closing the switch connects it as a broadcast set.
This set uses a 6J7 metal tube and a dual
purpose 25A7 tube, the latter combining the
functions of power output (audio) tube and
rectifier. When operating as a broadcast
receiver, the 6J7 serves merely as a tuned
detector. When the switch is opened, the
6J7 operates as a tuned regenerative detector. The 6J7 is resistively coupled to the
pentode portion of the 25A7 tube. The output of this tube is over three -quarters of a
watt and hence there is sufficient power to
operate a dynamic speaker with fair volume.
The rectifier portion of the 25A7 supplies
sufficient current for the plate supply of the
tubes and also to energize the field of the
dynamic speaker.
When used on the short waves, regenera(Continued on page 552)
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1- Horizontal

bands obtained on C -R tube screen with signal
generator at resonance, but modulated with 400 cycle audio
note. 2 -Test equipment at left of photo proved helpful in
aligning television receiver. 3- Vertical bands caused by signal
generator feeding into television receiver, but tuned slightly
off resonance. As resonance is approached, lines become
fewer until they disappear at resonance. Signal generator
here supplying pure sine wave. 4-"Sound" section of receiver.
5- Antenna doublet and reflector. 6-High voltage supply
for 5" C-R tube.

10-Tube "R & T"
Television Receiver
This second article describes the sound section, details of

the aligning procedure, improvements in the R.F. circuits,
details of the low and high voltage power supplies, etc.
TAKING up the description of the
R & T television attachment from where
it was terminated in the last issue, we find
that the radio frequency amplifiers, low
voltage power supply, sound section and
antenna installation remain to be considered.
The design of radio frequency amplifiers
of suitable characteristics for use in television, and which can be readily switched
from station to station, is not practical.
None of the manufacturers of Television sets
or kits has placed on the market a T.R.F.
receiver for this reason. In England, however, where the London station was the
only one in operation (since shut down because of war crisis and no others were likely
to be put in operation) many T.R.F. receivers were on the market in the lower
price ranges. Since the builders of the televisor described in this series are unlikely
to be laymen it was decided that the use of
plug -in coils would be a practical solution
of the problem. You will, we hope, not consider the plug -in coils a hardship, since using
them enables you to hold down the cost of
the outfit by making use of home -made
coils. It would be difficult to make suitable
coils in the case of a super-het, but it's

creasing the band of frequencies they pass
(don't forget the television video carrier,
plus modulation, is 4 mc. in width) and
nigh
therefore the detail on the pictures. The
School, nd Teacher in charge or Television. Ant.
Engineer, R17E, Board or Eduntion
value of this broadening resistor is nonStation. (500 watts -41.1 me.)
critical ; the value specified worked fine at
Assisted by Jerrier Haddad
35 miles air -line from the transmitter. It
might be possible to improve the range
easy with a tuned radio frequency set. somewhat by not using any resistor in this
The de-coupling R -C filters shown in position, thus increasing the sensitivity ; the
plate and screen circuits are of great im- tendency to oscillate would be increased,
portance. The tendency of R.F. amplifiers however, so watch it. A still lower value of
to oscillate when operated at these high fre- resistance in localities having high signal
quencies with such high gain pentodes as strength might be used with a slight imthe 1852 type tube is positively amazing. provement in picture detail. The first stage
This tendency, even at high settings of the has tuned input for maximum efficiency, due
gain controls, is absent in this design. If to better impedance matching to antenna
the experimenter should decide to change circuit. The second stage uses a grid rethe mechanical layout, he must be sure to sistor input. This arrangement was found
keep the various R.F. coils as "un- coupled" to operate as well as tuned input, at the
as possible. Keep the coils far apart and at same time reducing the number of tuned
right- angles to each other. Both stages of circuits and the chances for feed -back. It
R.F. have tuned plate circuits, as this in- was found desirable to use a separate gain
creases the gain far above anything which control on each stage, because in this way
was found possible with plate resistors. As they can be adjusted independently. Using
the same control for both involves the use
a matter of fact, it was found possible to
sacrifice some of the gain by putting re- of a complex de- coupling network, and
(Continued on page 549)
sistors across the tuned circuits, thus in-

Ricardo Muniz, E.E.

Associate Member, A.I.E.E.
Instructor Applied Electricity. Brooklyn Technical
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How

Built

I

A "JUNK-BOX"
V'Z ci im ¿le

Recorder
W.
The finished facsimile recorder which yielded excellent pictures
for Mr. Harmon.

ALMOST anyone who has experimented with elementary
mechanics and simple radio circuits can build a "junk -lox"
facsimile recorder that will attach to any set, having 5 watts or

more output, to receive printed facsimile material as transmitted
by numerous stations in various parts of the United States.
In the following description, the writer refers to various makes
of apparatus which he had on hand and utilized in his recorder.
Other apparatus can be substituted if it is more readily available.
The basis of this home -built facsimile recorder is the chassis
of an old Brunswick radio, the tuning condenser shaft of which
is vertical. The condenser plates are removed and the shaft and
bearing are used for the stylus arm bearing. Next, the stylus arm
(Fig. 3) is made from a piece of sheet aluminum, bent to form
a channel, the measurements of which are on the drawings. However, the main thing is to get the proper sweep for the stylus.
The motor, taken from an old General Electric electric phonograph, is mounted under the chassis. Part of the cast -iron flange
on the stylus arm bearing will have to be removed so the motor
can be mounted close enough. After the motor is mounted, the
turntable is removed from the hub and the huh is replaced (see
Fig. 1). Next, cut a piece of cork gasket about 1/32" thick to fit

GEAR

01.0 CONDENSER
SHAFT MOUNTING

'T^

over the motor shaft. This is the clutch facing. Then cut a 4"
circle of fairly heavy sheet iron. This is the clutch plate. The
synch. notch is cut in with a file. The cam for operating the
switch (see Fig. 5) is made from a piece of sheet iron and is
soldered to the clutch plate. It should be long enough to change
the current from the stylus to the synch. coil when the stylus
is about half way back on the return stroke. The coils for the
synch. electromagnet were taken from an old magnetic loud
speaker.
The cam wheel that operates the stylus is cut from a piece of
1/32" aluminum and is fastened to the clutch plate with two small
screws, two nuts being soldered to the clutch plate. A small
grooved pulley wheel is attached to the stylus arm with a bracket,
as shown in Fig. 2.
The top of the motor shaft is flattened off with a file and a small
screw soldered to it. A spring is slipped over this and a nut and
(Continued on rage 559)
an old

STYLUS
ARM RETURNING
SPRING

Harmon, Ex -W9UBU

Hundreds of readers have asked for data on
a home -built facsimile recorder.
Here 'tis!
(And we saw fine samples of the recorded
pictures, too.)

Constructional details for building this facsimile recorder from

CORK
CLUTCH

S.

phonograph motor are given below.
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smooth -working Transceiver, a 6C5 is used as a
super- regenerative detector,
and as oscillator for transmitting; a loktal 7C5 is employed as audio amplifier in
receiving and as a modulaIn this

tor in transmitting.
Photos at left show front and interior views of
the Transceiver. Note the hand -mike in the
front view.

A

2.5 Meter Transceiver

The radio frequency chokes in the grid
D.
Hooton,
W8KPX
Harry
and
plate circuiti of the 6C5 may be obtained
and
ultra- high -frequency bands, more
commercially or wound by the experimenter
more amateurs are regretting the fact that
and aptheir regular transmitters and receivers are and it is quite sensitive when in the receiv- himself ; they are identical in size
about
75 or 80 turns
of
consisting
pearance,
interference
with
radiated
The
ing
position.
112
megato
not constructed to tune down
cycles. Results obtained on this band usually
are equally as good or better than those
SENO
x%PC -RIRE/
ANTENNA
VÉR1 TOR
(AS
encountered on 56 megacycles and the equipOSC Uf TMNEMIT?ER)
9ypp
OHW
MMR
ment can be made much smaller in physical
`ECEIVE
araa,
size. This band is ideal for mobile work;
'ooaMF
a half wave antenna for 112 megacycles is
48
long.
inches
only about
MEOS.
:0
In spite of a general belief to the conR.FC.
trary, the use of specially constructed tubes
3 TURNS
sir DIAMETER
for 2.5 meter work is not an absolute necesFTERRVPT1ON
REQUENCY
loo
NSFOgME0.
receiving
any
standard
sity; in fact, almost
MMF.
NOTE:UNLtSS OTHERS. s SPEC, E, ALL AILED CONDENV
SER!
triode, such as the 76 or 6C5, will operate
AE MADE TO One SPOT On Tee CHASSISKTONs
o
SENO
TRANSCEIVER
with good results on this band, provided of
POTENtMETER
M.A.
TRANS
course that extreme care is taken when the
FORMER
The
is
constructed.
receiver or transmitter
PAPER
©
special ultra- high-frequency tubes, such as
.0E0
PAPER
the acorn types, are, without a doubt, better
PHONES
for the extremely short wave bands, but
their higher cost keeps many hams from
HEATERS
exploring this interesting region.
S
The two -tube transceiver to be described
? - 2.0 ST SWITCH A
is designed especially for mobile work on
a1/2vOLT
the 2.5 meter band. As shown in the photoBATTERY
44graphs and in Fig. 1, the construction and
B.2S0/.
A f AMPLIFIER (A S ÑECEI R) ,
circuit are extremely simple. The tube
complement consists of a 6C5 as super -reFig. I. Diagram of transceiver -although simple it works FB.
generative detector- oscillator and a "loktal"
7C5 as audio amplifier -modulator. This unit
transmits more power than most transceiv- other 2.5 meter units will be much less than of No. 36 d.s.c. copper wire wound close
The amount
ers because heavy loading of the antenna in some transceivers, while receiving, due on a 3á inch insulating form.
it may be
is permissible for both transmitting and to the separate interruption frequency coil of turns is not very critical but
necessary to use more or fewer than the
receiving. The hiss level is extremely low circuit.
number of turns specified in order to eliminate resonant absorption dips which will
Photos below show at left-side view of the chassis; at right-Transceiver mounted in ear.
cause "dead spots" in the tuning range. The
R.F. chokes are mounted directly on the
6C5 socket and the rotor terminal of the
tuning condenser in order to keep the leads
as short as possible.
The interruption frequency coil is the
regular manufactured type, being tuned to
100 kc., and is used to provide superregeneration in the 6C5 tube when receiving.
This permits much heavier antenna loading
and a lower plate voltage. Either 135 volts
from "B" batteries may be used for the
plate voltage supply when working mobile,
or a small 6/250 volt vibrator power pack
may be employed. For fixed station work,

WITH the growing popularity of the
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(Continued on page 554)
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HOWARDPrice!
At a New Low

COMPLETE WITH
TUBES

&

SPEAKER

Export prices slightly higher.

T¢aturtny
NOISE LIMITER
New trigger type circuit which responds to
all signals having a steep wave front characteristic. Diminishes all interferences such as
caused by automobile ignition systems.

ELECTRICAL BAND SPREAD
Employs a separate condenser with linear
calibration over 8' long covering 340'.

CERAMIC COIL FORMS
Used on ALL oscillator coils -Provides excellent frequency stability.

555 TO 7 METERS- .54 -43 MC
Complete uninterrupted tuning range.

SEVEN TUBES
6K8G Mixer Osc., 6SK7 I. F. Amplifier, 6SQ7
Det. and 1st A. F., 6K6G Output, 6C5 B. F. O.,
61-86G

Noise Limiter , 80 Rectifier.

FLYWHEEL TUNING
Employing the new HOWARD INERTIA
KNOBS achieving last and smooth tuning.
Used on MAIN TUNING and BANDSPREAD.

Definitely contributing to amateur radio development. the new
Howard "436" communication type receiver offers a greater combination of advanced features at so low a cost that it may well
be called the greatest value in amateur radio history.

Engineered to new high standards, the Howard "436", with
its improved noise limiter, electrical band spreader, inertia flywheel tuner and ceramic coil forms, provides amazing sensitivity,
selectivity and ease of operation.

Among the many other features found in the "436- are:
beat frequency oscillator, iron core I. F. transformers, built -in
Jensen electro- dynamic speaker, silver plated shielding, A.V.C.,
send -receive switch, headphone jack on front panel, doublet or
standard antenna connections, and copper plated chassis. Long
vave models and models for special voltages and frequencies
vailable. Export prices slightly higher.
-

Ask Your Jobber About the Startling New Howard "Progressive Series" Plan

-Pmetica

FOR BATTERY

OPERATION

Convenient socket connection on back panel
of receiver provides 6 volt operation using the
efficient and highly successful Howard type
"610" Power Pack. This makes an ideal
arrangement for use in car, boat or rural
locations where power lines are not available. Same socket may also be used for
connecting signal level indicator, Howard
type 600 "R" Meter.

0l66st
2ad[G
/uanu6actu te t

.e

SEND COUPON TODAY!
Howard Radio Co., Dept. RT -1,
1731 -35 Belmont Ave., Chicago. Ill.
Please send complete technical details about
the new HOWARD "436 ". (Coupon may be
pasted on post card or mailed in envelope.)

NAME
ADDRESS

HOWARD RADIO CO.
1731 -35 Belmont Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois

for January, 1940

Cable Address
HOWARDCO, U.S.A.

Please Mention This Magazine When Writing Advertisers
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MODULATOR UNIT

-'

OWE:R SUPPLY

A Modulator the
HAM Transmitter
For

Getting Started in Amateur Radio

No. 7

C.

W.

Palmer, E.E., Ex.

-W2BV

This simple yet very effective modula-

Maul.._IUI.

tor enables the Junior "Ham" to convert his transmitter for phone operation.
THE addition

of a modulator and ampli-

fier to the transmitter described in the
earlier parts of this series* will allow it to
be used as a phone transmitter to send the
human voice instead of code signals. Part
VI (Oct., 1939, issue) described how a
modulator works, gave its function in the
transmitter, and showed several typical
examples of modulators used in ham rigs.
In this part, a modulator unit suitable in
size and design for our ham transmitter will
be described. With this unit, the scope of
our rig will be widened as we will be able
to send both in code and voice on one of the
four bands allotted to amateurs by the
Federal Communications Commission.
Our modulator-amplifier unit consists of
a speech amplifier tube to increase the
strength of currents from the microphone.
followed by a Class B modulator. A Class B
modulator was chosen for reasons of
economy as this is the most efficient of the
three types in general use-Class A, Class
A prime, and Class B. By Class B is meant
that the tube is operated at a much higher
output than is possible with the two other
methods, and for this purpose special
transformers, and supply voltages were
chosen. In Class B, the plate current variations are much wider than Class A types,
and for this reason a separate power supply
was added to the power supply panel. The
wide variations in plate current would otherwise cause variations in the voltage supplied
to the transmitter, which might result in
instability or other troubles.
'March, 1939, issue.
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Top strip of photos shows modulator and
power supply. Directly above- bottom view
of modulator and power -supply units,

respectively.

\n examination

of the circuit diagram
the modulator is very similar

will show that
in circuit appearance to an audio amplifier
and, as a matter of fact, the tube following
the microphone is just that. A carbon microphone was chosen because the number of
amplifier stages required with this type of

mike over the more modern dynamic or
ribbon mikes is greatly reduced and such
a high quality mike and additional amplifier
(pre-amplifier) can be added later as ex(Continued on page 541)

Diagram of speech amplifier, modulator and power- supply.
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What Do YOU Think

?

He Likes "Foto" Section

Editor,

I have bought your book, RADIO & TELEsince it was called Short Wave
Craft. To me, it is the best book on the
art of radio today. I have seen it progress
very rapidly, but the December issue of
RADIO & TELEVISION, incorporating FozoCRAFT1 is the best. I am pleased because
there is nothing important missing and at
the same time a great deal added. Please
keep your book like this, Good luck.
VISION,

HAROLD MORRIS,

at HOMEin SPAN" TIM,
°'

(The Complete Ghirardi Course
in ONE Handy Volume
TRAINS YOU QUICKLY

1289 Allard Avenue,
Cote St. Paul
Montreal, Que., Canada.

for

Two Hobbies Not Related

a good -paying

job in

Radio or Television

Editor,
You asked for opinions as to the merger
of "R. & T." with ForO- CRAFT. I don't
like it I have been reading RADIO & TELEVISION since issue No. 1, and I have every
copy of your magazine. I never wrote you
and complained about any of the features.
Radio is one hobby, and photography is another hobby, altogether different, and there
is no possible reason for a merger of this
kind. If you want to keep your circulation
among radio -minded people, I would suggest you revert to the way you published
the magazine previously.
ARTHUR B. JOHNSON,

Broadcasting Committee,
Newark News Radio Club.

325 -85th St.,

Fort Hamilton, N. Y.

Radio & Photography Ideal
Editor,

Combination

A few days ago I received an announcement that RADIO & TELEVISION and FoTOCRAFT would henceforth
be published
within the same covers. This news was most
welcome, as I have long felt that radio and
photography, as hobbies, were closely related.
This new policy will be of great financial
aid, also. It will reduce the cost of magazines to those who have been in the habit
of buying both. At the same time, I think
that it will win newcomers to both the radio
and photographic fields. The reason that
some people do not know about certain
subjects is mainly because they have never
had the opportunity to come into contact
with them. Those who purchase this new
book for the radio section will surely become
interested in the section devoted to photography. In this way, many will become
interested in a field new to them.
In recent months I have noticed in the
section devoted to "Barter and Exchange"
that many of the ads are for cameras and
photographic supplies. From this it can
easily be seen that approximately half of
the readers of this magazine are interested
in both radio and photography.
Here's hoping for your continued success.
ELMER R. FULLER,
14 Euclid Avenue,

Cortland, N. Y.

THOUSANDS HAVE STARTED
SUCCESSFUL RADIO CAREERS
FROM THIS ONE BIG BOOK

Your Big Chance
Take It!

-

NOW-at last-you can get your 'tn.,

riy

in

radio, you can prepare for a good- paying
radio job, without expensive schooling or
lengthy study. Here in one inexpensive volume is a complete radio education for you.

-everything

is

RADIO, TELEVISION
ELECTRICITY, SOUND

illustrated and explained

clearly-right from basic electrical theory
up through television -86 different Chapter Sections in a1l-36 separate self- instruction
courses condensed into one easy- reading

CATHODE -RAY TUBES, etc.

home -training book.
Use

36 Volumes in

AS EASY AS ABC
Chlrrdlra Short -Cut Methods

It's absolutely amazing the way Ghirardi
makes every phase of radio clear and simple
to understand. No previous training is
necessary -no "math." Yet when you finish
the book you may have a better grasp of
the subject than many so-called "expert,."
Even if you can devote only a few minute,
a day to your training, you will be surprised
and delighted at the rapid progress you
make if you use this great book.

1. Ra`ieom Broadcasting

2. Sound. speech and
Music as Related to
roadeastiny
3. Electron Theory.
Electric Current.
4. Electrical
Units.
Ohm'. Law.
Rea. Electrical Cl rou its.

-

All You Need to KnowAbout Radio
Between These 2 Covers

Basic Fundamentals

Satteries.
e. Magnetism.
7. Electromagnetism.
a. Electromagnetic Induction.
e. Inductance ana Inductors.
10.
and
cnáaeesetnc
11. Alternating C
t
Circuits.
12. Electric Finer.
13. Ftectriul Musur.
Instruments.
leetramagnetie R
14. ïg
diations.
I3. Radio Transmis.
si
the
Broadcasting e stem.
1a. h Receiving station, Detection with
Crystals.
37. Elementary study of
Ne Vacuum Tub

- Practical Appfetlaee

Never before has it been possible to master the fundamentals
of the whole seisms of Radio so
easily. so quickly. so eronomlrally. Just imagine a bells that
really gives you a thorough

thi
fascinatingi1feld!1TakesElectricit,lone. for egalnple -no textbook over written will give you a
clearer picture of electrical theory and principle.. Ghirardi
brings out his simple explanations with such vivid clarity
you'll never be In doubt again
the rest of your life. Radio

broadcasting and receiving are explained to you In
full dealt. but without one wasted word. Over
Five Hundred diagram.. drawings and photos illustrate the graphic descriptions he gives you. This
great book will give you the basic knowledge that
is essential for landing any kind of
radio Robin broadcasting studios. in radio service organisations. In plants manufacturing radio equipment.
etc., etc.

LEARN TELEVISION TOO!

Yes. this course gives you

solid background in
Television fundamentals. SOUND. too. with all its
different branches- Microphones, Publie Address
Systems, Sound Films. etc. You'll master the intricacies of Cathode -Ray Tubes and Photoelectric
Cells as easily as If it were child'. play. And
though all this knowledge is at your command. 11
is but
fraction of the book's contents! There',
a

Ia.

Vacuum,

December issue,

WILLIAM SZABO,

Harvey St.,
New Brunswick, N. J.
( Continued on page 5.31)
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972 Pages

of radio

He Prefers Rodio Subjects
Editor,
I've been a reader of your magazine for
six months and I think that it is swell, but
I don't like the photography section in the

1-

RADIO, ELECTRICITY and SOUND Complete Plus Many Other Valuable Special
Features are Covered in These 36 Big Chapter-Sections. 972 Pages. 508 Diagrams,
Charts and Photos. 856 Review Questions.
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once

Rooks

Aster Place. New York.
Shipped
Dept. R&T -10
Postpaid Anywhere
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copy
f
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5 -nay Money -Rack Guarantee.
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Mary Roden's Ham station wins the Plaque this time.
the front cover last month?)

Remember her on

Nc> dan,

Here is the new "Award of

Editor,
I am a monthly newsstand reader of
RADIO & TELEVISIO.' and am enclosing the
description of my station and a photo of
myself and rig.
Amateur station W7GPO has been on
the air since December, 1937, when I received my license. Radio has always fascinated me and now, after nearly two years
of operation, I am still fascinated -man
times more so than when I started.
My transmitter is a Harvey Model 80-T,
(Continued on page 538)

Honor" Plaque which measures 5" x 7" in size. It is
handsomely executed in colors
on metal, and is framed,
ready to hang on the wall.
The letters appear in gray
against a beautiful black
background, and we are sure
that our amateur friends who
are awarded one of these
new "badges of merit" will
be more than pleased with
it. The name of the winner
will be suitably inscribed.
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RADIO TEST -QUIZ
1. The longest wave in radio transmission is :
(c) 15,000 cycles
(a) 20,000 cycles
(b) 10,000 cycles
2. The "tank" circuit of a transmitter is:
(a) the watercooling system for tubes.
(b) the circuit which is coupled to the
antenna circuit.
(c) a chain of "tank town" broadcasting
stations.
3. You are in a lonely spot in Alaska.
It is very important that you receive a radio
message transmitted by a station on 2100
meters. In checking the old- fashioned receiver at hand, you find that its tuning
range falls far short of 2100 meters. The
receiver is outfitted with the old type condensers in glass bowls. Knowing that the
capacity of a condenser may be changed by
changing the dielectric (in this case air)
you
(a) fill the spaces between rotors and
stators with waxed paper.
(b) pour kerosene from your kerosene
stove into the glass container.
(e) collect all the castor oil from the
medicine cabinet and pour this into the containers.
4. While listening in on the 600 meter
(marine) band you hear an SOS transmitted by a ship and receive a number of
messages which mean an important news
story. You call up your favorite newspaper

,
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4th Plaque Award Goes to

,

This ntonth's Test-Quiz was
prepared by J. G. Hart of
the American Radio institute.

Robert
Eichberg

of the charge of the telegram to your
friend.
(c) you receive a notice from the F.C.C.
calling your attention to the fact that you
have violated the Communications Act of
1934.

on the telephone and relay all messages to
them as they come in. The possible consequences are:
(a) the F.C.C. revokes your station
license and prosecutes you for a violation
of the Communications Act of 1934.
(b) the newspaper publishes all messages
and amply compensates you, knowing that
you have not violated any laws.
(c) you are banned forever from the air
for having interfered with an 5'OS call.
5. You are a licensed amateur operator

and a friend of yours is returning from a
sea voyage. While listening on the 24 meter
(marine) band you intercept a radiogram
addressed to your friend's mother. You
quickly call her up and acquaint her with
the contents of the telegram. The mother
thereupon calls up the telegraph company,
advising them not to bother about the delivery of the radiogram as she already is
familiar with its contents. The possible results are:
(a) the Telegraph Company sends you
a letter of thanks for expediting the delivery of the radiogram.
(b) the Telegraph Company refunds part

6. You are a radio operator on board a
steamer and wish to obtain some information from a Japanese steamer you are just
passing. The Japanese operator speaks only
Japanese, you only speak English. Which
of the three following means would you
employ to obtain the desired information:
(a) send out a CQ asking if any operator
has a Japanese -English dictionary handy.
(b) use the list of international abbreviations (Q code and Int. signal code).
(c) send for the third mate who through
his contacts with Geisha girls has picked
up some Japanese.
7. The first tunes ever played over the
air were:
(a) the broadcasting of "My Country,
etc." by KDKA in 1924.
(b) the playing of "Gbd Save the Kin q"
by an English amateur in 1921 by varying
the speeds of his synchronous spark transmitter.
(c) the broadcasting of the "Star Spangled Banner" by WOR in 1924.
8. By "skin effect" is meant:
(a) the tingling sensation received when
(Continued on page 555)
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What Do YOU Think?
(Continued from page 529)

.New Combination Suits Him
Editor,
I recently received my December copy of
R. & T. AND FoTo-CRAFr combined. I have
been an ardent reader of this magazine since
the days of the famous Short Wave Craft,
and I think you have done a fine thing; it
is very educational to us readers. After all,
it is the readers' magazine and not anyone's
individually. Therefore, you may get other
opinions also, but right now I am interested
mostly in your television articles, especially
compact receivers with less tubes. So, as I
see it, this magazine since it started always
went a little step farther up in the line
until it is good today and will doubtless
be still better tomorrow.

New

List Price
$230.00

JOSEPH ZUK,

direst Susquehanna Ave.
Philadelphia, Penna.
513

Interested in "Short Waves" Only
Editor,

With reference to the announcement in
& T." regarding the merging of Foro-

"R.

with RADIO & TELEVISION : As a
reader of Short Wave Craft and Radio &
Television since 1931, I am sure that I am
not in favor of the merger, and according
to what I have heard from other readers
around here, this will not find very great
favor with readers. For my part I am interested only in what pertains to "short waves."
CRAFT

B. JAMES NEALE,

4162 Ogden Avenue,

Chicago, Ill.

"Foto" Section

a Pleasant Surprise!

Editor,
Just received my December issue of
"R. & T." and was I surprised when I came
upon the Fero-CRAFT section Now you
have something there and I hope it will be
kept as part of your "FB" magazine. Although I am a movie camera bug, I always
get a kick when I see just how some of those
trick shots were made, such as the ones on
page 500. Now that you have started this,
how about a page on Amateur Movie Making? I have often wondered why R. & T.
had never added a few pages on snapshots,
etc., and was afraid to stick my neck out,
hi But now it is started. I only hope you
keep it rolling. So wishing R. & T. and
FoTO-CRAFT all the success in the world,
I

'

THERE'S a good reason for the high
signal-to -noise ratio in the "HQ- 120.X".
The first tuned circuit of any receiver
controls the signal-to -noise ratio. When an
antenna is coupled to this very important
circuit, there is usually a detuning effect.
This detuning effect lowers the signal -tonoise ratio. The antenna compensator on
the "HQ- 120 -X" provides a control for restoring resonance, regardless of the effects
of the antenna system. In high gain, highly
selective circuits this control becomes a
necessity if peak performance is to be had.
Try an "HQ- 120-X" and note its superior
signal -to -noise ratio.

An

41

highly

efficient

noise

band spread dial calibrated for 80, 40, 20
and 10 meter amateur bands; sensitive "SMeter" and variable selectivity crystal filter
are a few of the other features which have
made the "HQ-120-X" one of amateur
radio's most popular receivers.
Write for Booklet
P

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC.

RT-140

424 -438 W. 33rd Street. New York City.
Please send 16 -pago booklet

Nam,

Canadian Office:

I

improved

limiter; accurately calibrated main dial;

Address

West Ave. No..
Hamilton. Ont.

City

I am

State

A. WITMAN,

Peters Place,
Red Bank, N. J.
41

Will Make New Friends

Best "buy" in Radio Books

Editor,
Having just read the December "R. & T."
I must say I was agreeably surprised to
note the inclusion of FoTo- CRAFr's interest ing news in this already fine magazine.
Knowing any number of radio enthusiasts
who are also deeply interested in photography, I feel that both subjects are sufficiently
kindred in appeal to actually complement
each other in the new make -up of RADIO &
TELEVISION. You will doubtless make many
new friends besides pleasing present readers
more than ever.
All best wishes for a greater success.
Sincerely,
JOSEPH MILLER,

2559 East 28th Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Continued on page 533)
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//aaldset #eadivattets
CANNON -BALL
Headsets are 1.eautifully designed, light in
weight, efficient. Guaranteed to reproduce
with clarity and good
sdentUf, rally
Built
heavy har magnets greatly

0eicy.

volume. Write for
folder T -14 illustrating complete Cannon -

theireffi- Ball line.

C. F. CANNON COMPANY
SPRINGWATER, N. Y.
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Choose the Sound You Want to Amplify

NEW TURNER 44X CRYSTAL
SELECTIVE DIRECTIONAL
Complete with
25
Ft.
C

s2].5ó

hanseable

Cable Set

...

Ilandsr
.v
efficiency.
cy : t
Cures many feedhnek
acoustic prblem
Perin spots here.
nf`re considered impossible. Level -5808
h
FL
50
Lines
hie with minimum loss
Moisture.
Proof crystal. Full 90 degree tilting
head.
annge 30- 10.000 cycles. Free Wiring
ifati amr
Write for Free Catalog
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m.,

The TURNER CO.
911

CEDAR

17th

St.

N.

RAPIDS.

E.

IOWA

Licensee under Patents of The Brush Development CO.
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Radio Kinks

Each month the Editor will award
2 years' subscription for the beat kink
submitted. All other kinks published will be awarded eight months' subscriptions to RADIO & TELEVISION. Read these kinks: they will be of
real use to you, besides indicating what is wanted. Send a typewritten
or ink description with sketch of your favorite to the Kink Editor

First Prize Winner

Improvised Trimmer
A cheap and easily constructed variable condenser can be
made with a safety matchbox
and a few short pieces of tinfoil.
Two pieces of tinfoil form the
two electrodes. One piece is
glued to the top of the box
frame and the other glued to the

ings may merely be connected to
the binding posts so that no
soldering is necessary when a
change is made.-Melvin Levine.

How to Make Jack

lt-Hated Cell

A double contact phone jack
is easily constructed from the

When you have one coil -form
and wish to have both broadcast
and short wave coils available
for quick change -over, you can
use the idea illustrated herewith.
You merely wind the primary
and secondary of the broadcast
coils at one end of the form and
the primary and secondary of
the short wave coil as far away
as possible at the other end. An

parts that every experimenter
finds in his junk box.
The front contact, which also
serves to mount the jack behind
the panel, is the bushing from
an old volume control. This
bushing is fitted through a hole
in one leg of a metal angle. To
the other leg of the angle is
fastened a piece of bakelite or
fibre which supports the rear
contact. This contact is a metal tube grid cap supported by a machine screw. A grid cap with
VOL CONT.
GROUND
LUG

l'In in foil .telupter
li

you wish to try out various
coils, not of the plug -in type,

METAL
BRACHET
LUG

BOLT
WASHER

Quick-Change Coils

'n a set which uses plug -in coils
an adapter can be easily made
from an old tube base. Remove
the tube from the base and drill
the required number of holes in
the bakelite walls. Mount binding posts in these holes, connecting each post to a tube
prong. Then it is a simple matter to connect the coil to the
posts and plug the adapter into
the set. -Marcel Boar.

532

r eaR
INSULATING
BOARD

good tension should be used and
should be shaped for best contact. A volume control grounding strap makes a fine soldering
lug for the front contact; any
type lug is used on the rear.
Charles R. DcKay.

-

Emergency Resistor or
Choke Connection
If the lead breaks off an R.F.
choke or resistor of the type
illustrated, the unit need not be
junked. An emergency connec-

Wire Spool Holder
I have found, when winding
coils, chokes, etc., the biggest
problem is what to do with the
spool of wire. It either falls on

silk." Simple 7 -Sol Friedman.

R & T

On Facsimile
RADIO & TELEVISION

Maga.

zine's popular Kink Page
is now a regular feature
of WOR's 710 kc. and
25.7 mc. facsimile transmissions, by means of the
Finch system. Watch your
local facsimile station for
further R. & T. features.

LUD

lV

CORNE
RESISR

TOR

LEAD

the floor and gets messed up
around chair legs, or the wire
slides off the end of the spool
in loops and gets kinked.
So I take a long pencil, press
the sharpened end into a cork,
then slide the spool over the
pencil and put the pencil between my knees. As I wind the
coil, the wire unrolls "smooth as

old tube base is then affixed to
each end of the coil and the
windings connected as indicated.
Thus, when the coil is inserted
with the short wave coil downward, that band is in use, and by
reversing the coil, the broadcast
band is had. Frederick Price.

BROKEN
CUTEN

GOOD

The experimenter often wishes
to change the winding of short
wave plug -in coils. This ordi-

narily entails the labor of unsoldering and resoldering the
winding. My method is to
mount binding posts on the coil
forms, connecting each binding
post to a prong. Then the wind-

CONT.

BUSH NG

GRID CAP
SOLDERED

NUT&

bottom of the sliding portion of
the matchbox. A binding post
is used on each of these strips of
tinfoil in order to facilitate connections. I f desirable, a scale
can be marked on one side of
the sliding member, as shown in
the drawing. When the box is
entirely closed, the capacity of
the condenser is maximum; by
sliding the inner section of the
box outward, the capacity is reduced.-W. J. Sharp.

OL.

METAL

Handy Wire Gauge
If you have on hand coils of
wire of unknown size, this size
may be easily found by winding
a coil one inch in length on a
form of any sort. When this has
been done, count the turns, which
should be as closely spaced a.;
possible. Then refer to a table
that gives the number of turns
per inch for various sizes and
types of wire. For example, a
one inch winding of No. 24
s.s.c. will consist of 45 turns,
as the table shows.-Kenneth

tion can be made even without
the use of a soldering iron.
When I broke the lead off my
only R.F. choke, I was not in a
soldering mood, so I hunted up
a grid cap and put it over the
metal end of the choke. This
particular cap had a hole in the
end that just took a 6 -32 screw Moore.
and nut for connections, but one
could easily have been drilled.
Wire Table
& S.
This method can also be used B.
SSC
DSC
8CC
GAUGE DCC
23.0
22.3
on resistors with uninsulated
19.0
22.3
18
30.0
34.0
34.0
22
311.0
ends.
45.3
41.5
41.5
33.3
24
53.1
71.3
71.3
55.5
30
Use of the cap allows flex120.0
97.0
97.0
70.0
34
ibility in connecting and elimENAM.
ENAM.
B. & S.
SSC
SCC
inates unsoldering a lead every
GAUGE ENAM.
22.9
21.18
^4.0
time an experimental choke or
3.5.0
32.7
37.43.1
39.7
47.^
24
resistor is tried out. -Charles E.
07.4
77.0
92.3
30
112.0
91.7
Baker, Jr.
143.0
34
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What Do YOU Think?

REPRODUCES RADIO OR
RECORDED MUSIC WITH
76 4a1 iea

(Continued from page 531)

Wants More Television Articles
Editor,
I use a ten -tube Zenith, and to the left of
the receiver is the regenerative preselector
which uses a single 6J7 metal tube. I also
have a calibrated R meter. The diagram
for the preselector and the R meter were
taken from RADIO & TELEVISION. This pre selector works very FB and I would not
be without one again.
Over my desk is the certificate of the
Short Wave League, and to the left of it
is a certificate of reception from TI4NRH.
To the left of this is the certificate of Official Listening Post Observer.
I have logged 35 countries on the 20 meter phone band and 18 countries on the
short-wave broadcast bands. Out of the 18
countries, I have verified 10. Most of my
DXing is done on the 20 meter phone hand.

2
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Above: The new Scott SHERATON
distinguished Custom Built period cabinet
With special acoustical properties to emphasise the superb natural tone of Scott
Radio and Record reproduction. At Right:
Gleaming, chromium plated tuning chassis
of 30 tube Stott Philharmonic.

Guaranteed to Outperform Any

Other Radio in the World

Famous musicians . . tone conthe highest possible
degree . . invariably choose a
custom built SCOTT for personal use. John Barbirolli, Conductor of the New York Philharmonic Orch., an enthusiastic
Scott owner, writes: "I have
never before heard such flawless
reproduction of sound of
Have been reading RADIO & TELEVISION
for three years and enjoyed all of them very either programs over the air,
much. I like "Let's Listen In" and the or recorded music." Other fa"Guest Editorials" best. Have found many mous Scott owners are: Heiof the circuits in the magazine useful. I fetz, Menuhin, Melchior,
Boam in favor of seeing more articles on Television, because I believe we are going to nelli, Reiner, and many more
have Television before we know it. There whose names you would recogis only one complaint I have to make on nize instantly.
scious to

the magazine and that is on the Short Wave
Station List. The letter I and the number 1
are both typed the same and found that it
is rather hard if you don't know the call
letters.
I am a member of the Short Wave
League, International Round-Table and I
am the Official Listening Post Observer for
the State of Washington.
Keep up the good work that you have
done in the past!

4470

S1j

per -Het, a six -tube Super -Het and the two tube battery set described in December 1936,
number. We do most of our listening on the
two-tube receiver, and have obtained fine
results with it as a portable set.
I like all the departments of your magazine, and really "go to town" on it as soon
as we get our copy. I'll say "our" copy
well I am not the only one in the house that
reads your magazine. My father and sister make off with it at every opportunity.

-
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GET SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER!

RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.

RAVENSWOOD AVENUE.

DEPT. 28A40,

CHICAGO.

ILLINOIS

Send special offer, order blank, and all farts on new Scott Philharmonic. Phantom De Luxe, and Masterpiece modela. Also send Scott
Record Re view. No obligation.
bli ga H on.
Name

Street

o

vo

City

Uf a>e

I have built several sets from RADIO &
TELEVISION and all were excellent.
The gear here consists of: a 15 tube Su-

perfection. Hear records without needle scratch . .
radio programs of such amazing tonal realism that
the artistsseemtnhepresent. Budget terms if desired.

E. H. SCOTT

W. LANG.
438 23rd Avenue South,
Seattle, Wa.1iin1 trm

As a regular reader of your magazine
for the past five years, I would like to express my congratulations. It is the finest
magazine of its kind.

GUARANTEED 5 YEARS
30 DAYS TRIAL!
Hear a Scott in your own home for 30 days. Enjoy
modern radio and record reproduction developed to
what we believe to be the highest known degree of

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY'

ERNEST

R&T Read By the Whole Family!
Editor,

BUILT WITH FINE WATCH PRECISION
These magnificent musical instruments are band
made to order for performance impossible with production type receivers. Sold only direct from our
Laboratories, never through stores, their cost is surprisingly low! Far advanced in design, they offer
many amazing features developed in our own laboratorio. and used exclusively in Scott receiver >.

STUDIOS:

State
NEW YORK

BUFFALO

.rc are any S \ \'L's who feel inclined
to ,lr,q, Inc a line -O.K., shoot it along, Yes
we mean the YL's too! I QSL 100 %, so
let's hear from some of you "live wires."
It's time I sign off here, so I will say
73 and wish your 100% "tine business" mag-

DETROIT

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

AIR PADDING
CONDENSERS

azine the best of luck.

JAMES R. WELCH,
1745 Minn. Ave., S. E.,
Washington, D. C.

He'll Answer QSL Requests
Editor,

You may enter my hate as one who will
volunteer to answer SWL verification cards.
The speed varies from 12 to 16 words
per minute. The frequencies most used are
7040, 7124, 7204 and 7225 kc. SWL cards
have helped me in the past, and I hope they
continue to do so.
EARL A. GAESSER, W8ECY,
33 Buchan Park, Rochester, N. Y.

Please Mention This Magazine When Writing Advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

Excellent for padding receiver plug -in
coils. Fit inside standard coil forms.
Soldered plate assemblies and ceramic insulation. Made in eight different sizes
priced from 66c to $1.08 net.
Send

5205

for

latest

FREE Catalogue

RT -1(1

BUD RADIO, INC.
Cedar Ave

Cleveland. Ohio
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Television Aerials
What type of antenna is best for use on the television broadcasts, such as are now being broadcast on the U.H.F. by NBCP
Have you any diagrams showing the lengths of the wires, and
other helpful hints? I am using an ordinary broadcast antenna
and am not obtaining proper signal gain. Philip Munroe, Astoria, L. I.
A. Complete constructional detail of television aerials was given
in the June, 1939, issue of RADIO & TELEVISION. We suggest that
you write our circulation department, ordering a copy of the issue.

is in the 60,000 ohm resistor
which is connected from the 6A8 oscillator grid to chassis. This
should be replaced with a good resistor of about 75,000 ohms.

A. The trouble you are experiencing

Using High-Mu

-

2ae:itia#i ilox
Light-Operated Reis,

.;:ve g:i'r

I intend to construct a
101a-operated relay and would
like to see published a circuit
diagram of such a device. Can
you also explain the action of
such a circuit when light hits
the phototube?-K. L. Merescky, Carlstadt, N. J.

A. Here

is one of the latest
light -operated relay devices.
The action of the circuit is
Diagram for photo -electric tube,
with amplifier. (No. 1204)
such that when lights hits the
922 phototube the resistance of the tube changes. Since this is
connected to a high potential with respect to grid- cathode of
the 2051, this causes a positive potential to be applied to the grid
of the 2051 tube, and plate current flows, closing a relay or
similar device in the plate circuit. When a large grid -resistance
value is employed, care should be taken to keep the tube base
clean and dry in order to make leakage currents between pins
as low as possible, so as to avoid erratic operation.

Single Tube

Transceiver
I intend building a 2%meter transceiver and am requesting a diagram of such a
unit. If possible, can complete
data be given showing value
of parts together with coil information P -P.M. Schwaben,
OP
Detroit, lfich.
w
A. Here is a diagram of such
a unit. It makes use of a 76
tube. This tube has low inter A -tube Transceiver, using a 76
electrode capacity and high
tube. (No. 1205)
mutual inductance, and thus
performs better than most
other tfpes of conventional tubes on 2% meters. It works as a
grid modulated oscillator for transmitting, and as a super regenerative detector for receiving, in the circuit shown. Switching from Send to Receive is clone by means of a D.P.D.T. switch.
The modulation transformer can be any type of carbon mike to
grid transformer with a secondary resistance (grid winding) of
from 3,000 to 5,000 ohms. The primary is connected in series with
a single button mike and battery. A 6-volt storage battery or 4
dry cells in series will normally provide heater and mike current,
as shown in the diagram.
--

Triodes

r

I intend to construct an
all -wave receiver and am planning to snake use of a high -mu
triode such as the 75, 6Q7 or
6F5. I a s informed that these
duplex -diode tubes are tricky
to use and therefore am asking some information in the
way of a diagram, showing
how they should be used in a
vi°,f gg
L'e.
superhet. circuit, together with
a high -mu triode tube to
Using
any other information that
best advantage. (No. 1206)
may be helpfulP-Peter JIomonsk. Meriden, Comm.
A. The use of such tubes for audio amplifier purposes following
a diode detector often results in very bad overloading of the grid
circuit, which gives rise to poor quality with high distortion. This
is frequently caused by improper filtering of the audio input
signal to the grid, resulting in I.F. being also applied to the grid.
A high -mu triode usually operates as a detector with very little
bias on the grid. For this reason only a very weak signal can
be applied to the grid before overloading takes place. A filter
designed to remove the I.F. signal applied to the grid is very
essential. This filter is shown as Cl, Rl, C2. Where such a filter
has not been already included in the receiver the addition of these
parts no doubt will improve the receiver considerably.

Television Query
I have recently seen television demonstrated at the New York
World's Fair and was amazed at the excellent clarity of the
images. How much do these television receivers cost? Can they
be added to present radio sets? Why are these sets not advertised
more extensively than they are? Do they require a great amount
of power to operate?-Laura DeMott, Grand Manor, Staten Island.
A. Television sets producing an image approximately 3" x 4"
may be had for $200.00; those producing an image about
7%" x 9%" cost in the neighborhood of $600.00, including a complete 3 -band broadcast and short wave receiver.
No vast amount of electricity is required to operate these sets.
The larger television receiver operates on approximately 300 watts.
It is not possible to add television apparatus to one's present
radio, except that many of the lower- priced television sets do not
have provision for reproducing the accompanying television sound.
In this case, the sound is fed through the amplifier and loud
speaker on your present set; the image apparatus, however, is
entirely separate.
Advertising has not been held up on television. This apparatus
has been extensively advertised in the newspapers and magazines.

1
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Radio Interference l obben

have a modern multi-tube radio receiver but have experienced
considerable interference due to the elevator buzzer in our building.
What can I do to overcome this noise, which interferes with the
reception of programs ? -C. M. Preston, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
A. Ask the superintendent of your apartment house to install
a small tubular condenser of about .1 mf. capacity across the
buzzer contacts. This will reduce the sparking at the contacts
considerably and should eliminate the interference you mention.

Trouble With Crosley Model 640
have a Crosley 648 receiver. When the set is turned on
and it warms up, it will not start to play unless the switch is
turned on and off a few times. When the 6A8 tube is replaced,
the trouble clears up for a while until the tube begins to age. What
seems to be the troubleP -Alex Morehouse, Cleveland, Ohio.
1
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A fee of 25c (stamps, coin or money order) is charged for letters that are
includes only hand -drawn schematics. We cannot
answered by mail. This
furnish full -size working drawings or picture layouts. Letters not accompanied
by 25c will be answered on this page. Questions involving considerable research
will be quoted upon request. Names and address.* should be
clearly printed on each letter.
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HAM

DX on the

Bands

Edited by Elmer R. Fuller
Ten Best DX Catches
Name

Call
KAI LB
PK3 W I

Fitzpatrick
Mannheimer
Kavanaugh
L Fuller
Fleming
Mannheimer

KAILZ
ZS1AC

KA1CW
KA1ME

KAIFH

Post
Noyes

ZSICH
KA1LZ

Hegler
Post-

ZS4AA

Freq.
14.03
14.05
14.26
14.115
14.17
14.145
14.275
14.153
14.2
28.24

Miles
11,500
11,300
10,700
10,400
10.300
10,300
10.200
10.000
10.000
9,900

WELL,

we are all here again this month, but
what everyone wants to know is: Il'herc it the
DX) Since the war in Europe has broken out, the
DX has been falling off, until now it has fallen
nearly as far as it can. For the first tune since
the beginning of this department a year and a half
ago, one of the ten best DX catches is less than
10,000 miles from the observer. Most of the DX
being heard is from the stations in the Philippines
and the South Americans.
A majority of the South Americans have been
placed on a restricted basis. Several of then, are
allowed to operate only one or two hours a day.
The LU's are permitted on the air four hours a
day. However, they cannot use more than one
frequency, and must speak Spanish whenever
talking with Spanish -speaking countries. None of
the South American hams is allowed to QSL at
any time with anyone within a belligerent country.
From unofficial sources, it has been learned that
the South African hams have been ordered off the
air, but it appears that this is not being put into
practice. They are still coming in -and quite regularly at that. The PK's also have been ordered by
the British government to discontinue use of their
transmitters, but these are also cooling in and
"fine business" at that.
In the November issue a grave mistake was
made in this department. At that time. we stated
that the call KHCTB was an airplane from the
Archbold Expedition flying over Australia. This
was actually a "flying fortress" on a semi -official
flight. (No more may be disclosed about

ZSST
ZSSQ
ZS5BZ

ZS5DA
ZSSC

ZS6DY
ZS6ED
ZS6AJ
ZS6ppW
ZS631J

ZS6\\

The reports for last month are somewhat different than ever before, due to the European war.
The chief stations heard during October were the
South Americans and the islands of the Pacific.
Reports for the month were received from observers in the following locations:

Arizona

L Fuller
Hall

District of Columbia

Florida
Indiana

HI5X

K4FOW
K4FAC
K4FAM
K4FAY
K4TOW
TG9BA
TI2FG

TI3AV

VE3AFT

\YIAVK
\\' BIC
1

W1CND
W1JFG
'11'2.\ 12

\\'2G\\'
t\'2JKQ
\\-_TP

\\'3DOK
\\-.iEOZ
\\'3FIIU
\\'3GEC
W3HFD
W3WN
\\'4BPD
W4CLK
\\'5DSA
W5CCD
WSFHJ

Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky

XEICQ
CE1GE
X E2SB

\-N l IT

Lendzioszek

SOUTH
CEIAS
CEIAO

Post

Missouri

Fleming

Nebraska
New Jersey
New York

Noyes

Fitzpatrick
C Fuller

North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Washington
Wisconsin
Nova Scotia

Jordan
Baptiste
Lang
Wheaton
Poulain

CX2BK

LU1AW

LU2DJ
LU4CZ
LU4DJD
LIT5CZ

The Asiatics heard last month appear from the
reports of our observers to be very scarce. Only
four were reported, the lowest in several months.
The four are:

Call
JSCW

Freq.

R

S

14.1

5
4

6

4

4

14.09
14.13
14.09

-

AFRICA
EK1AF

14.13

3

3.4 3.5

4.5 7 -8

OQ5AB

28.275 4.5 7.9

0O5AE
Z ICH
ZSIBL

14.17
14.05
14.01

ZS1AX
ZSIAC
ZS2X

28.18
14.115
14.054

ZS2BT
ZS2AH
ZS2AZ
ZS4AA

28.15
28.01
14.09
28.1

ZS2J

28.2

for January,

1940

4
4

6

5
4
4

8

3
5

6

4
4

3
5

5

7
5

9
7

8
4
8

LU8AB
OA4AS
OA4R
OA4C

OA4AI
PY7AE

Where Heard

PY8AG

Ia.
Wash.

YV1A0
YV1Aft
LV4AE
1 V4AF
YV4AB
YV5AE

Ariz.

Minn.

Ky., D. C.. N. C.,
N. S., Mo., Ind.,
Ia.. Penna.
R. I., N. J., Ky..
Minn., Kans.. Fla.
Fla.
Penna., Nebr.
Mo.

Minn.
Ariz.
Nebr.
N. JJ

N. J.

Mo.. Minn.
N. C.. Kans.. Penna.
N. J., Nebr.. R. I.,
Minn., Kans.

S

Where Heard

4

8

5
5

6-8

Mo. Minn., Nebr.

S

5 -7

14.025
14.035
28.19

9
6

5

4

5

5

8

4
4

4.5

5
5
5

6

6

5
8

R.

I.

Mo., Nebr.
Minn., Ind., N. C.
Ind.
N. C.
N. J.

Minn.
Ind., N. C.. Kans..
Nebr.
Ia.
Ia.
Kans.

14.12
28.48

5

28.0
29.5
29.0
29.2
14.29
14.03
28.17
14.02

5

5
5

4.5 65 65
5
5

4

14.
14.
14.
14.

5 85 75 7-

14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.

5

7-

5
5
5

7-

14.
14.
14.

5

5

5

5 75 85 65

14.

5
5
5

14.

5 7-

14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.

5

5
77-

5 75

14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.

5

14.155
14.189
28.5
14.05

5
5
5

W.
W.
W.
W.

5
5
5
5
5

N. J.
Fla.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.
W. Aus.

W.
W.
W.
W
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

5 85
5

N. S.
Penna.
R. I.
R. I.
R. I.
R. I.
N. Y.

Aus.
Aus.
Aus.
Aus.
Aus.
Aus.
Aus.
Aus.

Aus.

Aus.
Aus.
Aus.
Aus.
Aus.

W. Aus.
N. Y.
Fla.

8-

Penna.
N. C.

5

YVSABF
YV5K
YVSACA
YV5ACE
YVSFV

14.15
14.13
14.12

4

7

4
4

S

14.1

5
5

6

7

14.003
8
14.14
5
8
29.6
2-4 3-5
14.06
4
7
14.07
5
6
14.5
5
9
14.075
5
6
14.05
5
5
14.075
5
6
14.06
4
6
14.1

14.013
14.35
'14.3
28.35
14.14
14.17
14.1

14.14
28.15
14.05
14.1

14.15
14.1

28.6

5

5

4

7

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
8
7

5

9
9
8
8

4.5

7

5
5
5
5

9
8
9
4

3-4 4-5
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D. C.
Wash.

Wash., Ind.
Penna.
Nebr.
D. C.
R. I.
Mass.
Wash.

N. S.
Penna.
Wash.
Mass.
D. C.
Wash.
Nebr.
Ky., Penna.
Mass.
N. J.. D. C.

D. C., N. S.
N. S.
Penna.
Ky. , R. I.
D. C., N. S.
N. S.
N. S.
N. Y.
R. I.
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every
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"Air-

NEW

.6olght'

EI2L

ESSD
ES4G

HA1K
HA3B
LX1UU

ON4A
ON5ZZ

14.

14.015

4.5

7

5

5

4

6

4.5

7

5
3
5
5
3

9
5

8
8
7
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newest
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833

14.02
14.0
14.05
14.05
14.08
14.02
28.35

I

SAVE ON EVERYTHING

EUROPEEA7AB

BOOKS IN

15,000 ITEMS

Aus.

CAROLINA-

CE 'AM
CE3CO
CE3AG

Poole

R

14.11
28.5
14.02
28.0
14.11
14.03
28.4
14.
14.13

14.

W9RI'K

Taglaver

Massachusetts
Minnesota

W6LR
W8JK
W8.\-IK
\V80AG
WBI7EL
W9ARA
W9BEU

l\'9N\IH

Lester
Kavanaugh
Mannheimer
Hegler

Freq.

NORTH AMERICA-

Z
it.- WSF\\
W6AJ
W6K I

Editor)

703
U8AM
XU8RB

Call
ZS4H

Sate

J
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}atomije you
the .6airest and

¿eal....
sivarest deal
It will pay you to write to me

whenever you need any radio
Equipment!

give

flOU

-

Left: The W4XA composite transmitter, designed by J. H. DeWitt, Jr., Chief Engineer for
WSM and ba!It under his supervision. Checking meters is Harold Walker (W4DWS), Engineer
in charge of W4XA operations. Right: Turntables, console and a portion of the W4XA Library.
with Director Torn Stewart at the controls.

-the
-the
-the
-the

latest and best apparatus.
lowest prices obtainable -anywhere!
fastest service.
most liberal trade -in allowances.
-easy. time payment terms at only 6% cost.
-tea day trial of any receivers.
-my personal attention and full cooperation.

Ultra -High Frequency

give you every possible
reason for dealing with me-and
continuing to deal with me.
In short,

I

Broadcasting

For complete and lasting satisfaction -be sure to write me.

Perry Ferrell

73,

Jr.

Bill Harrison, W2AVA
Factory

Authorized
AMATEUR

ALL

Distributor

of
TRANSMITand EQUIPMENT

RECEIVERS.

Since 1825-"Harrison has it!"

HARRISON
12

WEST BROADWAY

-

RCU'O

NEW YORK CITY

BEST BUY in W teless
INTERCOMMUNICATING

Syitemi

(

CROSLEY CHATTABOX
50

$245°
f.o.b. N.Y.

per pair, consisting of TWO
COMPLETE MASTER STATIONS.

Complete two -way wireless loud speaking system. Perfect performance. Plug into any 110
volt socket, AC or DC. Equipped with CALL LISTEN -TALK switch and volume control. Write
for information or catalogue.
Sold on

10 -day

trial with Money -Back Guarantee.

Order today.
Jobbers, Dealers and Distributors write for special
quantity discount.

AMPLIFIERS - DISTRIBUTORS CORP.
DEPT. R.T.F., CHRYSLER BLDG., NEW YORK
Sole nistributore of the

CROSLEY CHATTABOX
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W9XPD, the other St. Louis, Mo. broadcaster
operated by the St. Louis Post Dispatch, has moved
down to 25.90 me. after a very brilliant record on
31.60 mc., where they were beard in it countries
on 4 continents. W9XZP, the facsimile call for
this outfit, shares time on this frequency with
W9XPD.
Word is received from Tom Stewart, announcer
for W4XA, 26.15 mc., Nashville, Tenn., that this
station has a 1 kw. output and is on the air 35
hours each week, from -12 noon-2 p.m. and from
7:30 p.m. till about 11:00 p.m. The QSL issued
by this National Life & Accident Insurance Co.
outlet is of a very novel brown and cream color
done in a unique musical scale.
W9XJL, 26.10 mc., Superior, Wis., is now
using a full 250 watts from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
daily. Much can be said for the fine quality and
consistency this station has shown in the last
three years and for its excellent verification policy.
Our observers in Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
Jersey Florida, Arizona, California and Washington all report an R9 signal whenever the band
opens.
W9XA, 26.00 mc., Kansas City Mo., a little
over a year old, has moved to this channel to
provide a standard frequency for calibration purposes. The schedule of W9XA is reported to be
10 a.m. -1 p.m. and 3 p.m.-7 .m., although there
seem to be some reports to the contrary and the
writer has recently heard them sign off at 5:30
p.m. and announce they would return the following day at noon E.S.T. We like to give particular
note to the fine cooperation the personnel of W9XA
between 25,000 kc. and 27,000 kc. is an bas shown for the Ham and SWL and how much
fellows are missing the old DX talks and
International Broadcasting band, as is the the
programs. Instead of a QSL card, giving
band between 6,000 and 6,200 kc., better mailbag
little or no information, W9XA has devised a
known as the 49 -meter band. It has been special four -page folder which describes the eta transmitter, antenna and personnel. It also
sadly neglected by all other countries ex- tson,
outlines the type of service and the
cept the United States, which in 1934 editorially
purposes of such stations as W9XA. It's well
granted experimental licenses for operation. worth your report and stamp for return postage.
25.30 mc., Dallas, Texas one of the
Although we leave ourselves. open for lateW5XD,
9 -meter broadcasters, is using f kw. on an
11
-meter
say
band
the
contradiction we will
irregular schedule, but is generally heard between
12 noon and 2 p.m. on week days. The WSXD
closely resembles the 10 -meter amateur band transmitter
is also used for facsimile and can
in general characteristics and when stations be heard nearly daily on the East coast with a
are coining through on one, the other should terrific signal. All reports to this station should
be sent c/o WFAA.
be "open in the same general direction,
Other facsimile transmitters in the 11 -meter
as a rule.
band are: W2XWE, 25.05 mc. from Albany,
and W8XUM, 25.20 mc.,
To get down to cases, W6XKG, "The Pioneer N. Y., with 500 watts;
Ohio, with 100 watts.
Short Wave Station of the West," was off the air from Columbus,
W8XNU, 25.95 mc., Cincinnati, Ohio, "has put
after reportedly failing to file a program of resignal in here for quite some time
search and experimentation with the FCC. The a consistent
through on all but one or two
latest on renewal of their license has, however, not and hassayscome
Arizona UHF ace, W6QLZ, "and
the
days,"
come through. W6XKG operated on 25.95 mc. from
as 10 p.m. local time."
Los Angeles. Calif., with 100 watts and was the we may hear them as late
from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. with 1,000 watts
favorite of the East coast and Australasian dialers. On dailyfour
-element turnstile array, this is cerW9XOK, St. Louis. Mo.. whose broadcasting into a a record
of some kind, considering that
activities heretofore have been confined to coverage tainly
the turnstile array is supposed to cut off the
experiments on 35.60 mc., is reported by our
wave!
sky
faithful California observer, O. Barneson, to be
W2XQO. 25.50 mc., New York City, N. Y..
relaying KXOK on 26.30 mc., but badly interreports Chief Engineer Frank Marx, "operates
fered with by a severe heterodyne. The old transThe transmitting equipmitter of W9XOK is rated at 100 watts and re- 12 noon to 9 p.m. daily.watt
RCA unit with high
ment is a modified 100
ports can be address to the St. Louis Star Times.

DURING the last six months the ultrahigh frequency bands have undergone
severe changes in station operation, the
aftermath of the FCC Order No. 19, which
dissolved the old 7- and 9 -meter broadcast
bands and gave the 31 stations then operating their choice of the new 7 -meter band
or the revised 11 -meter band to do their
further experimenting in.
All readers should keep in mind that
every broadcasting station on the U.H.F. is
an experimental one, both technically and
from the standpoint of programs. They are
all devoted to research in radio engineering
and program planning for the usage of the
ultra -high frequencies for "local" broadcasting. Therefore the writer urges all
listeners, SWL's and DX'ers to listen for
these stations and send reports of reception
whenever possible. They'll appreciate it and
you'll not only earn a new and unusual
verification, but will have done something
to aid the progress of radio engineering.
The 11 -Meter Band: As defined by international agreement, the band of frequencies

TERS, KITS, TUBES, PARTS
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fidelity Class B audio. The output is fed by concentric line to a special coupling at the base
of one of WMCA's radiators, where it isolates the

i

WMCA signal but allows at the same time free
passage of the W2X¢O energy to the top of

YOU L HAVER FINER RIG
AND
WITH WARDS

tower where is installed a new Bell Laboratories co-axial antenna. The antenna is about
the

300 feet above ground."
W9XH, 26.05 mc., South

Bend, Ind., is re.
operating each afternoon from 2:30 to
6:30 p.m., although definite information concerning this station is lacking.
WRUW, 25.60, 11.73 & 15.13 rue., Scituate.
Mass., an international broadcast station, has been
allotted this channel.
WCAB, 25.725, 6.06, 9.59, 15.27 and 21.52 nie.,
Newton Square. Philadelphia, Pa.. \VCAU's short
wave outlet has been reported as testing on this
channel with a
signal, which seems' strange
in view of the fact the licensed power is 10,000
portedly

Scheduled for early operation on 11 meters
are: W2XVP, 26.10 me. New York City, N. Y..
part of the Municipal Broadcasting System;
W9XTB, Kansas City, Mo., also on 26.10. is to
relay WHC.
The 11mcter bind affords the DXer a chance
to get in on UHF DX if he has only a little
time to spend, through its loud signals and low
(comparatively for the UHF) frequencies. In regard to the number of DXers listening to
meters on a Sunday afternoon, we recall when
Everett L. Dillard of W9XA read a letter from
this writer over the air. Came the following week
and came an influx of letters and postcards to
our location all of which said, "Heard your letter
read over W9XA last Sunday." It must have
been OK, for at last count six states are represented, but your writer didn't hear it; he tuned
in 10 minutes too late!
The 7-Metcr Band: In all radio there is not
another transmitting medium as unusual and of
so many mixed strains as the UHF band from

WARDS
Convenient
Time poyfnents
5

li

meters down.
Even the very inexperienced listener will recognize that there are specifically three kinds of DX
possible at these wavelengths: one extending to
the ends of the earth, one limited to distances between 400 and 1.100 miles, and a third restricted
to a maximum of perhaps 300 miles.
The first mentioned, better known as "sky wave" DX. is an accomplished fact. although we
are not able to begin to expect any degree of
consistency, such as we might expect on lower
frequencies. Reception of stations 1.800 miles or
more distant is to be considered as a freak and
open to considerable further study.
The second form is more or less possible a
number of times during the spring and summer
months of May, June, July and August. and is
referred to as "short-sip." It is not quite as
erratic in signal strength as its big brother.
but is entirely unpredictable as to what time of
day or night it will occur.
The last is somewhat more commonplace and
is easily noted around 7 to 10 a.m. and again from
7 p.m. to midnight. This effect of extending a
station's ground wave coverage is often misconstrued, for it, too, is a freak and many people
who hear stations 200 or 300 miles away immediately suppose that they possess a super-sensitive
receiver and on sending in a report of reception
many stations conclude that they have erred in
their calculations and that their station is getting
out "something marvelously." Such, although we
wish it were su. is often not exactly the case.
for the bending earthward of UHF waves within
a radius of 300 miles of the station's transmitter is dependent upon three equally important
factors: power output. type and location of transmitting antenna, and weather. The effectiveness of
the first two needs little consideration. but the
definite connection of weather phenomena with
signal strength is rather vague, at the present
time. A connection does exist. that is assured,
and the particular tieup this writer noted is con.
cerned with the very strongest "lower atmosphere
bending" possible. During such intervals it was
noted that there existed a very heavy low-lying
fog over the receiving position. and moving toward
the received station. or those stations that were
being heard with the best signals.
W2XDA, W2XOY, Schenectady. and Albany.
N. Y.. are testing on frequencies between 39.42
and 39.54 mc.. with frequency and amplitude
modulation while determining bandwidth and coverage of the two stations. Licensed for 43.20.
WNYE, 41.10 nic., Brooklyn. N. Y.. one of the
7

two non-commercial educational broadcasting stations now in daily operation. supplies historical
plays, Spanish. English and French lessons and
similar programs to the Ness- York City Public
Schools while using a Western Electric 500 -watt
transmitter. The antenna for \VNYE k 450 feet
above street level and is a shunt excited
V.E.
co- axial. All reports are appreciated and may be
sent to the Brooklyn Technical High School, 29
Fort Greene Place, Brooklyn. New York.
WBOE, 41.50 mc. Cleveland. Ohio. is also using
500 watts and has been heard by our California
and Arizona observers. WBOE has experimented
with facsimile and has indicated the usefulness
of such a system in modern education. Both
WNYE and WBOE are active daily around 11
a.m. local time.

W6XDA, 42.30 mc.. Los Angeles, Calif.,
to try something a little unusual for
UHF broadcasters when it installs a 3- element
is going
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neers, who pronounce them the greatest value on
the market today. Thus you can now build a finer

outfit, or improve the performance of your present
set

New Amateur Catalog
Saves You Money

-DAY TRIAL

i

Money -Back
Guarantee

for WARD'S new Amateur Catalog at
once! Use it for selecting receivers. transmitters. mikes, keys, parts -anything you need in
radio or sound system work. Note how it makes
it easy to compare testing instruments. And
especially, note the money-saving prices on
everything. It's FREE. Just mail the coupon.
Send
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W9XER, 42.46 uie.. Kansas City, Mo.. is now
operating daily. rebroadcasting KMBC with 500
watts. "Their signal is so strong in this neighborhood that they are breaking through the background of my short wave receiver. which doesn't
cover their actual frequency." says Merton Meade.
Mid- Western DXer. \1.9XER is owned and operated by the Midland Broadcasting Co., Inc.. and
is reported to verify.
WIXSO, 42.30 me.. Hartford. Conn.. will be
on the air by the first of the year with 1.000
watts and frequency modulation, rebroadcasting
programs of WTIC.
W3XEZ, 42.60 mc.. Camden. N. J, has been
heard testing with both amplitude and frequency
modulation and utilizing an audio oscillator signal
from 20 to 20,000 cycles. This station is licensed
as Experimental -Class l.' and is using special
authority for these tests with 1 kw. R.C.A. is the
owner.
\V2XMN, 42.80 and 117.43 mc., Alpine. N. J..
the original frequency modulated station owned and
operated by Major E. H. Armstrong. is now heard
daily rebroadcasting either \VQXR or WABC. The
signal from this station is exceptional due to the
high power (50 kw.) and the 16- element turnstile
antenna that are used. DXers within 120 miles
of the station (Alpine is IS miles north of
New York City) should be able to hear it with
considerable ease. In regard to that. Major Armstrong says. "For reception of W2XMN, f would
advise a half-wave horizontal wire placed as high
as possible with a balanced transmission line (no
ground) and mounted at right angles to the sta-

tion."

WIXOJ,

43.00 mc.. Paxton, Mass., operated
by the Yankee Network, will soon increase power
to 50 kw. from the 2 kw. now used. They broad-

(Turn the page, please)
Please Mention

as

No

barometric pressure. All reports of
be verified at the above address.

WIXEH will
7

DYNAMIC

State

easterly direction. W6XDA is located in the new
Columbia studios in Los Angeles with the present
antenna mounted some 150 feet above street level.
W6XDA verifies all correct reports with a photographic QSL and has been heard in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and New York.
WIXEH. Hartford, Conn.. advises us through
J. C. Randall, plant manager for the Travelers
Broadcasting. Service, has moved from 63.50 to
42.46 mc., n conformance with the new rules.
WIXEH will continue to operate with 150 watts
output from Avon. Conn.. where their transmitting antenna is some 770 feet above sea level.
The Cruft Laboratories has in the past collaborated
with the Travelers Corporation in research work
on comparison of signal strength and weather.

closespaced beam antenna pointed in a general

for January,

You'll be amazed at the array of nationally advertised Amateur equipment -one of the most complete
stocks in existence -now offered by WARDS. And
remember. every part and accessory bears the
unqualified approval of well -known Radio Engi-
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TESTS

Tnubes

Single -Eded Tubes
117 -Volt Tubes

Here is proof that Consolidated offers QUALITY at LOW PRICE. The Model 9000 tests
the newest tubes, as well as the older ones,
and yet is priced to dealers at only $31s5".
See

It at Your Jobber's Today!

01KSOLlPmh'D
ÓRÖ1T1011fS
PEORIA

528 S.

ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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It Will Pay You!
When you need amateur equipment it
will pay you to write me. I make it my
business fo be able to supply all amateur
receivers, transmitters, kits, antennas, and
parts at the lowest net prices in any catalog or advertisement. I try to be the first
to supply the newest equipment. I will
help you get the best equipment for your
equipment is available on
use. All
6% terms financed by myself so you can
buy with less cost and more convenience.
You get personal attention you can't
get elsewhere; fair trade -in value for your
receiver and equipment; ten day trial of
all receivers; and my cooperation in every
way to see that you are 100% satisfied.
No wonder W9ARA's customers are
boosters. You will be too.

Your inquiries and orders invited. You
can reach me by letter, telegram, phone,
or visit nearly 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year. Foreign orders solicited too. Write

for full information.

uV

WOARA

Henry Radio Shop
Butler

EASY

-

-

.

Missouri

TERMS

PUT THIS

Foreign Reception
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I4TUBE

Here's our big 20th Asm!- CHASSIS IN YOUR
versary radio special .. the
14 -tube 1940 Television - PRESENT CABINET
Adapted Midwest) Brilliant performance . . and
amazing foreign reception!
30 Days Trial
Absolute satisfaction guaranteed on money -back bawls.
cataloe also shows 14tube cabinet console for
only $29.95 complete!
Seo

MUast's Anse

To TRADE -INS

1

SUPER RUILT -IM

Other modela from
.AERIAL SYSTEM
Tubes, end
up to 5 Wave Bands.
Send 1e postcard for FREE 1940 catalog,
showing complete line.
(USER- AGENTS MAKE EXTRA MONEY!)

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
r

Cincinnati, Ohio

PRECISION CRYSTAL CONTROL
FOR ALL AMATEUR BANDS

BLILEY N; $á.35.p
CRYSTALS
BLILEY
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(Continued frutti preceding page)
them tinily at 140 miles! This shows just what can
cast frequency modulated programs from 8 a.m.
be done on 7 meters.
to 12 midnight daily and will verify all reports
Vs'1XPW, 43.40 mc., Meriden, Conn., another
addressed to 21 Brookline Ave., Boston. Mass.
mountain -top radio station, is broadcasting F-M
their
programs
from
Boston
\VIXOJ receives
daily with 1 kw. The programs of WDRC are used.
via a relay station (WEOD) operating on 133.03
\V1XPW is also heard at the writer's location
mc., and using a beam directed 3 degrees south
165 miles away with an R3 to 4 signal.
of west. WEOD uses 250 watts and is frequency
It has been impossible to consider every 7modulated. The writer has logged this station on
meter station in detail, but those not discussed are
several occasions. although over 255 miles away,
listed below.
while Allen B. Raymond, Plainville, Conn., hears
Remarks
Pacer
Location
Frequency
Calf
Testing on new frequency.
.15 kw.
42.42
Bound Brook, N. J.
W2XDG
Daily sn afternoons.
1.00 kw.
New York City, N. Y.
43.74
W2XBF
Under construction.
1.00 kw.
42.38
Springfield, Mass.
W1XKB
Testing daily.
.15 kw.
New York City, N. Y.
42.06
W2XHG
Daily operation.
kw.
.50
Detroit,
Mich.
42.06
W8XWJ
Under construction.
.50 kw.
Milwaukee, Wis.
42.26
W9XAZ
kw.
Under construction.
1.00
Pa.
Pittsburgh,
42.46
W8XKA
Under construction. F-M.
1.00 kw.
Boston, Mass.
42.60
WIX
kw.
Under
construction. F.M.
1.00
New
\ork
City,
N.
Y.
42.60
W2X
Under construction. F-M.
1.00 kw.
Rochester, N. Y.
42.60
W8X
construction. F-M.
kw.
Under
1.00
Milwaukee,
Wis.
42.60
W9X
Under construction.
1.00 kw.
43.00
Superior, Wis.
W9XYH
1.00
kw.
Under
construction. F-M.
N.
Y.
New York City
43.20
W2XQR
Under construction. F-M.
5.00 kw.
43.20
Whippany, N. 'J.
W3X
Testing
1.00
kw.
daily.
43.20
Washington, D. C.
W3X0
1.00 kw.
Under construction. F-M.
43.20
Rochester, N. Y.
W8X
Under
construction.
F-M.
1.00
kw.
Y.
New York City, N.
43.40
W2X
(F -M) stations is steadily increasing. From all
Notice is called to the fact that a great many
present indications they will soon be in majority
of the UHF stations are in the process of construction, and the number of frequency -modulated to other types using 7 meters.

I

ELECTRIC CO., ERIE, PA.

Cover the Pacific Coast!

(P. C. S.
AS regularly as the seasons change, so the interest of Pacific Coast short wave listeners shifts
from one continent and group of stations to another.
At present, with powerful signals from Latin American stations on the air many listeners are
turning nightly to South and ¿entrai America.
Reception during the past month has been excellent and it will undoubtedly improve further
throughout the winter. Powerful daytime European
broadcasters appear to be holding their own. while
the Latin -Americans are fast approaching the
volume of broadcast band stations.
Perhaps the strongest South American at present
is LRX of Buenos Aires. Its schedule reveals that
the station is on the air from 6:15 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
although several listeners have reported hearing
the station as late as 8 p.m.
Other Argentina broadcasters heard with excel
lent volume on the Pacific Coast are LRA1 on
9.69 roc. until 6 p.m., and LRA2 near 6 p.m. on
Fridays only.
Popular with many Pacific Coast listeners have
been the nightly English programs from station
CB1180 (11.97 mc.) in Santiago, Chile. From 7 to
7:30 each night, a special program of American
dance tunes with announcements in English is
broadcast.
In spite of recent announcement that all Colombian stations have moved to the 62 meter band.
several listeners have reported HJCX Lo Vos
de Bogota," on 9.7 mc. Kendall Walker of Yamhill
writes that for the duration of the European war
no English announcements will be given over
Colombian stations.
Peru's OAX4J on 9.34 mc. still is booming
through with excellent strength until as late as 9
p.m. Mr. Walker reports receiving a very beautiful verification card from this station.
Several Panama stations are audible during the
evenings. The best of these is HP5J on 9.59 mc.
HP5J signs off at 7:30. Other Panama stations
heard here during the evenings are HPSA on 11.70,
HPSG on 11.78, and HP5H on 6.12 mc.
John Cavanagh of Oregon City writes that Australia's VLR on 9.58 mc. is reaching here with
good volume as early as 9 p.m. VLR signs off at
6 a.m.

íTELEYISIOI

5 to 17

Dept.

Ultra -High Frequency Broadcasting

By Lyle M. Nelson
Time)
Several listeners, including C. F. Burns of Vancouver, have reported good reception from TIPG
of San Jose. Costa Rica. This station, they report,
now is broadcasting on 9.62 mc. until as late as
8:30 p.m. The station becomes audible here about
6

p.m.

CXA8 of Colonia, Uruguay, must also be listed
among South American "best bets." CXA8 tickles
the antenna daily until as late as 8 p.m. on 9.64
mc. Occasionally the station is on the air until
as late as 10 p.m.
Noticeably absent in the propaganda broadcasts
from Berlin have been any derogatory remarks
about the French. It seems that German propagandists are attempting to win the war by using
the radio as an instrument to separate the AngloFrench alliance. All broadcasts show a hatred of
the British, but nothing is said of the French.
The latest German schedule for North America
is as follows: From 1:50 to 7:50 p.m. over DJD
on 11.77 and DXB on 9.61 me. from 1:50 to 5
p.m. over DJL'on 15.11 me.; anti 5 to 6 a.m. over
DJB on 15.20 mc.
The English reply is heard here nightly on
Transmission 6 from 6:40 to 8:30, with a complete
news résumé at 8 o'clock. GSD on 11.75 mc. is
the best received of the stations carrying this program, although both GSC on 9.58 mct and GSB
on 9.51 me. can be heard.

ROUND 'N' ABOUT-From listeners' reports:
RNE now on the air from 6 to 10:30 p.m. on 12.00
mc. Heavy code interference sometimes blots out

COCA is on 8.83 mc. at present
10.26 mc., occasionally heard as
. Several New Zealand stahe on the air
Mysterious
15.39 mc. heard in early mornings
9.53 mc. is excellent here from
. JZI on 9.54 mc. now is
5 to 7 a.m. daily
carrying the Pacific Coast program from 9 to
\ITCY still coming in
10:30 p.m. daily
A new Hungarian stawith good volume
tion, HAD. will make test transmissions on 11.85
near
future . . . The 62
mc.
in
the
and 9.62
meter band is alive with Spanish -speaking broad. Radio Tananacasters during early evening
rive i- r,n 5.80 mc. from 9:30 to 9:45 p.m.
reception

.

PMN, on
late as 8 a.m.
tions will soon
Soviet station on
ZBW on

....

....

Award of Honor

(Continued fr ont page 530)
and most of my operation is on the 10- and driven by a high -gain amplifier using a 6J7
20 -meter bands. On 10 meters, only phone and 6C5. The output on phone is about 18
operation is used, and this is the band I watts, and on C.W. about 85 watts. On 10
use most frequently because of the swell meters I use a half -wave vertical antenna;
contacts and friendships I make there. On a horizontal Zepp is used on the other bands,
due to its flexibility. The receiver is a
20 meters, only C.W. operation is used, and
Hallicrafter model SX16.
if I keep on I may eventually use C.W.
In the 625 contacts made, are included
more than phone as it holds a fascination of
its own that I can't explain. Other bands all U. S. districts comprising 46 states,
operated are 40- and 80 -meter C.W. How- and also Canadian, Mexican, Hawaiian and
ever, these latter two bands are operated Alaskan stations. After I receive W.A.S.,
only about 10 per cent of the other two. I will try for W.A.C.
The line -up of the rig is a 616 crystal oscilMARY E. RODEN, W7GPO,
lator and doubler, using an RK20 in the
319 N. Lincoln Street,
final. The RK20 is suppressor grid modPendleton, Ore.
ulated by a 6F6 modulator, and that is
Please

Mention This Magazine When Writing Advertisers
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Lets Listen

with loe Mille t

In

HERE we are, starting a new year of DX.
and, though somewhat premature, with this
coming out in mid -December, we are taking this
opportunity to wish all of you brother DX hounds
the very best o luck and DX in 1940.
Quite a few of the boys are mentioning the
poor conditions lately, which, coupled with the
effect the war situation has had on short waves
(mostly, of course, on the ham bands). makes
the gathering of DX news all the more difficult.
So we will devote a good deal of attention to
that always interesting phase of DXing -logging
the commercial phone stations.
We have often "cooled off" a tuner who liked
to brag about his ham DX by asking bim what
commercial DX he had verified. Usually, the chap
could mention very few good catches, which. in
our opinion, made very little of his ability as a
real DXer.
Why? Rather easily explained. To get good
amateur DX, one of course needs a good receiver,
one or two good antennae, a fairly good location.
and then needs merely to 'park' on 10 or 20
meters and "log" each call as it is heard. Reading
any DX periodical, a fellow very easily learns
when each band delivers its best results.
But -can't anyone, with some experience and
similarly good equipment, do just about as well?
Right! Of course, some experience will always
help him to be better, but the argument, taken in
the main, is sound.
'
Taking the commercials, however is entirely
another matter, and horn -as our DX friends will
certainly attest! Hearing an inverted speech Xmsn,
the average DXer will pass over it as hopeless,
but a good DXer will try to identify it by combing the nearby frequencies for its contact station. If
such is heard, this chap will then have to consult
quite a number of magazines and station lists for
possible identification.
A good DXer will be able, by the mere sound
of an inverted or clear speech carrier, to judge
from what part of the world a certain signal is
being received, aided no little by the certain frequency and time heard. That sort of knowledge
can be gained only by many hours of usually vain
tuning, but what is heard is real DX!
Keep in mind. too, the fact that whereas some
ham DXers with better locations, antennae and
receivers can outdo most other OMs, the commercial DX can be heard by all, as most of these
of necessity are high -powered, to be able to establish reliable contact with most of the world. Therefore, it would seem the commercials, more than
any other type of DX, would serve as a test of
the real DXer. However, let this not serve as a
detraction from the DX feats of some hain DXers.
who, by their perseverance and many hours (often
early A.M.) spent at the dials, have amassed an
imposing list of amateur DX.

ALL TIMES

JAPAN
9.535 mc., Tokyo, has replaced JZK on
the Overseas Program, time 12 -1:30 a.m. JZK,
15.16 mc.. now back to 4:30 -5:30 p.m. for So.
America, and 8:30.9 p.m. for eastern No. America.
JZI also shares the China and South Seas program
with JZJ, 11.80 mc., from 7.9:30 a.m. JVW,
7.257 mc., with JZJ, 2-4 p.m. for Europe. JZJ
shares with JZK on 4:30.5:30 p.m. Xmsn. Hope
you can straighten this out. West Coast DXers
claim JZI covers KGEI and DJN.

EAST AFRICA

I2AA

is the new call for IABA, still on 9.65
mc., but now on a new sked of 3:30 -5:30 a.m. and
11 a.m. -2:30 p.m. Of course, the best time for
U. S. is the first broadcast. Address reports to
I2AA, Addis Ababa.

MADAGASCAR
Radio Tananarive evidently has either another
frequency, or has cancelled their 9.51 mc. transmissions, now being heard on 9.87 mc. Most likely
R.T. is still on same sked, being on 10.95 and
9.87 mc. from 12:30- 12:45, 10 -11 a.m., and 2:30 -4
a.m. ex. Suns. Also, on 6.069 mc. 12:30 -12:45,
3:30-4:30, 10.11 a.m., and on Suns. 2:30 -4 a.m.

YUGOSLAVIA
YUG, 15.24 Inc.. or YUE, 11.735 mc., Belgrade,
BC to No. America at 7 -9:05 p.m. The I.D.A.
notes that before s.o., a 12 note born signal is

heard several times, preceding National Anthem.
New list of calls and frequencies sent by OM Gus
Gallagher, WV6, follows: YUA, 6.10; YUB, 6.10;
YUC, 9.505; YUD, 9.505; YUE. 11.735; YUF.
15.24; YUG. 15.24 mc. As YUD and YUF are
listed for So. America, and YUE and YUG for
No. America, it appears that different calls for
same frequencies indicate certain frequencies will
have other calls, when directed to different continents. Here's a good chance to add this bard -toget country to your verified country list.

ALBANIA
ZAA,

7.85 mc., has a new sked

for January, 1940

.11

fhr

MANCHUKUO
MTCY. 11.775 mc., Hsingking. 20 kw., is being
heard with a very FB signal on their No. America
and Hawaii broadcast from 1:30-2:20 a.m., when
music with news in English is heard. Also heard
9:50 -10:50 a.m. and 4.4:50 p.m.

YO U

CHINA
XGOX, 15.19 mc.. Chungking, which was
bombed in Sept., is now back as strong as ever
from 9 -II p.nt. Evidently it was rebuilt in very

SIM YOUR WAYi

short time.

7a &REA Atcornm

INDO -CHINA
Radio Saigon, 11.78 nie.. with 12 kw., is really
coming in these a.m.'s, one of the finest Asiatic
gigs to be heard. Sked is 12:15 -12:45, 6 -6:45 a.m.,
with English news at 6:30. You just can't miss
'em on latter Xmsn.l Also on 6.116 mc., same
sked.
kw. power, i.e., same latter Xmsn., but
on earlier Xmsn. is on 11:45 p.m. -12:15 a.nt.

of 6:30-8:30

¿
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FRENCH SOMALILAND
FZE8, 17.28 mc., Djibouti, often fones Paris
near 8:30 a.m., when beard here with a FB signal.
using French in clear speech. Easily identified by
their calling Paris.

Train You Quickly
in Your Spare Hours
l
.

BURMA
VVS,

12.87

.

Right at Home

.

You Do Practical Experiments with
Real Equipment

Mingaladon, is also heard
frequently near 6 a.m. -7 a.m. when contacting
VVII, 13.35 mc., Fort Madras, India. Both of
these gigs are really well heard, with the typical
Asiatic flutter.
mc..

r offer you
w and ant-teenier different type or
practical Training ` for
money aking career bt usdln
and Televiaon. I teach you in
simplified. logical.
aerstandable style
it `bout Television. E.lec
tionies. Facsimile Radio. Radio Set Repair and Instal.
lethal.
Glyi' l'ot' 1't.11,0NAI. Colt DING .51.1. TRY
1

EGYPT

TRAINING PREPARES YOU FOR GOOD
RADIO JOBS . . . at Excellent May

SUZ, 13.83 mc.. Cairn, frequently contacts
Rugby, England, GIIR. 13.58 mc., near 11 a.m.
However, we've heard it as late as
p.m. and as
early as 6 a.m., so keep after this commercial
every a.m. when possible. SUV, 10.055 me.. also
heard, but not so frequently. or as well. usually
in mid -afternoon, 3 -5 p.nl.

No matter if you desire to BE YOUR OWN BOSS In
your own Mashie.
hold down a good Job In Radio,
Training
amend
knowlleedge to win rowan.
ren DON'T
WISH FOR
MORE MONEY -START TRAINING FOR IT RIGHT NOW.

1

Read What This Student Says:
EARNED 5250 SINCE STARTING COURSE
"I
have only completed one-third of the .Spmyherry
Course nd

BELGIAN CONGO
OPL, 20.04 nie., Leopoldville. heard near 11
a.m. here. Usually can be heard contacting Bel-

I find It very interesting, whirh make. it
to learn.
devoting several hours of my spare time daily to
atudyhtg and servicing. I have
de tout 5250
s
i ce starting
Course." Earl W. Hostetter. R. Nom. `4,
Lebanon.

fV

easy

gium between 9:30-11:30 a.m., with a good signal
here, often R 7 -8. Also, OPM. on 10.14 mc.,
really pounds in, when heard on regular contact
time bet. 2 -3:30 p.m.

te

YOU CET
PROFESSIONAL

THAI

E. S. T.

JZI,

ITALIAN

a.m. and 12:20 -4:30 p.m. Best heard near end of
latter broadcast.

TEST EQUIPMENT
EXPERIMENTAL OUTFITS
tmlmlc, ISO

HSP, 17.741 mc., Bangkok, should be tuned
for also. being occasionally heard when conditions
are good, in early a.m.. using inverted speech.
Best bet is near 6 a.m. Another Bangkok fone is
HSE2, 19.016 mc.. which is often used in place
of HSP, usually with IVE. 15.66 mc., Tokyo,
anywhere between li p.m. -6 a.m.
FED.

PLUS

RADIO !'ARTS for

build inr

A.Ì.

MALAY STATES

ZGB, 13.643 mc., Kuala Lumpur, is often a
grod bet, phoning PLQ, 10.68 mc., Bandoeng,
Java, using inv. speech. with good sigs on both.
Usual contact time is 7:45 -8:15 a.m.

Try for the Javanese phones listed on page 299
of Sept., 1939. issue "II. & T." These are well
reported anywhere from 5.11 a.m., hest from S:30-8
a.m., always strong signals. List was erroneously
captioned Japanese.
Merton M. Hiatt, Dryden. Washington, asks
that we list several special broadcasts to be dedi
cated to the DXers' International Exchange Club
of Dryden. Glad to do it, OM. TGI and TG2.
Guatemala, will broadcast on Dec. 17, 2:30.2:45
a.ni., E.S.T. TG2 is on 6.195 mc.. and, we believe.
TGI is on 5.855 mc., though latter freq. not certain. Also. YN3DG, or YNDC, on 13.90 mc.. will
do a special on Dec. 24 at 12:30.1 a.m., E.S.T.
These stations will be well heard, no doubt.
Due to lack of good reports on ham DX, we
will omit Ham Stardust this month. hoping for
better luck next month. Though with conditions as
they are, we'll keep right on hoping. Only In
meters has supplied any DX lately, and then onit
a few stations. Try this hand around 10 a.m. -noon
for east U. S. On 20. the Asiatics coming in quite
well last month seem to have "passed out." much
to our regret. though we'll keep trying.
Several inquiries received as to where one can
obtain addresses of foreign amateur stations. One
can do so by writing the Radio Amateur Call
Book, Inc., 608 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago, Illinois,
U. S. A. Their Call Book lists every amateur
station in the world. These Call Books are issued
quarterly, one for each season.
Let's hear from some of you boys as to this
commercial DX piece. and maybe a few reports
from you on same?
Anyway. again our best wishes and --keep plugging! Very 73.
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CATHODE MODULATION, by Frank C. Jones,
contains 86 pages, size 81/=" x II ", illustrated. Published by Pacific Radio Publishing Co., Inc., San
Francisco, Calif.
The ingenious spiral binding of this handsome
volume makes it Convenient for the worker with
radio to keep it open before him for steady use.
The book begins with an introduction on cathode
modulation and its evolution, then proceeds to
discuss the theory of this system thoroughly. Components, tank circuits circuit adjustments, etc., are
also considered in the first portion of the book.
Pert 2 deals with amplifier circuit constants, and
tube characteristics for cathode modulation. Part 3
takes up the description of cathode modulation
radiophone transmitters and many other circuits
are given, together with coil winding data.
For any one interested in or wishing to know
more about cathode modulation systems (for which
many fine things are claimed) this book should
admirably fill the bill.

n

book is

size 6" a 9 ".
This book, which has now run through five success-

ful editions, is of interest to any experimenter or
short wave listener. It gives complete instructions
for construction ranging from simple one -tube
short-wave receivers all the way up fo highly
efficient transmitters. Also included are a two stage
pre. selector, a short wave converter, power sup.
plies and the various components which go to make
up an excellent transmitter. For those who are
interested in the ultra short waves, a 5 -meter super het, employing fly-" of tt,e latest tabes, is IILe " @e

treated.

Sponsored Programs to Be Broad cost on Short Wave
SPONSORED radio programs trill be hoard
regularly round the world for the first time in
the near future, it was revealed in the announcement of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company that its international stations,
\,'PIT at Pittsburgh and \\'ROS at Roston, plan

short wave service available to advertisers.
The change from experimental classification to
commercial status for short wave broadcasting re
sults from a recent ruling of the Federal Communications Commission.
a
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HAMMARLUND SHORT WAVE MANUAL, published by The Hammarlund Manufacturing Co.,
Inc., New York, N. Y., contains 31 pages and index,

e
recommended

for tudents. instructors. e
gineers. servie me n
nertmemrc. salesmen and
everyone In any way
ONLY
With
radio.
A
BOOK OF ITS KIND -RANDY -EASY TO USE-AND TIMELY.
The RADIO and ELECTRONIC DICTIONARY300la new.
volume
of
single
pages,
authentic and iwinted In a
and
hook weight
Iound In durable cloth. SHIPPED NYWHERE $11 SO

fLfC1R0MAT/NG

The A.R.R.L. ANTENNA BOOK, by George Grammer and Byron Goodman of the headquarters staff
of the A.R.R.L., contains 144 pages, size 61/2"a 91/2'.
Published by the American Radio Relay League,
Inc., of West Hartford, Conn.
This book gives what is probably the most thorough study of antennes that has yet reached this
reviewer's desk. Perhaps the best idea of its scope
is to
cite the following chapter heads -Wave
Propagation; Antenna Fundamentals; Ground Effects;
Feeder Systems; Half -Wave Antennas; Long Single
Wires; Multiband Antennas; Driven Arrays; Parasitic
Arrays; "V" Antennas' Rhombic Antennas; Antennas
for 160 Meters: U.H.F. Antennas; Special Antenna
Systems; Finding Direction; Supports and Construction; Rotating Mechanisms; Receiving Antennas.
The book is profusely illustrated with diagrams,
graphs and some photographs. Formulas are given
wherever necessary. That the book is authoritative is
assured, for its publishers are among the best in
the United States.
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Frequency -Modulated Programs on Your
Present Receivers! -With This Easily Built F.M. -A.M. Ultra -Shortwave Adapter
-Pert
Construction and Circuit Details
Home -Made Dynamic Tester for Servicing
Receivers
Servicing Questions and Answers
Wireless Microphones for Professional P.A.
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(Continued from page 528)
perience and the pocket -book permit.
indicate the proper distance and strength
The second tube of the modulator unit is of voice to use.
the actual modulator tube which transfers
When the plate milliammeter indicates 50
the amplified current variations represent- ma.,
modulator is said to be (about)
ing the voice or music to the R.F. portion 100% the
modulated : that is, the current variaof the transmitter, thus varying the output
are between zero and the maximum
of the transmitter. This tube also resembles tions
of the modulator unit. Less than
very closely an audio amplifier and in fact capability
100% modulation cuts down the transmitter
is really a Class B audio amplifier tube. efficiency,
and more causes serious distorThe only real difference is that its output tion. For these
reasons the modulator must
is arranged to feed into (or modulate) a
operated just below the 100% modulation
radio transmitter instead of a loudspeaker. be
point.
For this reason the output of the modulator
Later in this series we will make and disterminates in a special transformer instead
of the usual speaker coupling transformer. cuss a modulation monitor unit which will
The appearance of the modulator panel indicate just what percentage of modulation
is made to match the R.F. panel and power we are using but, for the present, experisupply panel in size and general appearance. ence can be gained by actual use of the
The parts are mounted on a flat bakelite phone transmitter "on the air"-that is
panel supported on two wooden end pieces. when we have received operator's and staAll parts are readily available for repair, tion tickets from the district radio inspector's
adjustment or changes when it is desired office. Don't try putting your rig on the air
to modernize or elaborate on the original before these necessary papers are obtained.
as this is a serious offense and is punishable
unit.
with a heaznv fine or prison sentence. It isn't
Construction
worth it!
The construction of the modulator is just
as easy as the two units already made. Holes
Parts List -Modulator and Power Supply
are cut in the panel for sockets and transformers, placing the parts in the positions R.C.A.
shown in the photos, The exact position 2 -Type 53 tubes; VI, V2
of parts is not important, though the gen- 1- -Type 80 tube; V3
eral layout seen in the photographs should
be followed closely so that trouble will not JEFFERSON ELECTRIC CO.
be encountered from unwanted feedback or 1- Microphone transformer, type 467. ?62; T1
-Class B input transformer, type T2; No. 467.
coupling.
448
The wiring should be neat in appearance
-Class B output transformer, type T3; No. 467and the soldered connections carefully
446
made. No detailed instructions are necessary, 1-Power transformer, type 465 -151; PT
1Filter choke, type 466 -410; Ch
as the details given in the early parts of
this series apply. A list of parts for the TRIPLETT
ELEC. INSTR. CO.
modulator and power supply appears at the
-Type 323 0 -100 milliannm ter; M
end of this article.

GREATER

SATISFACTION

Use the

Best Equipment
Whether the transformers
are for modulation, filament,
plate, input or output, or mike

-your

greatest

-

1

1

They are
selected in-

1

variably by

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.

Power Supply
supply is very

leading radio

1- 250,000 ohm I watt resistor- RI
-1.000 ohm watt
R2
1- 25.000 ohm 20 wattresistor;
resistor; R3

The power
similar in design to the one used in the transmitter
proper. Instead of a type 82 tube, though, a
type 80 is substituted. The characteristics SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.
of the type 80 are more suited to the vary-lo mf. 25 V. electrolytic condenser; C3
ing requirements of the Class B modulator 2 -8 mf. 500 V. electrolytic condensers; CI. C?
than the 82, though either tube may be used.
The wiring and design of the power sup- MISCELLANEOUS
-prong wafer socket
ply require no detailed description a power 21-4
-7 -prong wafer sockets
transformer feeds the rectifier tube and 1Double -pole single-throw toggle switch; SW1
supplies filament current to the two type 53 1- Bakelite panel 7 x 15 x 3/16"
Bakelite panel 4 x 15 x 3/16"
tubes. The rectifier tube is followed by a 1Insulated binding posts
filter consisting of a 30 -henry choke and two 10-Eveready
4% V. "C" battery; B
condensers, and a bleeder resistor to keep 2-Wood blocks; screws, wire, etc.
the output voltage as stable as possible. The
positions of the parts of this power supply,
which is mounted on the previously unShort Wave League
used end of the power supply panel, can be
(Continued front page 535)
seen in the photos. This layout should be
followed closely to avoid trouble from inter- OCEANIAaction between the two power supply units K6NVD
14.21
5
9
N. J., Ind.. Fla.
mounted on the same panel.
K6PNC
14.175
5
9
Mass.
1

engineers and

1

ers

I-

The adjustments of the modulator are
very simple. A double -pole single -throw
switch turns on the battery to the microphone and the plate voltage to the modulator at the same time. A plate current
milliammeter indicates the current flowing
through the two tubes of the modulator.
With no sound in the microphone, this meter
should show a reading of 35 to 40 milliamperes while, with a strong tone, it should
jump to about 50 milliamperes. Care must
be used to prevent the current from increasing beyond 50 ma. as the modulator unit
will then be overloaded, and distorted or
unintelligible signals will result. A little
practice in talking into the mike will soon
for January, 1940
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'Mika" Transformer
Hams through
their own experiences have secured the
greatest satisfaction through
the use of Jefferson Radio
Transformers and Components.

;

K6LEJ
K6FKN
K631 VA
K61LW

-

manufactur-

1

Adjustment

satisfaction

and success can be insured with
high- uniform quality Jefferson
Transformers.
They are all built to the
highest standards
designed
and constructed by engineering specialists-whose experience dotes to the beginning
of radio.

Literature

Catalog 391 -R includes reference to television components, power transformers.
filter chokes. tube deflecting yokes, oscillation and modulation transformers and nine
new radio parts items. Also a 32 -page book.
"Replacement Guide," of particular help
to service men. Nail the coupon.

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC CO.

BELLWOOD, ILLINOIS
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Modern Mechanical Television

RADIO INSTRUCTION
HOW TO
LEARN

CODE

Whether you wish to enter radio as a career
or merely add another valuable and fascinating accomplishment to your achievements the All Electric Master Teleplex Code
Teaching Machine will show you how. Teleplex records your sending in visible dots
and dashes on a spe-

prepared
cially
waxed paper tape
and then sends back
to you at any speed
you desire. It does
not merely show
you code. It is
code. No experineeded.
ence
While not designated as standard
equipment, Teleplex is used at

many U.S. Army Posts, Naval Training Stations as well as by the American Tel. & Tel.
Co. Also by practically every private school
in the U. S. teaching code; and many foreign governments. We furnish you complete
course, including practice messages, the All
Electric Master Teleplex, plus a personal
service on a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Low cost. Easy terms. Without obligation
write for booklet "Si."

-r

TELEPLEX CO.
In Canada write:

CANADIAN

ELECTRONIC

NewSYork

City

INST., TORONTO,

ONT.

--4--....

'4\

Did you get that call for help at sea? Are
you able to "listen in" to ships or airplanes
"talking" to one another or to stations on

land?
By the

amazingly simple Linguaphone
method you can master the wireless code
in your own home without tedious practice
or study. In a remarkably short time you
can listen in and decipher wireless code
messages on the waves.
Send

for FREE

LINGUAPHONE
3

RADIO CITY

Folder

INSTITUTE

NEW YORK CITY

WILL TRAIN YOU AT HOME
BaRADIO SERVICE EXPERT

clI

\I

NEEDED

RADIO SPECIALISTS

now require
receivers
thoroughly trained experts for
sont, service and maintenance work.
A. O.
R.A.. M.S.
PRACTICAL HOME TRAINING
Radio on.
Combin es "bench work" with
Iront
theory. Equipment includes modern
iODirlaaat nv
Circuit Tester and four working
Radio

angina'',
R.T.A.

outfits.

MAKE SPARE TINE MONEY

make money aim Mt from ay.
wade to Dal' Its own way.
Course can easily be made
for Free Rook.

You learn how

start.

Write

RADIO TRAINING ASSN. OF AMERICA
535 Ravenswood Ave.. Dept. RT -10. Chicago, Il,

TECHNOLOGY
RADIOinstitutes
offer an intensive course or high
embracing all phases of Radio and
ilh modern
Television. Practical training
equipment at Now York and Chicago schools.
Also specialized courses and Monte Study
('ourses tinder "No obligation" plan. Catalog
RCA
standard

Dept.

RT -40.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

A Radio Corporation of America Service
75

Variek St.. New York.

1154 Merchandise

Mart. Chicago

RADIO

ENGT NEERING,

broadcasting. aviation and police radio. servicing. marine
radio telegraphy and telephony. Morse telegraphy and
railway accounting taught thoroughly. 48 week,' Engineering rounsd equivalent to 3 years of college radio work.
All expenses low. Catalog free. School established 1874.

Dodge's Institute, Turner St., Valparaiso, Ind.
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(Continued from page 521)
of light, as the screen angle is doubled. The the optical element. The average Kerr cell
importance of a picture of high brilliancy operates at potentials of about 300 volts.
The intensity of the light reaching the
will be pointed out later.
Peck Rotary Drum. Another very inter- screen is practically dependent upon the
esting scanning device formerly used in the intensity of the light source.
A bright picture is desirable not only beUnited States was the Peck Rotary Drum.
It consisted of a drum of twenty -four (24) cause it can be projected, but because it has
mirrors pitched at different angles with an optical effect upon the eye which apparreference to the axis of the drum. Thus ently increases the definition. This, in turn,
horizontal scanning was accomplished by the reduces the number of lines a mechanical
revolution of the drum, and vertical scan- system must utilize in order to render a
ning by the different degrees of inclination picture of high (apparent) definition. A
of the mirrors. Apparatus of this sort was bright picture reduces eye strain ; this adds
designed to reproduce straight or interlaced to the comfort of the on- looker.
It can be seen that the intensity of illupictures of from 45 to 503 lines per frame.
The motor used to rotate the drum was of mination of a mechanical system is "dependthe synchronous type and the one illustrated ent upon the intensity of the light source. Although some of our leading lamp companies
in Fig. 3 was rated at 1 /100 h.p. Synchronism was to be maintained by means of have developed lamps of high intensities
pulses transmitted with the video compo- with high efficiencies for television purposes,
nent. At the receiver, an amplitude sepa- the light source need not be elaborate. An
rator and a gaseous triode in conjunction ordinary 7% -volt automobile lamp may be
with the synchronous motor were to utilize used.
Advantage of Mechanical Scanning. The
these pulses to maintain synchronism. It
was a system similar to this that was used advantage that a mechanical system has
in the fall of 1937 to flash news in the over an electronic system with regard to
brilliancy is very apparent. In the electronic
Toronto and New York areas.
Electrostatic Scanner. A mechanical scan- system, illumination is the function of the
ning device about which few television ex- impact of electrons upon a fluorescent
perimenters know is the electrostatic scan- screen. The brilliancy of the electronic
ner, shown in Fig. 4. The principle of this picture may be intensified by increasing the
in
system is similar to that of the electrostatic voltage applied to the tube. This results
sound reproducer. The source of physical even faster destruction of the screen. Fur motion is a plate free to vibrate in the thertnore, the power of illumination comes
vicinity of another plate. Thus the source from an amplifier whose output must be
of motion in this system is nothing more essentially flat over a wide range of frethan an electrostatic condenser, one of quencies, at peak pressures of several thouwhose plates is free to vibrate, and the other sand volts. Such power is expensive and
fixed. When the condenser is charged, there involves the use of elaborate apparatus to
is an attraction force which pulls the mov- produce it.
When a cathode ray beam is modulated
able plate nearer to the fixed plate. When
it is discharged, there is a certain restoring downward in a television tube, it varies in
force supplied by the elasticity of the di- diameter about 50%. This leaves black lines
aphragm (or movable plate) which pulls which must be "filled -in" by closer scanit back into initial position. It can be seen, ning. For this reason a mechanical system
vary
therefore, that the diaphragm will vibrate in which scanning spot size does not
in accordance with the voltages applied need use only one -half the number of lines
across the plates. The disadvantages of this that an electronic system uses to obtain the
system are that the sources of power loss same effective detail.
(No mechanical scanning system for 441
are many, electric charges are prone to leak
off before they can be put to use, and that lines is available on the American snorkel;
there is liable to be considerable loss due to several television inventors claim they have
such devices and these are the ones referred
hysteresis.
Piero- Electric Crystal. Another unusual to in this article.- Editor)
scanning device is the piezo-electric scanMessages to Byrd on the Air
ner. The principle of this system is that
RADIO again will supply the link becertain crystals will oscillate physically
tween the third Byrd expedition and
when an alternating current is applied to
them. The oscillation of the crystal is in civilization. From the short -wave transmitsynchronism with the current applied to ting station of the General Electric Cornthe crystal. Thus the crystal is used as the pany at Schenectady, WGEO, radio comsource of motion in this system. Two crys- munication will be maintained with Adtals may be used, one to effect horizontal miral Richard E. Byrd and his men in the
deflection, the other for vertical deflection, Antarctic. The station sends on a wave
as in Fig. 5. The method of applying this length of 31.48 meters, and is still equipped
motion to an optical element may be similar with the directional antenna successfully
to that used in the vibratory scanner em- employed in the broadcasts to the earlier
ploying electro- magnetism. Rochelle Salt Byrd expeditions. This antenna was decrystals may be used ; their low cost is an signed by Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson, radio
consulting engineer of the General Electric
advantage.
Light Modulation. A typical light mod- Company. Its effect is to increase the signal
ulation system is shown in Fig. 2-the volume in one direction of this 100-kilowatt
Mihaly-Traub. Practically all modern sys- station about twenty times.
Friday nights starting at 11 o'clock will
tems of mechanical television utilize such
an arrangement, because the light intensity be the time when the short -wave radio mail is much greater than could be realized with bag will be transmitted in the direction of
a neon lamp. As can be seen, the light beam the South Pole for the Byrd expedition to
passing through the first prism is directed pick up.
For receiving the programs Admiral
to the optical element (mirror) through the
Kerr cell (Fig. 6), an analyzing prism, and Byrd has been supplied by General Electric
a diaphragm. The first prism polarizes the with two new types all -wave receivers.
light beam. The Kerr cell has the property These will pick up signals from 16 to 550
of rotating the plane of polarization. In meters, which takes in all short -wave staother words the Kerr cell can twist a beam tions now in operation, and in addition all
of polarized light so that it will not reach the popular broadcasting stations.
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In recent months the
newspapers have run
many articles about the
Navy, Coast Guard and
the Army looking for
trained radio operators.
It is a very interesting
career for the expert
radioman!
You can qualify for your
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Below
Resonance
curves of new Receiver

for different conditions are reproduced
below.

New Super With Controlled
Regeneration
I. L.

1.00

commercial license and a
good rating by taking

GLERUM

AN ingenious tuning indicator, which gives

CANDLER TRAINING
in your own home as
thousands of radio operators have done in the
last twenty -five years.
You will get the same

a

magnified reading of the markings on the
spun- chrome dial. is used on the new Guthman
U -50 11 -tube superhet. Known as Gun -Sight Tun.
ing, this consists of a cylindrical lens with a
magnifying power of 2.35. It is mounted in such
a way that it becomes part of the dial illuminating

system, thus making it still easier to take accurate
readings. It permits more than twice as many
calibration points on the large 7)ÿM dial and gives
the equivalent of 4.77 feet on the 'F" band and
proportionately less on the other bands, because of
the smaller diameter of the dial scale. The lens
has an etched center line on each side, parallel
with its length. This eliminates parallax.
The dial itself has 332 degrees rotation for 180
degrees of the variable condenser and is driven
with friction discs on a plate directly behind the
dial, with a ratio of 16 % -to-l. This affords an
over -all vernier action of approximately 334o -1.
Controlled regeneration in the I.F. system gives
I.F. gains from 9 to 68 microvolts, depending on
the control setting (all measurements are taken
with 100 milliwatts as standard output), variable
band width and single -signal operation. The accompanying curves, Fig. 1. illustrate the possibilities of obtaining almost any desired I.F. condition.
The non -symmetrical curve No.
as a result of
regeneration. shows the single-signal effect. This
effect is augmented by the R.F. and Ant. stages
through careful coil design.
All I.F. units are permeability tuned and
have silver mica fixed capacities across their coils,
for stability. Even the B.F.O. has the sane silver
mica condenser and coil set -up, with the iron core
adjusting screw brought out through the front
panel for pitch control.
Under actual operating conditions this receiver
was set up to zero beat WWV. using its own
B.F.O., and an oscilloscope used to show drift.
After the first warm-up period no drift was indi.
cated and the receiver, without readjustment. remained zero beat during the test period of 72 hours,
the manufacturer states.
All bands have an R.F. stage with the exception
of the "F" band. As can be seen in Curves 2.
3 and 4, the image rejection on all bands is remarkably good. The switch is so designed that all
Pri. and Sec. circuits are shorted out when not
in use.
Antenna coils are designed with a minimum of
capacity coupling and loosely coupled primaries,
and a small variable connected from antenna to
grid for exact settings. The R.F. stage coils are
also designed along similar lines with the capacity
coupling as low as possible. for good image rejection. To get maximum sensitivity at the high frequency end of each hand, the coils are so designed
that the greatest "Q" is obtained at the high
frequency end of its tuning range. The "Q" of all
R.F. and antenna coils in all bands exceeds 170,
and in some bands, where necessary to keep the
gain constant across dial, reaches 250- Inasmuch
as ultra -high frequency reception is (with the
exception of freak conditions) quasi-optical an
R.F. stage is not included in the "F" (5 meter)
band. High sensitivities are not required for the
sane reason, and the U -50 without an R.F. stage
on the "F" band gives sensitivities of 2 to 5
microvolts over the 64 to 30 meg. range. The "E"
band, having a considerable overlap, gives the
operator high sensitivity on the popular 10 meter
band. ALL sensitivities are down to generator leak.
age or below 2/10 of one microvolt on all bands
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(with the exception of "F "), with the receiver
in a regenerative condition.
As in previous models, the 6B8 tube is again
being used as A.V.C. detector, first audio. and

noise -silencer tube.
The noise silencer control should be adjusted
so that the signal, after first being set to the
desired level, is slightly attenuated. Any signal
then coming in at a higher level than the level
previously set, decreases the sensitivity for the
duration of the noise.
A tone control is included, and helps considerably
in eliminating high -pitched noise and adjacent
interference at short waves.
Other conveniences, such as SEND -RECEIVE switch
on the front panel, A.V.C. oN -oFF, headphone jack,
and an S -meter working independently of the
A.V.C. switch, are included in this receiver.
For portable operation, a plug is provided
in the tear of the chassis, and a synchronous

vibrator supply plus

a six volt battery, will furnish the necessary lower.
Although not included as a regular feature, for
the convenience of those desiring a 100 kc. oscillator for calibration purposes, a socket is provided,
and a hole for the switch as well as for the coil
mounting.
Following the 6B8 tube is a conventional phase
inverter, followed by two 7CS tubes in push -pull,
giving 12 to 15 watts output.
This article prepared from data sapplicd by
courtesy of Edwin I. Guthman & Co.
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NEWEST RADIO APPARATUS

RADIO INSTRUCTION

Simple 4 -Watt Amplifier

EASY TO LEARN CODE
The quickest, easiest and most practical way to
learn code -with a code machine. The INSTRUCTOGRAPH CODE TEACHER is a scientifically
constructed machine that sends code characters
perfectly at any desired speed. By so doing it
literally takes the place of an operator- instructor
and enables anyone to learn without further
assistance.

Ideal for the beginner or advanced
student. It is alwiys ready -no OHM
-beats having someone send to you.
FOR SALE OR RENT
STANDARD with 10 tapes and
hook of Instructions. A.C. motor
$24.50 with spring -wound mot.
$18.50.

JUNIOR with

5

tapes and book of

lost not lone (not rented) ..$12.00
RENTAL Standard with 10 tapes
and bask of instructions $3.00 first
month. $2.'.*5 each additional month.
References or $10 deposit required.
All r tal payments may be applied an the
price r should you decide to buy the equipment.

purchase

Write for details today

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
912
Lakeside Place. Chicago, oil.
Representatives for Canada:
54 Bloor St. West. Toronto
of
Canada.
Reaps College

Dent.

SW.

RADIO COURSES
New Classes Start in January

-

RADIO OPERATING-BROADCASTING
RADIO SERVICING
practical courre
RELAEDCITO

O., and livening

.

yr Oday

1

CI

.

cour
3317 r.S )eve.
Booklet Upon Rennes,

New York Y.M.C.A.NewSchools
York City
6

.

W. 64th Street

RADIO
LEARN
TELE V ISION

600 LICENSED graduates placed in past 7 years
in shipping. broadcasting, aviation, police, etc.;
we also teach radi,, servmmg and repairing; new
beginners' class now forming; 60 -page catalog
free; oldest, largest and best equipped.

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL
1E

Est. ieee

BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES
Day and evening classes in code and theory

Home Study Courses
Hundreds of students now on the air.
Resulta guaranteed. R "asonable, efficient
and thorough.

AMERICAN RADIO INSTITUTE
1123

For S -W Set and

M. N. Beitman
A HIGHLY efficient, inexpensive audio amplifier can be built by you to give added pep to
your short wave set or to permit loudspeaker reception with "headphone" receivers. The same
amplifier may also be used for phonograph reproduction. A crystal or high impedance crystal pickup
may be connected directly to the input terminals.
The amplifier is designed for 110 volt, A.C. -D.C.
operation. The four tubes used are wired in series,
and the balance of the voltage is used in the
ballast tube. Of course, for D.C. operation the
proper polarity must be observed.
The circuit uses a type 6C8 -G tube in the first
audio stage and also for phase inversion. For circuits where the plate voltage is about 110 volts,
type 25L6 tubes are best for power output requirements. A 25Z5 or 25Z6 tube sers-es as the
half -suave rectifier.
The entire operation of the amplifier can be
traced by starting at the input. The 500.000 ohm
volume control is used in a voltage divider circuit
to control the volume. The 250,000 ohm fixed
resistor is included to increase base response when
the amplifier unit is used for phono reproduction.
This resistor may he omitted if the Increase of
base response is not wanted or if the amplifier
is used with a S. W. set.
The first triode section of the 6C8 -G is used
as a resistance- coupled amplifier. The signal is
amplified in this section, shifted in phase 180 °,
and coupled to one of the 25L6 tubes. The other
25L6 tube in the push -pull circuit needs a signal
180° out of phase with respect to the signal fed
to the first 25L6 tube. This means that the signal
must be passed through the second triode section
of the 6C8 -G tube for this purpose. This second
triode section does this phase inversion (180°
change), but its amplification is nullified by reduction of the signal in the same proportion as
the tube amplification factor.
An effective tone control is also incorporated
in the grid circuit of the power output tubes.
Since the plate current for the two 25L6's is
obtained directly from the beginning of the filter,
a large filter condenser of 40 mf. is used at this
point. For the screen grids of these tubes and for
the plate voltage of the first stage, additional filter
action is provided by a small choke and another
10 inf. electrolytic condenser.
The assembly of the amplifier is very simple
since a drilled and formed chassis base can be
obtained. After the larger parts are mounted.
the filament circuit should be wired. A test for
"light" in the tubes can be made and the other
wiring completed.
An external P.M. (permanent magnet) type

peaker should be used. These speakers can be
secured in several different physical sizes and
with the correct output transformer to present
2,000 ohm load to the output stage.
Radio experimenters and short -wave fans will
find this amplifier an interesting and useful project,
both in the building and in the application.
This article prepared front data supplied by
courtesy of Allied Radio Corp.
s

A 4 -watt amplifier of interest to every experimenter, suitable for phonograph "pick-up'
as well as radio reception.

Parts List for 4 -Watt A.C.-D.C. Amplifier

-4 -prong socket
4 -Octal sockets
-6 -prong socket
1

1

-Phono input jack
1-Metal tube grid gap
1

3- 250,000
1- 500,000

ohm, % watt resistors
ohm volume control, with switch
% watt resistor
1 -3,000 ohm,
100,000 ohm, Vs watt resistors
15,000 ohm, % watt resistor, ±5%
250,000 ohm tone control
10 watt resistor
1 -75 ohm,
filter choke
1 -Small
mf., 200 volt condenser
1
2 -.05 mf., 400 volt condensers
volt condenser
1 -.005 mf., 400
2 -.002 tif., 400 volt condensers
mf., 150 volt electrolytic condenser
1 -10 -40
cord and plug
1 -Line
1 -Roll
of hook -up wire
Indicator plates
2 -Small knobs
Punched chassis base
1
-prong plug
speaker (P.M. type) and output transformer
1
conductor cable for speaker
1

211-
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Announcement

New Transmitting Condenser

We wish to announce the sale of the patents and all interests in the complete
line of Martin Flash Keys to J. H. Bunnell & Company, of 215 Fulton Street,
New York City.
We are taking this opportunity of expressing
MARTIN
our thanks to you for your patronage and
PROFESSIONAL
to assure you that the Bunnell Company will
FLASH KEY
NO. 6
carry on the manufacture and distribution
of them.

Martin Research & Mfg. Company
New York City

New transmitting condenser; circuit connection at Fig. 2.

The J. H. Bunnell Company takes pleasure in announcing the purchase of the
patents and exclusive rights to manufacture and distribute the complete line
of Martin Flash Keys.
THERE are two methods of connecting a

variable condenser in push -pull amplifier circuit.
Both are shown in the accompanying diagrams.
Fig. 1, shows the full D.C. plate potential across
the condenser and as a result the actual peak
voltage during operation is equal to the D.C. plate
voltage, plus whatever R.F. voltage may be developed. In Fig. 2, we have a circuit where only the
R.F. voltage exists across the condensers. Naturally, lower voltage condensers can be used in this
circuit and the saving in cost is considerable. The
only disadvantage of this circuit lies in the fact
that the whole frame, as well as the control shaft,
is at high D.C. potential and it must be well insulated from the ground side of the circuit. The
operator also must be very careful not to come in
contact with the shaft in order to avoid what
might be a fatal shock.
The variable condenser shown was designed to
lake advantage of the circuit in Fig. 2, and avoid
the danger of personal shock to the operator from
the control shaft, as well as eliminating the special
mounting arrangements necessary in order to insulate the condenser. This new condenser is the
Hammarlund "HFB" and has Isolantite end plates
which insulate the mounting feet. The danger of
shock has been overcome by an insulated control
shaft; the entire rotor assembly is electrically
isolated.
Soldered brass plate construction is used in order
to reduce series contact resistance. After assembly,
the entire unit is cadmium plated to reduce corrosion and present a pleasing appearance. The
many improvements incorporated provide a smaller,
more efficient unit with higher effective voltage
rating. The condenser illustrated is a 65 mmf.
dual with .100" plate spacing. The overall length
between Isolantite panels is 73X1" and the width and
height are 1- 13/16 ". The "HFBD -65 -F" can be
used in circuits with 2.000 volts 100% plate
modulated. Small physical size of the new condenser fits right into the new mode of transmitter
design. Complete hardware is supplied with the
unit for either paned or base mounting.

New Electron -Coupled Exciter

Transmitter

1

0 00 00
O

`/

As one of the oldest manufacturers of telegraph equipment in the industry, we
are glad to welcome this product to our regular line of Keys, Sounders, Relays,

Repeaters, Recording equipment, and allied instruments.

J. H. Bunnell & Company
Bunnell Building, 215 Fulton St.
New York City
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New Condenser Seal
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NEW and improved method of scaling both
dry -electrolytic and by -pass units is now emA

ployed on all Consolidated condensers according
to a recent announcement made by Consolidated
Wire & Associated Corps. All their condensers
are now end- sealed with a specially developed
material which the manufacturer states offers
greater resistance to moisture and assures longer
life with trouble -free performance. The condenser
illustrated is an inverted type, lock nut mounting,
dry -electrolytic in drawn metal container.

NEW YORK, N.Y.

97 HUDSON STREET

I
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NEW E.C.O. all -band switch ExciterTransmitter and voltage regulated power supA

Dept.4A -100 Sixth Ave., New York.

ply has been developed by the Browning Labo-

ratories. This apparatus is cooperatively sponsored
by Amphenol, Cardwell, Cornell -Dubilier, Kenyon,
Ohmite, Par -Metal, and Raytheon.
Painstaking electrical and mechanical designs
coordinate in making the E.C.O.'s stability comparable to the better grade X -cut crystals. The
E.C.O. allows operation in any portion of any
amateur band from 10 to 160 meters inclusive. The
circuit is so arranged that crystals may be used
if desired.
A brochure and circuit diagram may be obtained
from your jobber or from any of the cooperating
manufacturers.

for January, 1940

Helpful Gift Catalog
CAMERAS and radio sets, especially appro.
prisse gifts, receive major attention in the new
and profusely illustrated Christmas catalog of
Radio Wire Television, Inc. Radios occupy 20
pages, and 32 pages are devoted to gifts suitable
for camera fans. For the youngsters there are 8
pages of train sets and 2 pages of educational
toys. Finally there is an illustrated listing of a
large number of electrical appliances for the home.
Please Mention This Magazine When Writing Advertisers
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Newest Radio Apparatus

WONDERFUL NEWS

battery drain up to 30%. It is but little larger than
brief case, and has its full vision dial conveniently located beneath the carrying handle. Other features of the three models in which this set comes
are a fool -proof switching system for changing
from battery to house current and back, an automatic ON-Orr indicator, a tuning range of 1650

New RCA Receivers

FOR SALESMEN

new RCA Victor radio receivers
pictured here fill almost any need of the person who wishes to have broadcast and
some
instances -short -heave reception.
At the upper left is shown Model K -105 which
features a 9 -tube chassis, in addition to the Magic
Eye tuning indicator, push- button tuning, a tuned
R.F. stage, 3 -gang condenser, 12 -watt push -pull
audio system, and a built -in loop antenna controlled from the instrument panel.
At the upper right is Model U -20, 7 -tube radio.
phonograph. Among its features are a built -in
loop antenna, automatic mercury -controlled turntable START and sI OP
eh, top- I;lding Crystal

-in

AND MEN WHO

ASPIRE
TO SELL

OWE

a

THE four

.1'"?

to 530 kc., low -drain tubes, and a superheterodyne
hook -up with six tuned circuits, using three magnetite core transformers for best selectivity.
Pictured at the lower right is a table phonograph known as Model R -60. Among its features
re a silent automatic mercury ox-orr switch
a 3 -point high frequency
tone control, and an improved pick-up in a molded
plastic tone arm. The instrnutrnt is said to be

for the turntable motor,

vit
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hoped sometime to share the rich rewards of tills great
money-making profession, will thrill to learn of the
glorious new opportunity now made available to them.
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At the lower left

Every Month

620

particularly popular for use in adult meeting
rooms, for counter demonstrations of records. and
for young people either at home or away at

push -pull audio system, and 2 -band recepphonograph is concealed under the top lid.
is the new portable Pick -MeUp model which operates on either batteries or
A.C. or D.C. from the power line. This receiver
features the "Current -Cutter" which cuts

tion.

Your emhdoin :,nil ern. idly -, w.d Identity Card
given free await your subscription ''to the official fluhteaa-
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pick -u

300 Selling Offers

Dept

Top left-RCA 9 -tube console with built -in oop antenna; top right -Model U -20 7 -tube
radio -phonograph; lower left -New "portable" for battery or I10 -volt A.C. or D.C. operation;
lower right -Table phonograph Model R -60, with molded plastic tone arm.

college.

There are also many other interesting units in
the new RCA line.

'll"

Unique New Condenser and
Resistor Analyzer
TIIE Tel
Ohmike.

sistance, power factor and capacity are determined

under actual

a

compact new Condenser and resistor analyzer just
announced by the
Sprague
Products
Company,
sets a new vogue
in economical instrument design
in that it permits
the Serviceman
to utilize his own
milliamnieter and
cuhmeter. As a result of using these instruments
which he already has, he gets a modern. obsoIcscence -proof instrument at a saving of the cost
of these two meters.
Tel- Ohmike includes an extremely wide range
of capacity and resistance, measures the characteristics of condensers under exact working voltages; has direct -reading scales which give uptick,
visual indication of all factors measured. and
permits direct measurement of insulation resistance up to 10,000 megohms of such components
as oil condensers under high voltage tip to 1.000
volts. Its capacity measurement range is from
.000010 mf. to 2.000 mf., and for resistance
measurement it covers from .5 ohms to 5 megohms.
Power factor of electrolytic condensers may be
measured on direct- reading scales tip to 50% power
factor. and it also measures leakage current of
electrolytic condensers.
Pin -jacks are also provided for connecting the
Serviceman's own voltmeter and milliammeter,
to set the working voltage of the condenser under
which all measurements are made. This is the
first time this has been possible and means making tests tinder the exact working voltage of the
condenser. Thus leakage current, insulation re-
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Tiny Metal -Cosed Electrolytics

-

THE

new Cornell- Dubilier BR series of tiny,
tubular electrolytic capacitors are only about
"can"
type electrolytics for equivalent capacity and voltage ratings. They also cost less, permit more
one -fifth the size and weight of the older

speedy replacement of older types, and are avail able in a wide variety of capacity and voltage
ratings -from 4 to 40 mf., 25 to 500 volts. working.
Each BR capacitor is hermetically sealed. in.
closed within an aluminum container over which
is fitted a varnished cardboard sleeve. Bare wire
leads are riveted to rubber- capped bakelite ends.
and in most applications the capacitors can be
supported by their own leads. Where this is not
desirable. they can be supplied with metal mount ing straps for chassis mounting.
The aluminum foil is of the highest purity and
is etched by an exclusive electro -chemical process
which eliminates all
ssibility of subsequent
corrosion. A number of other unique design features, combined with rigid control of raw materials and manufacturing processes result in
capacitors of excellent electrical characteristics.
Type BR's are available in single and dual capacity

J. H. Bunnell to Make Martin Keys
I. H. BUNNELL COMPANY, of New York
City, just announced the purchase of the
patents and exclusive manufacturing rights in the
Martin Flash keys and will add this to their comline of Telegraph Keys, Sounders, Relays.
Rplete
epeaters. Recording Equipment and allied in-

struments.
The Bunnell Company is one of the oldest
manufacturers of telegraph equipment in the industry, and is well known to amateurs from the
earliest days of this now world -wide hobby.
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New Amateur & Corn. Rec.
THE new Howard 436 just announced is

a

receiver with
7 -tube amateur and commercial
frequency coverage from 540 kc. to 43 mc. (555 -7
meters). It is also available for 150 -400 kc. (750-

foot lines are possible without frequency discrimination, and with minimum loss of level, and response is claimed to be exceptionally smooth from
30-10,000 cycles. The unit has a moisture- proofed
crystal, automatic barometric compensator, and is
shock- proof.
blast proof as well as no

Calibrated Bond -Spread
THE latest Hallicrafters receiver, the Skyrider

"Defiant" SX -24, offers to hams and others of
modest circumstances a communications set which
incorporates substantially all modern, practical developments plus some outstandingly advanced
features.

The band- spread dial is calibrated directly in
frequency for the amateur ranges from 10 to 80
meters. 5th the conventional 0 -100 division calibration for use in other commercial and shortwave hand- spread ranges. In the 10 -meter ham
range, for example, tuning drift does not exceed 2
kc. during a test period of one hour and from a
cold start. This is due to temperatone compensated
circuits.
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Other features include: Four selectivity positions
phone and crystal c.w.;
signal-strength meter calibrated in "S" units and
continuous coverage
noise
limiter,
db.. automatic
from 540 kc. to 43.5 mc., crystal filter, beatfrequency oscillator with pitch control, tone control,
provision for remote stand -by switching, built -in
power supply for 115 volt A.C. operation and
provision for operation front batteries or vibrator
supply.
me tubes are employed.
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CORNELL-DUBILIER

ELECTRIC CORPORATION

They are a dual purpose fuse h: si ng a simple
fuse link and a resistor element which provides the
heat inertia or tinte lag.
The spring serves not only to open the circuit.

SHORT WAVE CONVERTERS for
CAR RADIOS

handy for furnishing a constant tone source for
checking modulation percentage or P.A. coverage,
and may be used as a keying monitor for a

Can he attached to arq' cur
ndlo.
o rs 49MODEL 600
ni- 25 -2u-10 an e Ì meter
bands. Deafened for Ameri6

transmitter.

IjJSKINO

A NEW de luxe table model A.C.-D.C. superheterodyne, the Lafayette Model D -33, just announced by Radio \Vire Television, Inc., is appropriate either for table or mantel mounting.
The built -in loop antenna permits "local" station
broadcast reception without any external wire
connections but for distant stations and all shortwave receptions provision is made for connecting
an external antenna.

in such

y

"Slo -Blo" Fuses

Lafayette Table Model

h013-volt

D1ev

Code Practice Oscillator
A VERY neat Code Practice Oscillator operating on 115 volts A.C. or D.C. and suitable for
either individual or group code instructions, has
recently been announced by Bud Radio. Inc.
This oscillator is complete with built -in dynamic
speaker and tube and the pitch of its note may be
changed by means of a switch on the panel.
Provision is made on the rear of the oscillator
chassis for an additional speaker and extra key
for two -way communication. The oscillator is also

betot e a

e

I

Among its features are noise
knobs, and new type
band -spread, with a scale over 8 incltes inn length.

meters).
limiter, inertia
2,000

451170R

C/rk

can

but to take up the expansion of the link. thus
preventing crystallization on repeated heating and
cooling.
On severe overloads the fuse link melts as a
conventional fuse. But on prolonged overloads
the resistor heats up and melts the fusible alloy
connecting the link.
"Slo -Blo" fuses are offered by Littlefuse. Inc.,
in the small 3AG size 1 %" long by t,i" diameter.
There are nine ratings offered in the range beampere and 1,'100 ampere.
tween
1

Rugged Socket
THE

new Amphenol
type MIP (molded-insocket is claimed
y the manufacturer to be
the strongest in the world.
The steel mounting plate
is molded into the high
r
o
dielectric bakelite body.
It cannot come loose nor
vibrate. rend the socket can be used over and over
again by experimenters.
The sockets are obtainable in various colors of
hakelite, or in steatite. mica -filled hakelite and
polystyrene, with 4 to 11 contacts, with standard
R MA spacing to take all standard types of tubes.
Made by the American Phenolic Corporation.
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The tuning range in 3 bands, include, 540 -1.650
kc., 2.2-7 nic. and 17.5.24 mc. Tuning is simplified
through use of a "slide- rule" dial, and an electron
"eye' tuning indicator. Tips, jacks and switch permit connection for phono or television sound reproduction.

Crystal Mike
THE new Alodel 44X crystal microphone of
the Turner Co. gives selective- directional pickup of sound, and allows the operator to choose
the sound he wishes to amplify. It has a 13 -15
db.

differential between front and rear pick -up,
may be considered dead

so that the microphone

at the back. TIsis eliminates audience noises and
background disturbances, helps eliminate reflections. and reduces feedback problems, permitting
microphone operation under had acoustical condi-

tions.
The 44X has a 90 degree tilting head, for semiand non- directional operation. The level is unusually high; -58 db. with 25 -foot cable set. Fifty

for January, 1940

Tube Power Ratings
THE Federal Communications Commission has
just released a bulletin showing the approved
power ratings of vacuum tubes for operation in
the last stages of broadcast (550 -1600 kc.) stations. Outputs from 50 to 100,000 watts are shown
in the first chart, which is for high -level or plate
modulation. A second table shows outputs from
25 to 75,000 watts for low -level modulation or last
R.F. stage operating as linear power amplifier.
Another table shows outputs from 25 to 500 watts
for grid modulation in the last stage (25% operating efficiency), and the fourth table gives outputs
front 250 to 2,500 watts for similar circuits with
35% efficiency. Some twelve makes of tubes are
specified according to power and application in
these tables. An additional table lists equipment
approved by the FCC for use in broadcasting
stations.
Please Mention This Magazine When Writing Advertisers
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Mathematic Precision Tuner.

lOc BOOKS

THE

No. 530 mathematic precision tuner, being
produced by Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co.,
is one of the finest precision tuners yet seen.
It has a ratio of approximately 72 to 1 in 360
degrees of rotation, and the reading of the two
dial scales combined covers 600 graduations in
180 degrees of condenser rotation. As the picture
shows, the various gear drives have spring take -up
to prevent back lash. Only the readings which appear through the window, shown in the front view
of the instrument, are seen on the panel. The rest
of the equipment is behind the panel.

Now Added to Gernsback Series!
RADIO FANS

EVERYWHERE

BERNSBACKS

EDUCACIONAL

-these fine ten cent

text books give you
an excellent foundation for the study of
radio. They are
clearly written, prof us e l y illustrated
and contain over
15,000 words in each
book. You'll be
amazed at the
wealth of information these books
have. Handy for review or reference.
Your money hack if

LIBRARY 142.9

SIMPLE

EXPERRMEN'TS

10

you are not pleased!

}
RAplo VURLIUnON5.lO1

NpDSON Sf

9- SIMPLE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS

NO,

loo interesting and practical electrical experiments
described in tills book. covering event branch
of
eleetricity-from simple
periments with magnets to
high frequency "stunts ". Among the experiments. all of
which are clearly Illustrated with special drawings. we
find:
M,m,s.
Magnets.
Trans.
Over
are

nrnuon.
e,Idcti
Switches and Lamps.

i

Its

Polarity

ighFuny
rareqec Machines,
Experiments. Dimmers. etc.
i

carried

about
pleaapparatus. mosdescribed h can to
home. Further. anyone can make them and thus
this book becomes at once not only instructive but highly

entertaining
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and

chrome and black, with translucent green call
letters. The overall size, including the reflector box.
is 6 1/16" long by 2 9/16" high by 144" deep. It
comes complete with a reflector and has a
candelabra bulb socket to take either 110 volt or
6 volt bulbs. Two complete sets of call letters are
included with each emblem, and if additional letters
are necessary, these are supplied without extra
charge.

,

I POPULAR
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MOST

TUBE

NO.

DICTIONARY

2

ALL -WAVE

Crowe is also making a new call letter plate for
use by Ham stations. The emblem is finished in

te
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accompanying sound
vl ion Images
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Automatic Auto Antenna

NO. 8 -RADIO FOR

.\ COMPLETE line of eight low-cost auto antennas featuring an automatic telescopic cowl
antenna which may be instantly adjusted In length
from the driver's seat, has been announced by
the RCA Manufacturing Company. All of the new
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BEGINNERS

BOOKS ARE ALL UNIFORM

Every book in the 6EICAsBAt'K EDI'r.tIION.AL LIBRARY has 32 pages -with illustrations varying from
30 to 66 in number. Each title toluene ,u taius o'er Ifl.'00 words. Positively radio's greatest book buy's: If you
do not think these books w orill the pi ice a.kra, ret urn them in 24 hours and your money will be instantly refunded.
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with "soundproof"

ceramic

by a compact pneumatic plunger
mechanism which is located under the dashboard.
the automatic antenna may be lengthened or shortened from inside the automobile with only a stroke
or two of the plunger. A small push -button on
the plunger handle controls the pneumatic retraction and extension operations. Finished in
chromium, the antenna extends only three inches
above the hood when not in use. Fully extended,
it measures 42 inches.
The RCA Deluxe Cowltenna is a side mounting, four -section antenna, equipped with two
ceramic insulators. It pleasures only 29 LI inches
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SPECIAL OFFER
6 COPIES R & T FOR 50e

For a limited time only, and as long
as they last, we will send you six back
numbers of RADIO & TELEVISION
assorted, your choice, for 50 cents.
The usual price for six copies would
be $1.50, and most publishers charge a
higher price for back numbers over one

As only a small supply of back numbers on
hand, this offer will be withdrawn as soon as they
have been sold.
We accept U. S. stamps, U. S. coin, or money
order. Rush your order today.

r

year old.

We can supply only the following back numbers: Dec., 1930; Feb., April, June, Sept., Oct.,
1931; July, Oct.. 1932; Jan., April, Oct., Nov.,
1933; Jan., Feb., Mar.. May, June, July, Aug..
issues except January.
Sept. 1984; 1936
February and March : 1936, 1937, 1938
issue :
1939
issues to date.
If you do not specify copies. we will send assorted numbers to fill your order. Note, we cannot
exchange the copies for ones that have been sent
to you.
Every copy of RADIO a TELEVISION contains information which you should have. Here
is a chance to get those copies.

-All

-all
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RADIO & TELEVISION
-40
99.101 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith 50c (Foreign: Add
tir for postage). for which you are to send me six
back numbers of RADIO & TELEVISION as follows:
1

-all

Please

Name
Address

City

State

. - ,1 nd when fully extended. 100 inches.
Four iloodtennas, which are installed on concealed brackets for under -hood mounting, also feature anti -rattle construction to eliminate mechanical and electrical noise pick -up. A four -section. 100 inch telescopic antenna fitted with two "soundproof" insulators, the Deluxe Hoodtenna is
mounted on sturdy, brass plated brackets held in
place by self-tapping metal screws. A similar 3section model measures 944 inches. fully extended.
All antennas include a 33 -inch shielded cable.
The inexpensive Di -Pole antenna for under car installations is fitted with adjustable brackets
for easy installation, it eliminates ignition interference through its improved balanced design.
(Continued on page 555)
w ht n
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10 -Tube "R &
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T" Television Receiver

Continued from page 524)

ganging them mechanically brings them too
close together and makes the leads longer.
It is not desirable to make one stage of
fixed gain and the other variable, because
if the gain of the fixed stage is left high,
it will oscillate in regions of high signal
strength; if it is left low, pictures will not
be satisfactory in regions of low signal
strength. Again this point has been carefully
thought out and tested by actual experiment,
as have most of the other controversial
points in this set. With the able assistance
of first one and then another of his students
the author tried practically everything
even arrangements which were thought
hopeless. The coil data for the CBS coils
to operate at the same trimmer settings will
be published in RADIO & TELEVISION as soon
as possible.

-

Power Supplies

The low- voltage power supply is conventional except that it is somewhat better filtered. Hum spoils picture reception at levels
which would be inaudible in a sound receiver. The best parts are used here because
the voltage regulation must be excellent due
to the fluctuating load imposed by the scan
oscillators. A power supply having poor
regulation would cause a darkening of portions of the picture and also give it ragged
edges. Looking at the high voltage supply
for a moment, this type of supply, in which
the positive is grounded, is standard oscilloscope practice, but unless well filtered will
introduce hum in the picture. Grounding the
negative instead will reduce this tendency.
If you have trouble from this source, be
careful before you make the change. I have
not tried this out and shall not predict just
what additional changes might be needed in
the rest of the set. A few are obvious, but
I would not want to risk missing even one,
and so will not make any recommendations
in this direction except caution!
Ant

Many antennas were tried at Monmouth
Beach, N. J., where the author has a summer bungalow : indoor, simple dipoles aimed
in all directions both low and high, simple
dipoles with reflector both low and high. It
was found that the difference between one
antenna and another was seldom startling.
A simple dipole, low down and outdoors,
was a little better than the same one indoors.
Turning it made slight difference except
in a very narrow beam at its dead spot.
Raising it from a 6 foot elevation to one 25
feet up made more of a difference. The
simple dipole 25 feet off the ground worked
very well. (It was shown in the photo last
month.) Raising it to 40 feet made little
difference in signal strength, but did reduce
the already small amount of automobile
ignition interference somewhat. Adding a
reflector to it further improved the signalto -noise ratio. With this antenna, the interference from auto ignition was entirely
eliminated except from the infrequent trucks
passing directly in front of the bungalow or
parked in front of it while making deliveries.
"Sound" Section
Now for the sound section. This was, believe it or not, one of the biggest headaches
in designing the set. The design presented
herewith should not give anyone any headaches, however, as it is not critical. We
started our experimental work by getting
on the wrong track right away. Since this
was a television attachment, we figured on
trying to use an ultra -short wave converter
as the sound section and feed this into the
for January, 1940

antenna and ground posts of a standard
broadcast receiver. This method had worked
well in connection with the articles "Television Experiments with a Servicing Oscilloscope," which appeared in Radio- Craft, August, 1938, September, 1939. But putting
the converter on the sane chassis as the
telly set proved to be a horse of a different
color. It didn't work out at all, because the
oscillator in the converter insisted upon getting mixed in with the picture, creating
some very beautiful patterns but making
simultaneous operation out of the question.
The sound worked well alone but was useless because it obliterated the picture. We
decided to try one stage of T.R.F. followed
by a detector, this to go to the phonograph
input connections on a standard broadcast
receiver. We used the same RF. circuit

which had panned out on the vision end and
a triode detector circuit suggested by amateur C. E. Sharpe of nearby Portaupeck,
N. J. This worked immediately and the
addition of an R -C filter in the detector
plate circuit took the last "bug" out of it.
The diagram and parts list are self-explanatory. Radiotrons 1852 and 6J5 are used, the
1852 as R.F. amp., the 6J5 as bias type
detector. The sensitivity and selectivity
proved more than adequate. The addition of
a conventional A.F. stage and speaker
would take the whole outfit out of the television attachment class and make it a complete televisor. The Bklyn. Tech. Television Club is building the sound section, complete with A.F., to go with the silent telly
kit it assembled last year, and well' be able
to report to you on how it worked soon.
The coil information is found in an accompanying diagram.
The B voltage and other voltages are
obtained from the low voltage power supply
of the video set-another reason it must be
able to "give," without complaining or suffering, large voltage regulation. The mounting of the parts of the sound section is shown
in the accompanying photographs and drawing. If the layout is changed, take care not
to put the sound section too near the scan
oscillators, as there is a tendency for these
to cause a noise in the audio. If the complete sound section is made instead, take
care not to mount the loud-speaker near the
1852 vision R.F. tubes, as they are somewhat microphonic and you will produce
broad bands of varying width which will
move down your picture. It is preferable to
mount the speaker in a separate box.
Since the frequencies which television
station use are in the ultra -high frequency
spectrum, the behavior of newly constructed
receivers is likely to be erratic and unpredictable. The specifications which are given
here for coils, layout and other lumped
constants are, therefore, likely to be incorrect when the same circuit is wired by another person. A few words of advice gleaned
from practical experience will help you in
"shooting" the trouble. If either the sound
or video does not, at first, work properly and
if it is found, after very careful rechecking
of the wiring and measurement of the various voltages, that no signal comes through,
the best thing to do is to use a good Signal
Generator, like the Supreme Model 582
shown in the photograph, as a source of
"sure" signal. The use of the signal generator eliminates the antenna, lead-in and telecast transmitter as possible sources of
trouble ; it also provides, in many locations,
a stronger signal than is available from
the antenna. Set the generator so that one
of its harmonics falls on what is approxi(Turn to page 550)
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mately the television frequency.
The signal generator is used on the third
or fourth harmonic. When operated in the
"wide open" output position it supplies
enough output to permit you to tune each
stage and section of the receiver. One of the
photos shows the bar pattern obtained on
the Kinescope screen from the signal generator set on 15.05 kc., whose third harmonic
is 45.25 and with the 400 cycle modulation
cut in. Another photo shows pattern obtained without modulation but with signal
generator tuned' a few % off frequency.
Since even 1% is a lot at these high frequencies, it is best to calibrate or make a
mark on the scale of the signal generator
at the exact point, by operating it near a
televisor which is properly tuned to W2XBS
and adjusting it in until the bar pattern is
strongest. This was found necessary. A
single stage R.F. amplifier in conjunction
with the signal generator will help a lot,
too, because you want plenty of input in
lining up a new set, so that you can get
something through no matter how badly off
tune you start out. This R.F. amplifier is
to be described in an article at a later date.
The coils for the tuned circuits should be
re- wound, adding a turn and then, if not
successful, taking a turn off the original
specified number, If the trouble has not
yet been found, it may be that the distributed
constants of one tuned circuit are different
from those in the following or preceding
circuits. Suspecting this, add a turn to the
coil whose circuit leads are shortest and /or
take a turn off the coil whose circuit leads
are longest. Care should be taken, in deciding upon the correct number of turns,
that the trimmer condenser setting for
maximum signal does not fall on either the
all-in or all-out position of the trimmer. If
the procedure outlined above is followed

patiently it will be found that you have,
more than likely, corrected the trouble.
In designing the video receiver herein described a well considered guess was made
as to the number of turns to put on the coils.
From experiment we found that six turns
was exactly right for our particular layout
Since the sound carrier frequency is higher
than that of the video (49.75 mc. as compared with 4525 mc.) one turn less was
used on the coils of the sound section of the
set. This, too, was found to be correct but
it was much more difficult to line up the
sound section trimmers, because of the
comparative narrowness of the audio modulated carrier and due to the great selectivity of the circuits. Careful tuning, however,
was all it took to get this section working.
If the builder will take care to have all
of his tuned circuits the same distance from
the tubes and have his wiring of each R.F.
stage as nearly identical as possible, the
problems discussed above will be greatly

controls because the volume can be controlled on the sound receiver which is used
in conjunction with this "telly" attachment.
If the signal is much too strong, increase
the value of the bias resistor in the sound
R.F. stage. A shielded cable should be used
from the sound unit 6J5 Radiotron detector
to the audio amplifier, which may be the
phono end of any broadcast receiver. If
care is taken in adjustment and construction, high fidelity sound programs will result. If, instead of feeding the output to an
audio amplifier, the builder wants a self contained set, the least troublesome line -up
to follow the 6J5 Radiotron would be a
6C5 triode driver followed by a 6F6 pentode
power amplifier, the author believes.
Rosin core solder should be used, and all
connections wiped clean. Flux should never
be allowed to stay on a connection as it
causes corrosion and also a high resistance
ground at high frequencies.
An oscilloscope can be used in conjunction with the signal generator if desired,
though this is not necessary because, provided your low frequency work is O.K., the
kinescope will serve to indicate circuit conditions very well. The oscilloscope is most
valuable in the low frequency end of the
set; testing the scan oscillators, tracing
down hum, etc.
Final setting of the trimmer should always be made on the telecast test pattern
and sound. You want the setting that gives
you the best picture and clearest sound. Of
course if we all had "labs" like RCA, Philco,
Du Mont and others, we would not suggest
lining up on the signal -but under the circumstances we found it the only way to get
the best out of the set.
I wish to acknowledge again the good
work of Jerrier Haddad, who did all the
(Continued on opposite page)

simplified.
The R -C filters provided for the purpose
of de- coupling the various stages from their
power supplies should be enough to prevent
any circuit from breaking into self oscillation; should oscillation be found to
take place, however, due to changes in layout, etc., coil shielding may be used. The
shields, found unnecessary in our layout,
must be as large as possible and identical
for each coil. The only remaining "out" if
oscillation still persists is to decrease the
gain of the stage in question by increasing
the cathode resistor, or by introducing
degeneration by returning the cathode bypass condenser to a tap on the bias resistor.
The tap should be approximately 10% of
the way down from the cathode, with the
bottom end of the condenser grounded.
The sound unit was designed with no gain
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construction work, and Andy Tait, who put

up the final antenna. I also want to express
my appreciation to radio amateur C. E.
Sharpe for his suggestion on the detector
and to Engineer Harry Zion for his sug-

gestions.
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(Continued front page 517)
which, instead of printing a reproduction speaker in the police car. One advantage
3% inches in width and of infinite length, that facsimile has over radio communication
produces sheets which carry type and pic- in police work is that it permits phototures covering an area 8 x 11 inches. The graphs of wanted men to be transmitted to
paper size is slightly larger than this. Ex- the cars ; with sound radio only descriptions
cellent half -tone (photograph) effects are can be so sent. It also enables the officers
secured with the RCA system; the girl's in the patrol cars to make their reports in
head reproduced with this article is actual writing, thus saving lath time and paper
size, exactly as it was cut from material work at headquarters.
received during a WOR -RCA transmission.
Facsimile is likewise finding its uses with
The Finch system, which was used to armies and navies, aviation and shipping
transmit the R & T Kinks as previously companies, public utilities, and other inmentioned, has also been the subject of ex- dustries where point-to-point communicaperiment by the Police Department in Ber- tion systems are needed, and \- ritten records
gen County, N. J. A photograph appearing are desirable. It is even expected that facwith this article shows a transmitter and simile may win as wide public acceptance
receiver as installed in a police car during for home installations as has radio, when
these tests. The police were said to have the material which is transmitted compares
been well pleased with this mobile unit, favorably with radio broadcasting, from the
which merely replaced the microphone and standpoint of general interest.
for January, 1940
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Beginner's 2 -Tube S -W
& B. C. Receiver

PRICED FOR CLEARANCE!

Rockbottom Prices on Overstocked New and Rebuilt Merchandise

(Continued front page 523)
tion is controlled by means of a 75,000 ohm potentiometer controlled so as to vary
the screen-grid voltage of the 6J7 tube. This
is the control at the left of the panel. When
the set is operated as a broadcast receiver,
this potentiometer serves as a volume
control.
A study of the schematic diagram will
show that if the plug -ill coil is removed,
when operating as a broadcast receiver, this
will open the plate circuit. The simplest
way to overcome this difficulty is to take
an extra 10 -meter coil, remove the longer
winding and use only the tickler winding,
and insert this in the coil socket for broadcast reception. However, those who wish to
dispense with this added operation, may do
so readily by the use of a double-pole,
single -throw switch, arranged as shown in
Fig. 2, to connect the plate of the 6J7 ill
the circuit properly when the switch is
thrown for broadcast reception.
Filtering, in this receiver, is accomplished
by means of a 300-ohm filter choke, shunted
on either side by sections of the electrolytic
condenser. The same electrolytic condenser
also contains sections used to by -pass the
cathode of the 25A7 pentode and the screen
grid of the 6J7.
The Beginner's Two employs a standard
A.C.-D.C. power supply with the filaments
of the two tubes connected in series across
the line, and including in the same filament circuit a ballast tube for reducing the
filament voltages to the proper operating

When prices are low we buy! They're low now-LOWER THAN THEY EVER WILL BEhence this sale. Most of the merchandise is new-never used; some of it reconditioned.
100% satisfaction on each transaction or your money refunded.
ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. Use the convenient coupon below. Be sure to include sufficient
extra remittance for parcel post charges, else the order will be shipped express, charges
collect. Any excess win be refunded. C.O.D. shipments require a 20% deposit. If full
remittance accompanies order deduct 2% discount. Send money order -certified check
new U. S. stamps. No C.O.U. to foreign countries.
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When the receiver is operated as a short wave set, an antenna trimmer connected
in series with the antenna circuit gives the
proper antenna control needed to tune-in
weak distant stations.
This antenna control is dispensed with
when the set operates as a broadcast receiver. In order to assure proper selectivity
on the broadcast band, the broadcast tuning
condenser is connected in parallel with the
short wave tuning condenser, and its value
is selected so that the total maximum
capacity of the two parallel condensers is
equal to the maximum value required for
tuning the fixed broadcast coil. Since each
variable condenser may be tuned by an
independent control, this gives greatly increased selectivity over that obtainable from
a single tuned detector circuit. Therefore.
this set should he more suitable for tuning
out a broad local station than the average
three -tube broadcast receiver having a single
tuned stage.
The Beginner's Two is highly efficient on
the short-wave band. Initial tests under
favorable conditions brought in England,
Germany, France and Italy on the loudspeaker. Clips are provided at the rear of
the set for earphone reception, if this is
desired.
The construction of this receiver fur-
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tools.
The front panel is 11 %" by 8%" high and
is made of 3/16" wood, trimmed at the sides
and top with decorative molding. The speaker opening consists of three holes, cut as
shown in the illustration, with ornamental
holes cut out at either side to complete the
symmetry of the design. This type of work
can be done with a small jig saw. If such
a saw is not available in the home workshop,
the local carpenter will be glad to cut these
(Continued on opposite page)
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simple openings in the panel at a very
modest charge.
The chassis proper is made of the same
kind of wood as the panel ; the two side
supports are 43" by 31/2" high and the
chassis deck 11" by 5 % ". A hole is cut in
the chassis deck to permit the speaker to
rest partly below the deck.
The speaker may be mounted directly on
the chassis deck or it may be fastened to
the rear of the front panel by means of
small wood screws. The holes are drilled
in the chassis deck to permit tubes and coils
to pass through. The sockets are then
fastened on the underside of the deck. In
fastening the sockets, it is preferable to use
small machine screws and nuts rather than
wood screws, since the former method prevents the sockets from being pushed out
of place when coils or tubes are inserted.
The entire panel- chassis arrangement may
be fitted into a suitable wood cabinet if
desired.
This receiver is recommended to the beginner for the following reasons. It uses a
simple circuit with only two operating tubes,
but nevertheless is capable of giving excellent results. It is constructed on a wood
rather than a metal chassis, thereby eliminating many possibilities of short-circuits
through the metal. Its dual function as a
broadcast and short -wave receiver make it
a desirable set to own. It is an economical
set, not only because .the parts may lie
obtained at reasonable cost, but also because
it is really a combination of two sets for
the price of one.
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_

THEO. AUDEL e CO., 19 West 23rd Street. New York
Mall AUOELS NEW RADitiMAN3 Ol`I I E for fr.. examine.
tlon. It O. K.. 1 will send you $1 In 7 n.re; Uwe rem" 41
monthly Dam Mea of st 1. paid. Otherwle.. I will ratons It.

Oeevptlop

CORNELL -DUBILIER (Condensers)
-Mica condenser, .0001 mfd., type 1W (C4)
I -Mica condenser, .0005 mfd., type 1W (C12)
3 -.01 mfd. tubular paper condensers, type DT -4S1

Electric "Inductor" Organ
Welding Trae.. 2 K.W.
Rewinding Armature..
Water Wheels or Turbines
Wheatstone Bridge.
Photo -cell and Relay Data
20 Simple Bell Cireulta.

Ref-eeca

1

RAMSEY, N. 1.

EDJ

ONLY

5

(C7, C8)

mfd..

NATIONAL UNION (Tubes)
I
1

on his knowledge.

Special Chapter on Radio problems calculation.

-6J7 metal tube (VI)
-25Á7G glass tube (V2)

M

I. ARITHMETIC: Addition, Multiplication, Division. 11. Factoring and Cancellation, Fractions,
Decimals, Percentages, Ratio, and Proportion..
III. The Metric System. IV. How to Measure
Surfaces and Capacity (Geometry). V. POWERS:
Involution-ROOTS : Evolution. VI. Mathematics
for the Manual and Technical Craftsman. Thermometer Conversions, Graphs or Curve-Plotting,
Logarithm., Use of the Slide-Rule. VII. Special
Mathematics for the Radio Technician.
ONLY
VIII. Commercial Calculations, Shortcut Arithmetic, Interest, Discounts.
IX. Weights and Measures, Useful
Tables.
POSTPAID

ISCELLANEOUS

1-Toggle switch, single vole,4,500-ohm
single throw (S \V1)
1-Dynamic speaker with
impedance
output transformer and 3,000 -ohm field (L3)

-Phone jack (J1)
-Line cord and plug
-Roll hook -up wire
1-Screen grid clip
3 -Knobs
1
1
1

Dials
Standard broadcast antenna coil (L2)
\\rood panel, wood chassis

50C

loll

Money Order

Ìl'a;HIEA1!

S. State St.

for January, 1940

Division RT -140

Chicago, III.

28s rT.

50

1

ex-

on caps

!MAST piani

11-

plaining and answering every meaning with
illustrations. A real study -course In mathematics
for the student or the man who wants to brush -up

AIRPLANE -TYPE

TRANSMITTER

lavY
tauten,
asu
Two

3
I

ELEMENTARY
MATHEMATICS
Craftsman,

U. S. NAVY

Microphone and Receiver

I.R.C. (Resistors)
-1 meg., % watt fixed resistors (R1, R4. R6)
-600 ohm, 1 watt resistor (R7)
20,000 ohm, ;' watt resistor (R3)
ohm, (4 watt resistor (R5)
1- 200,000
75,000 ohm potentiometer (R2) with switch
(Sw. 2)
-280 ohm, SO watt ballast tube, type K87B (R8)

EASY-SIMPLIFIED -PRACTICAL

CONTENTS OF BOOK

(C6, C11, C13)
mfd. tubular paper condenser, type DT4 -PI
(C5)
Two -section dry electrolytic condenser, Section
C9 -16 mfd., 200 -volt; Section C10-8 mfd..

-volt
2- 200
Tubular electrolytic condensers,
volts, type
-3050

The DATAPRINT Co.

A book for the Technician and

$4!!

-.1

1-

orden. Get New List 100A.

Leek Box 322A

G

1

Special Prices: I prints 51.00: 10 for 52.001

gtampr, Cash or

-

-

of Parts

1-

LOOK at these DATAPRINTS ! !
See Special Prices below
40c Each.

40c each, single

of Modern Radio. Electricity A
Sound. Ready reference guide. A
real Helpful, Easy Way to secure
authentic data on Radio Troublas
(Ratio Elimination -Broadcasting
-Antennas Electronle Television
-Repairs-Service-Short Wave
-Auto Radio`- Inoluding ueetlona and Answers -34 ebaptere -772 Pages. Over
400 Diagrams A Illustrations. Handy Bite, Sturdy
Flexible Binding. A Good Investment for Servicemen- Experimenters-FJectronleTelevision Students
-Aviation k Marine Radio Operators and all
others. Get this practical Information in hand,
form for yourself. nil in and man coupon today.
COMPLETE PAY ONLY $1 A MO.

1-

large nice App. (All 3)...400
40c
"MIND READING" Radio Act
RADIO CONTROL FOR MODEL BOATS,
PLANES, Etc.

A.C.

JUST PUBUSNED -1939
-AO the latest information on the new develop mente In Radio A Television. Explains§ Repairs
servicing A Building of
Sete for pleasure or profit
-Easy to read A understand.
Gives all the important phases

Address

Sockets)
19- plate. 140 mmf. variable tuning condenser,
type MC -140-M (C2)
1 -34- plate,
250 mmf. variable tuning condenser,
type MC- 250 -M (C3)
Antenna trimmer, 3 to 35 mmf., type EC -35
1 -Set
short-wave plug -in coils, 17 to 270 meters.
type SWK-4 (LI)
1-4 -prong Isolantite coil socket, type S -4 (For LI)
3 -R -prong
(octal) Isolantite tube sockets (For
VI, V2 and R8)

(Artificial Fever)

Y

TO WHAT EVERY
RADIOMAN SHOULD KNOW

HAMMARLUND (Condensers, Coils and

Detaprint giving Constructional
date for small. Medium and

20

TELEVISION

Name-

Data 40c
Pholophone; Data 40c

`.aÌS -W

..

on cake of Ice!

NOW READY!

Includes up to date technical information
and illustrations on

Deena

Aft

l

Microphone and telephone headset

outfit

THIS
was built especially for the U. S. Navy Aviation Corps for Plane-to -Plane and Plane-toGround communication.
The Holtter -Cabot Electric Company constructed the outfit to Government specifications
and under rigid Navy Department supervision.

The outfit ranslrs of
low - impedance carbon microphone (transmitter). securely fastened to a metal breastplate. and a set of heavyduty. lose- Imperianee earphones.
A specially constructed switch on the bark of the breastplate control. the microphone circuit. The earphones are
U.S.N. Utah type. attached to adjustable headband.
Twenty-eight feet of very heavy weather and waterproof
conductor cable, terminating In a special brase plug. i.
furnished ith _this complete outfit. Current of not more
than In volts Should be used. A storage battery le the
natural tone
most satisfactory current supply. Talk in
of voire, when using the outfit. with the lips Nose to the
mouthpiece. Shouting and loud talking should be avoided.
We understand that the U.S. government paid more
than $40.00 for each of these outfits. We have bought the
whole la at a low price and are offering them. as Inne
aS the supply last.. at $4.96 each. complete a, shown In
illnstt soon. The shipping weight is 9 lbs.

All merchandise in original packages
never used. Money -back guarantee.

-

Don't miss the article in next month's issue:

All Shipments will be forwarded by Express
Collect if not sufficient postage included.

POWERFUL SHORT -WAVE

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY

HOW TO BUILD

A

D1ATIHER:11 Y APPARATUS.

Please Mention This Magazine When Writing Advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

916

S. State Street

Dept. RT-141

Chicago, ILL
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A

FREE CATALOGS and INFORMATION
By carefully reading the advertising columns, you will find many offers to furnish literature
containing valuable technica information that will help you in your work. Use this list freely.

Firm

Business

ABC Radio Labs
Allied Engineering Institute

Set

Allied Radio Corp.
Atfierican Radio Institute
Amplifier Co. of America
Amplifiers- DistributorsCorp.

Approved Technical Apparatus Co.
Audel. Theo.. & Co.
Bliley Electric Co.

Bud Radio. Inc.
Bunnell, J. H., & Company
Burstein -Applebee Co.
Cameradio Co.
Candler System Co.
Cannon. C. F.. Co.
Con. Wire & Assoc. Corps.
Cornell -Dubilier Elec. Corp.
Dodge's Institute
Goldentone Radio Corp.
Guthman, Edwin I.. & Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Harrison Radio Co.
Henry Radio Shop
Howard Radio Co.
Instructograph Company

International Correa. Schools
Jefferson Electric Co.
KenyonTransformerCo..Inc.
Lafayette Radio
Linguaphone Institute

Offer

Mfr.

Cos!

Ado
Page

Information

Free

547

Circulars

Free

540

Mail Order

1940 204 -page Catalog

Free

535

Radio School
P.A. Equipment

Booklet

Free

544

Bulletin

Free

547

Free

536

Free

515

Free

553

10c

538

Set &

Kit Mfr.

Intercommunicat - Catalog
ing Systems
Tat Equipment 24 -page Catalog
Book Publisher
Parts Mfr.

Information
Engineering Bulletin

Bulletin
Circular

E-6
E -7

Free

A-7

Free

Kit & Parts Mfr.

Catalog

RT-10

Information

Free
Free

533

Code Keys

Mail Order
Mail Order

Catalog
1939 Catalog

56

Free

547

Code Course

Book of Facts

543

Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.

Folder

T-14

Free
Free
Free
Free

537

Parts Mfr.
Radio School

Catalog
Catalog
1940 Bargain Catalog
Catalog
16 -page Booklet

Free

547

Free
Free

542

Free

551

Free

531

Information
Information

Free

536

Free

538

Technical Data
Information

Free

527

Free

544

Literature
Literature
Information

Free
Free

555

Free
Free

540

Free
Free

542

Set

1940

Information

Mfr.

Mfr.
Set & Parts Mfr.
Mail Order
Mail Order
Set Mfr.
Set & Parts

Code Machine

Corres. School

Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Mail Order
Code Course

Catalog
Folder

Mass. Radio School

Radio School

60 -page

Midwest Radio Corp.
Millen. J., Mfg. Co., Inc.
National Company, Inc.
National Radio Institute
National Schools

Set

New York Y.M.C.A. Schools
Opportunity Magazine
Radio Corp. of America
Radio & Technical Publ Co.
Radio Train. Assn. of Amer.
Radolek Co., The
RCA Institutes. Inc.
Scott. E. H., Radio Laboratories, Inc.
Sigmon Radio Supply
Solar Mfg. Corp.

Trade School
Publication
Radio& Television
Radio Textbooks
Radio School
Mail Order
Radio School

Sprayberry Acad. of Radio
Teleplex Co.
Television Training School
Triplett Electrical Inst.Co.
Turner Co.. The
Ward. Mcntgomery & Co.
Western Personnel Service

No.

Mfr.

Parts Mfr.
Set & Parts Mfr.
Radio School
Radio School

Set

Mfr.

Set Mfr., Dealer
Parts Mfr.

Radio School
Code Machine
Television School
Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Mail Order
Book Publisher

Catalog
1940 Catalog
1939-40 Catalog
Catalog
64 -page Book

175A

18

545

544
538

513

literature

Free

543

Booklet
Information
Literature
Circulars on each Book

Free

544

Free

546

Free
Free
Free

B.C.
529

542

1940 Radio Profit Guide
Catalog

Free

575

Free

542

Literature

Free

533

1940 Catalog

Free

545

Free

549

Free
Free
Free

S.I

Free

,.

en.

`i

T

I

yp

_

<a..DlW.A

MafÑ.ó+ëa"

Ar. o peq.en n}
,,.

6

wiTC.+

(FIG

3) FRONT

,f

PANEL

Chassis and panel details.

Keep the leads short! By "short leads"
we mean wiring directly between the parts
and without turns or bends. A lead two
inches in length is excessively long on 2.5
meters ! Solder each connection as carefully
as possible and clean away all excess resin
from the joint by means of a small brush
and carbon tetrachloride. Make sure that
the connections are really soldered and not
merely stuck together. Bad or poor connections usually mean zero results on this band.
The metal shell of the 6C5 is not grounded
to the chassis by leaving it "floating" the
circuit seems to oscillate snore readily.
The antenna is the regular commercial
adjustable type. In the installation as made
by this constructor, the antenna is mounted
on the ventilator of the automobile, just in
front of the windshield. On other cars the
mounting conditions will vary hut it should
be kept as high as possible and in the clear.
If mounted too low, the body of the car
may cause distortion of the transmitted wave
and may make communication difficult in

certain directions.
539
542

Information

Free

Catalog
Catalog
Amateur Radio Catalog

Free

554
549

Free

531

Free
Free

537

Information

..,

vom, n+

545

I.B.C.

2X
CBCC-I

G-a55i5 t4vWr (FR 2)

541

Free

9S

,

551

Free

General Parts Catalog
Transmitting Catalog
Condenser Testers Cat.
52 -page Book
Booklet

3

531

I.F.0

Book

(Continued from page 526)
the power can be taken from a small A.C.
pack, which will be much more economical
to operate. The output from the transmitter,
with 200 volts on the plate of the 6C5 at
2.5 meters, is about
watt. This is sufficient
for communication over the usual litre -ofsight distances. The 7C5 acts as the modulator when transmitting, and as audio amplifier when receiving. The audio output, when
in the receiving position, is sufficient for the
operation of a small magnetic speaker at
moderate volume and gives plenty of volume
for the 2,000 ohm headphone. The 250,000
ohm regeneration control may be adjusted
to the point of maximum sensitivity and
lowest hiss level.
The construction of the transceiver is not
difficult. However, extreme care must be
used in wiring and in mounting the various
parts. The 6C5 is placed in an inverted position with its top protruding through the
chassis as shown in the photographs. This
allows the coil to be mounted by its own
leads, directly on the tube socket and the
tuning condenser, cutting down the length
of the wiring to the minimum.

546

Free
Free
300

2.5 Meter Transceiver

544

Band

2y., meters

Coil Data
Turns
Spacing

Wire

No. 14 E

3

;r

diameter form and then
Coil is wound on
slipped off , spacing is the distance between turns,
coil.
It may be necessary
NOT the length of the
to pull out or comprese the turns slightl in order
to set the frequency on the 112 mc. band. The
R.F. chokes are wound with No. 36 d.s.c. wire
on a 4" diameter form. The turns are close wound. 70 to 80 being required according to the
coil and lead constants. See text for details.

(Continued on page 555)
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Parts List, 2.5 Meter Transceiver

NATIONAL COMPANY

-Type C -SRR metal cabinet, 71/4"x75/J"x7"
-Type OSR low frequency oscillator coil (100 kc.)
-Type 8 prong "octal" socket, isolantite insulation
-Type TX -9 Insulated shaft coupler
1 -Type TX -I1 flexible shaft
1 -Type UM -I5 ultra -high- frequency tuning condenser (15 mmf.)
-Type BM dial, No. I scale (0.100-0)
1

1
1
1

1

KENYON (Transformers)
1- Modulation choke, type T -153, 30 henries. 90 ma.
-A.F. transformer with 200 ohm microphone
winding, type KA -114M
1

UNIVERSAL
Microphone- headphone

I-ohm

phone

CORNELL- DUBILIER
2 -Mica condensers, 100 mmf., type 5W
1 -Mica condenser, 1000 mmf., type 1W-IDI
1 -Paper condenser, .1 mf., 600 volts, type SM
1 -Paper condenser, .5 mf. 600 volts, type SM

condenser,
400 volts, type SM
I--Paper
Electrolytic condenser, 10 mf., 25 volts, type BR
.01 m#.,

1

1

-No.

10 2I4 meter transceiver antenna, with
mounting base

MISCELLANEOUS

1- 4-pole -2-position

"send -receive" switch (band

change type)

1

set,

S.B. mike,

2000

I-Bakelite socket
1

-

-6C5 metal tube
-7C5 "loktal" tube

THE type

755 -A condenser, recently developed
by General Radio Company, is designed for
u.h.f.
radio et uipment, uch as standard
and
high

signal generators, oscillators and measuring circuits. Five sides are shielded and copper- plated
brass terminal strips are mounted on mycalex insulators on the unshielded side. A spring loaded
worm and gear drive provides a ratio of 15 to 1.
Ball bearings are used on the main shaft. The total

for

an I. C. S. Radio

radio thoroughly, com-

Course learns

number of scale divisions is 1500 -15 on the main
scale and 100 on the worn) scale. The maximum
capacitance of the instrument is 145 mmf. and the
minimum 8.5 mmf. Its equivalent series inductance
is .0055 mh. at minimum capacitance setting.

THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrolls

for 7C5 tube

Newest Radio Apparatus
New Condenser for H.F. Circuits

tOR

AMERICAN RADIO HARDWARE CO.

pletely, practically. When he
his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical. every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Tuning Control Line

Bea 21182.F. Scranton, Penna.
Explain fully about your coursa In the subject
marked X:

A LARGE number of models marks the Gordon
Specialties Company's line of tuning controls.
These Include those of the hand wheel type with
scales and pointers, or with dials and vernier
markers, all made of heavy gauge brass, finished
in satin chrome plate. There is a list of 126
markings of standard or Deluxe size name plate:
for use with both types of these controls. Bakelite
hand wheels with flanged knobs are also available
with or without metal pointers, for use where no
scales or dials are needed.

RADIO

Exre.,
TELEVISION
SOUND TECHNICIANS
tJ AVIATION SECTION or RADIO O
.

i

INC

Age_

Name

Address

Treat Yourself or Your Friends to
a PRACTICAL Christmas Gift!
ae1 IFFY ee

Magazine Binders
Sturdily built and eorred with black fabri-

roid lias two eternised
ends with 12
spring wire separators.
llagasllnw can be Inserted and r roved In
flirter

Jiffy. No e11 fuss-no
lost Litne- no labor.
12!ó'a956', with 2 -Inch back for
50
Radio- Craft, RAT., Radio News, etc.No. 2. 1056'x7%. with 3 -inch bark for C1
.25
11ST. Radio Polluter
APP
er DIechanics, etc.
No. 3. S'4 z6
with 3 -inch Lark for
Reader's Digest, etc.
-- P.P. Prepaid in U.E. and Canada
Send for catalog
tainting full description* of many
oilier lors
GOLDtSHIELD PRODUCTS
Dept. RT -140
350 Greenwich St.
New York

Radio Test -Quiz

No. 1.

-- -

(Continued from page 530)
touching the antenna of a low-powered
(c) a super- antenna, which catches weak
$1.00
transmitter.
radio waves.
15. The electrolyte of an Edison cell is
(b) the tendency of an R.F. current to
travel along the outer surface of a con- composed of :
(Continued on page 556)
ductor.
the
received
when
trans(c)
shock
a
MOST COMPLETE LOW-PRICED TECHNICAL LIBRARY
mitter's filter condensers are touched imhas
mediately after the xmitter
been
EACH vOLUME
NICAL
switched off.
THE RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES (each volume fifty centa) -a most
9. The number of Kennelly -Heaviside
complete and authentic set of Volumes- treats individually, important
divisions of radia, refrigeration and air conditioning. Each book has been
layers is:
designed
to give you the opportunity to learn one or more branches of the
(a) one
(c) three
fields mentioned. The authors of the books are well -known to everyone. Each
(b) two
,,

RADIO'S

-

expert -an authority on the subject -each is thoroughly familiar with
the field which he represents.
is an

The names of the Kennelly- Heaviside
layer or layers are:
(c) E and F
(a) A and B
(b) K and H
11. The height of the first K -H layer is:
(a) 1000 to 1100 Km. (c) 500-600 Km.
(b) 90-125 Km.
12. The height of the second K -H layer
10.

is:

(a)

200-225 Km.
(b) 250-350 Km.

ALL BOOKS ARE UNIFORM -The volumes in the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES

G x 9 Inches.
Each book aaaaa Ins on an average of 50 te 120 illustrations. The
books are printed on an excellent grade of paper which makes the type easy reading.

m

Here Are the Titles
No. 2.

for January, 1940

D I O KINKS
SHORT CUTS

FRIGERATION

SWERS

NEIN

AND

No. 23. PRACTICAL PUBLIC ADDRESS

140
99T Hudson Street,
New York, N. Ye
I have circled below the numbers of books in the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES which yes are to send me.
hase included my remittance In full, at the price of 50e each. (Stamps. checks or money orders accepted).
2

Name

8

13

14

15

18

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Address

Cita

Please

No. 21. BREAKING INTO
RADIO SERVICING
No. 22. NEW RADIO
QUESTIONS AND AN-

Rá'

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
I

No. 20. THE CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE

-TO-

CONDITIONING

No. 14. POCKET RADIO
GUIDE
No. 15. ABC OF RE-

13.

itel

No. 16. PRACTICAL RADIO CIRCUITS
No. I7. SERVICING
WITH SET ANALYZERS
No. I8. POINT
POINT RESISTANCE
ANALYSIS
No. 19. PRACTICAL RA-

UUM TUBES
No. 6. BRINGING ELEC.
TR4C SETS UP -TO -DATE
No. 13. ABC
OF AIR

(e) 1000 -1100 Km,

According to the Electron theory,
how does the electric current flow?
(a) from positive to negative.
(b) from negative to positive.
(e) from the center of the conductor and
flowing in both directions.
14. A "wave- trap" is:
(a) a part of a circuit which enables messages to be stored while the operator is
absent.
(b) a circuit which helps to eliminate unwanted signals.

MODERN VAC-

state
All books are sent postage prepaid

Mention This Magasine When Writi -g Advertisers
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ÇCMMERCiAÉ NOTICES 104vAD
twl

Under this hitting only advertisements of
nature are accepted. Remittance of 10c
per word should accompany all orders. Copy ' should reach us not later than the 10th of the month
for the second following month's Issue.
AGENTS WANTED
$120.00 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERPROFIT SELLING COLD Mg Crouse: 60 cloth -bound lesson
Leaf Letten for Store Windows; Free books. Good condition. $15.00. Harry
Samples. Metallic Co.. 446 North Clark. Ackerson, Box 322, Ilamsey. N. J.
300%

Chicago.

PATENT

ART

-

ATTORNEYS

l'Rlyri :CT YOUR
rights before disclosing your Invention
to anyone. Form "Evidence of Conception": "Schedule of Government
and Attorneys' Fees" and Instructions
sent free. Lancaster. Allwine & Rommel. 438 Bowen Building, Washington
INS LNTORS

ART STUDENTS SThltEOScople Pictures of Art Models, 20 or
more pairs of pictures to
sot. 21.00
per Set express rolleet. $1.50 per set
exoro.. prepaid. Free Stereoviewer with
first order. Hannelly's. 218 S. Wabash
FOR

Ave.. Chicago. Illinois.

D. C.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
CORRESPONDENCE
C O I' It S E
and educational books. slightly need

PHOTOGRAPHY
ADVANCED AMATEURS. ATTENSold. Rented. Exchanged. Ail subjects ritm! Improve your technique and get
Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid fo more fun out of your hobby. Read
used courses.
American Photography every month.
Cotop.ete details
bargain catalog Free. Send name the magazine for both technicians and
Nelson Company, N -210 Manhattan pictoriallsts. Send today for tree samBuilding. (hinge.
ple copy and a copy of our 40 -page
USED CORRESPONDENCE book catalog. Camera Flouse 120, 353
Course. and Technical Boots Bought Newbury Street, Boston, Mas..
Sold,
Rented.
Exchanged. Catalog
PRINTING
Free. V. W. Vernon. Reneger. Ale.
COMMERCIAL PRINTING AT MOST
INSTRUCTION
reasonable prices. All work guaranteed.
LEARN CODE SIMPLE METHOD Samples and prices on request. II. E.
-.w l'odi m.nn,, Its o.r:t. l'in.binah. McKie,
G
Fredonia.

QSL- CARDS--SW L
100

NEAT SWL CARDS PRINTED

with your

name and address semi
Postpaid for SI. Bunch of samples ano
EST Chart for five cents in stanips

IVIREF,

field. Mass.

SWL'S QSL'S NEW STYLES. "
and $1.00 for 150. 2 colors. postpaid.
free samples. W'3DEE, Slaple Shade.
N. J.

SWL'S- QSL'S- COLORFUL,
antral. Samples. Meade,

ECO-

819 Wyan-

dotte. Kansas City. Mo.

RADIO DIAGRAMS

ANY RADIO DIAGRAM 25r. SPEC'!.
fy manufacturer, model. Radio magazine free. Supreme Publications, 3727
West lath, Chicago.
RADIO KITS

RADIO
plate.

lnbr.

N. Y.

[FOR SALE

Spring

St.,

Warrenton

78

KITS -23.95

Single

'I,

COMMERCIAL)

band:

30' },

UP.

all -wave;

l'art¢

catalog

1'-2013. K.

3

l

.

COSI5 -10

Free.

Mo.

WORD

Under this heading we accept advertisements only when goods are offered for sale without profit.
Remittance of 3e per word should accompany all orders. Copy should reach us not later than the
11th of the month for the second following month's issue.

SELLING

OUT
SERVICE TEST
equipment. Have approved A.C. D.C.
Voltohmmeter, Superior Signal Generator. Audio Oscillator. Tube Tester.
Analyzer and other shop or shark
equipment. Send stamp for particulars.
G. Barker. West Bridgewater, Mass.

transmitter, complete with everything, at extra 25% discount frocs regular
six months old. $150.00, original mat. prices. Terms. List free. W9ARA.
$350.00. Incorporates rack and panel Butler. Missouri.
construction, r.f. line -up. 61.6(1-809- FOR SALE: 300 WATT A.C. P10100th-speech, ho, puis of 56's. pair
Oenemotor powered by 4 cycle
of 2A3's and a pair of TZ4O's Class B neer
Johnson Air Coded Motor all on same

modulators. Antenna throw-over relay. base mounting. Motor Just been remeters. four power supplies. and conditioned. Excellent for Sound Truck
SACRIFICE! ACE "DO-ALL" DE- six
luxe Six tube T.B.F. Receiver. 2% pilot lights on the panel. 15 Watt and other uses. Cost $79.50. will sell
all dis- for $45 immediately. Kimberly's Rato 3000 meters. Dynamic speaker. 160 meter phone rig. worked Send
for
Complete $8.50 (Cost $26.25 new). tricts. $25.0O Many extras.
Ilst. Ben Robin. W3HYP, dio Service. Ilawkineville, Ga.
Sangamo Watthour
(electric light) complete
W'211IG,
S.
30
Pennsylvania Are - I)UN'T BUY A RECEIVER UNTIL
meters. Used, but perfect. $2.90. Rob- exyou get my free list of reconditioned.
ert Lang, 227 Greenwich Street. New nue, Atlantic City. N. J.
guaranteed Receivers! Practically all
York City.
RECONDITIONED.
GUARANTEED models at money saving prices. Trade FOR SALE -PAIR NEW 35 TS amateur receivers and transmitters. Ins. Time Payments. Send for list.
New
28.00. New Simpson Manometer $10.00, Nearly all models cheap. Ten day free W'2AVA, 12 West Broadway,
250 Mail all -ham!, phot. and c.
trial. Diming December many mmtvl, Vok
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- FREE!

EXCEED 35 WORDS. INCLUDING NAME AND ADDRESS
Space in this department
not sold. It is intended sorely
use these columns freely. Only o
adventsente -t a- h.
foe the benefit of our readers.
den, who wish to buy
accepted from
y reader In any onea Issue. All dealings
exchange anything in the
Television ant PhotoMUST be bow baard. Remember you
sing the U. S.
au in all these transactions and therefore you are bound
aphic fields or Radie. Photographic and ether mer
chandise.
offer
by the L. S. Postal taws. Describe anything
accurately and without exaggeration. Treat your fellow
As
receive no money for mew announcements,
a en
way you wish to be treated.
note
accept responsibility for any statements made by the
W. ell mtrsuggestions that will our to flake (hie dews
net later than the 10th of the month for the second following month's Issue.
Copy should reach
NO

TO

th

u

WANTED: ALMOST ANYTHING S %t'AI': 7 -TUILE AIRLINE, OHO SWAP TOURAINE AND CIE BRASS
radio or photography. Have Path model motor. 1F' Utah ear., 4 -tube trumpet complete with mouthpiece.
Derby with F 2.5 lens. also reflex Essex B.C., 2 -467 fm: BLS's. 809's. music holder. mute, and Conn can for
camera, enlarger, several good lenses 600 -0 -600 transformer, mike, 860 m. r'pewriter, low power remitting tubes
and many other bargain. in photogra- :tala., good S -W rem. Wallace Braley, or paru, or what have you? Jack
ph/ and radio. Merrill L. Winner, 208 Stanton, Ames. Iowa.
Spencer, 513 W. La. Ave., Ruston, La.
1546 Sherman St., Williamsport. Pa. I WANT A MYSTIC MIKE SET. 'WANT RADIOS.
A
USED RCA
HAVE ANSLEY D7 (A.C. -D.C.) aim electroplating kit. Have numerous err. and OLI pushpull smlir. Trade
portable radio phonograph (5 tube su- Items on photography. music. books and with scats and speed keys. Jiro Shikai,
Send
N.
Clark
St., Chicago,
with
records
in
good
condition.
to
offer
in
exchange.
K6OTK,
447
course.
per)
For what have you? John Basta, 31 your swap list. George Homer, 1305 Ill.
Lake Street, Brooklyn. N. Y.
W. Harrison St.. Chicago. Ill.
watt
TRADE 1 -100
Airline amplifier.
I AM INTERESTED IN OBTAINING HAVE TENNIS RACKET. SCOUT speaker selector box, 0 speakers salib
high quality printed USL cards. Must uniform. first aid kit. traveling kit metal bases. Less mike. Used Mire.
be
workmanship.
Itlock with razor. Total value $10. Want Perfect cond. Value $170.00. Let me
excellent
SW receiver.
radio parts. know what you have. Eugene Cheney,
shadow lettering. Good color combina- entail
tion. Original designs.
Appreciate Winslow Hall, Glenwood Ave.. Port- Box 88, Rudd. Iowa.
samples on such. Irvine Goldstene. 332 land. Me.
DICTIONARY-WEBSTEWS LARGE
Alabama Avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y.
WANTED-4OSIMUNICATIONS RE- unabridged in two volumes like new.
HAVE EILEN IC RECEIVER. 2%- relver, Hallierafters, lloward, other latest edition. Swap for radio books,
10 meter transceiver, 2% -10 receiver. recent factory built set. Trade Corona magasines. J. Bannon. 412 Seneca St.,
radio parts and tubes. Want Instruct. portable, Supreme tube tester, 4 -5 -6-8 Oil City. Penna.
graph. quality typewriter and test or 9 broadcast rets. radio parts. W. C. WANTED -A SKY BUDDY OR
equipment. Iei,lore Samkofeky. 213 S. Jensen, 330 Aberdeen. Rochester. N. T. similar S.W. receiver. Hare I cylin3rd St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
WANTED: "G-1S ENGINE" FOR der 2% hp. engine. radios. part.,
HAVE ONE. AND TWO TUBE RA- model aeroplane or "Hendee Tbol." guitar. stamps and some rash. Ter-

din, radio parts,

on paintings. Want have large assortment of new radio
radio parts, old radios, old magazines. parle, few tools and meters. Flare
books, etc. John Baynes, Doe Run. "Eremites Communication Engineering." Details first letter. Chas.
Missouri.
Washington,
1502
So.
HAVE 1.4 VOLT NEW DEIA'O Rainwater,
R1401 portable, several 2 volt battery Marion, Ind.
receiver, with tubes. Want good type. WILL SWAP TEST OSCILLATOR.
writer, Triplett 0 -50. 0 -200 milli - Readrite ohmmeter, self - powered pre Inatrurto- selector using an octal-based rf penammeters, crystal
mike,
regenerative circuit. for regraph, with wireless tapes. Send list. tode In
Zaehry Radio. Ashdown, Ark.
celren, miscellaneous pane, and test
J. H. hood. 37 Club
WANT RIDERS MANUALS 1 TO 9 instruments.
volumes,
Remington portable Drive, Greenville. S. C.
swap
typewriter with carrying cue. Also HAVE 12 FOOT DT'R.ILI7MIN VER have e or more apartment house wall Heal antenna. earphone adapter with
phonn with receivers complete. Jensen, on and off switch. 7 late new tubes.
211 East 200 St.. Bronx. N. Y.
Brand.. earphones. Trade for new elm I NEED A l'RESELECTOR AND trie shaver or what hare you. Herman
bug. Will trade or pay cash. WSHQW, Fischer. 628 Carney Ave., Brooklyn,
1705 Are. O, Galveston, Texas.
N. Y.
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(a) diluted sulphuric acid.
(b) solution of potassium hydrate with
lithium hydrate.
(e) distilled water.
16. What is meant by "bonding" an airplane?
(a) the guarantee of a bonding company
against claims against the Airplane Company.

(b) the connecting of all metal parts of
the plane.
(c) carying U.S. mails, including Treasury bonds.
17. How matey distress calls are being
used in radio?

(a) one
(c) four
(b) two
18. Conversion from meters into kilocycles may be effected by
(a) multiplying the meters by 468,000.
(b) dividing the meters into 300,000.
(c) dividing the meters into 468,000.
19. An R.P. burn is suffered through:
(a) touching the antenna of a live transmitter.
(b) placing two fingers across the high
voltage transformer terminals of a live
:

transmitter.
(c) by sitting in close proximity to the
R.F. field generated by a powerful transmitter.
20. A buffer stage is:
(a) a prop used in television studios,
(b) a radio -frequency amplifier.
(c) a go-between between jobber and
dealer.
21. What is meant by equalizing a telephone line:
(a) an equalizer consisting of a parallel
resonant circuit and resistance shunted

across the telephone line.
(b) adjusting the telephone lines to equal
length needed for high quality transmission.
(c) charging an equal rate for like distances.
22. The. maximum percentage of second
harmonics allowed broadcast transmitters
is:
(a) 5 percent
(c) 10 kilocycles
(b) 0.0.5 percent
23. The correct plate voltage is applied
to a transmitting tube when it is:
(a) white hot
(e) no glow at all
(b) cherry red
24. The Heising modulation system employs:
(a) class A modulation
(b) class B modulation
(c) class C modulation
25. What frequency deviation is allowed
to broadcasting stations?
(a) 5 cyc.'es
(e) 5 K.C.
(b) 50 cycles

Answers to Quiz
1.

b

2. b

3. c
4. b

15. b
16. b

(SOS, Mayday,
Pan, and XXX, the
so- called urgent sig-

17. c

rence Genes, Box 505, Lake View. R.C.
WILL TRADE A 6D6 OR A OC6
tube for a 19 tube. Ioth tunes are in
John O'Brien. 867
good condition.
Broadway. Fall River, blase.

5. c
6. b

(Q code and
Int. signal code)

nal)

WANTED
HAI-LICRAFTEIt SKY
Buddy must be in goo! condition. Will

7. b

19. a
20. b

'37 allware 'Truetone" console
in very good condition cost $57. when
new. Write Coulton Perkins. 182 Collin. St.. Hartford, Conn.
WANTED: GOOD 8H11 PROJECTOR,
splicer, tiller, and exposure meter.
Trade: Evinrude Fisherman model outboard motor. used 15 hours. and radio
equipment from my 500 watt 20 meter
tone
rig. Air Sall appreciated.
swap

WWI,

Jerome. Idaho.

(Continued on opposite pane)

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Magazine When Writing Advertisers

b

b
c

b
b
b
b

18.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

b

a
b

b
a
b
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New Catalogs

BARTER and EXCHANGE FREE ADS (continued)

Montgomery Word
COMPLETE catalog of sound equipment
has just been issued by Montgomery Ward.
A

A large portion of this valuable book deals with
the selection of sound systems for churches, mortuaries, auditoriums, ballrooms, schools and institutions. Other sections deal with choosing microphones and speakers, and the placement of such
units. Descriptions of amplifiers, ranging from 12
to 100 watts output, are also given. Other pages
of the book are devoted to portable equipment,

loud speakers, microphones, record changers, turn.
tables, pick -ups, recorders, hearing aids, Intercommunicators, and accessories.

Solar Mfg. Corp.

THE latest catalog of the Solar Manufacturing
Corporation is crammed full of illustrations
and specifications of this capacitor line. Condensers

included in this catalog, No. 10A, are of the dry,
wet, paper, mica and trimmer types. Also shown
in the book are two models of capacitor analyzers,
and the "Exam- eter," which performs a vast
variety of functions in analyzing circuits and
components.
E. F. Johnson
THE new E. F. Johnson Company catalog
No. 966, describing radio transmitting equipment, covers several types of variable condensers.
Inductors of the rotating coil, tube -socket, edgewise wound, and R.F. choke types, are likewise
described. The catalog further discusses the well Q and Johnson "Q" beam
known Johnson
antenna systems. Other small items, such as
sockets, insulators, bushings, etc., are also covered.

Cornell -Dubilier

THE

newest

catalog published by Cornell Dubilier Electric
Corp., No. 168A,
is devoted to the
"Test -Mike" a n d
"Service -Mike,"

used for A.C. motor starting capacitor tests. The catalog covers the
locked -rotor torque
test, various methods of making
tests. selection of
capacity v a u e,
making permanent
repairs, check on
overloads, and includes other service notes. There are also connection diagrams and
a diagram of switch positions. The catalog, which
consists of eight large pages, also carries complete
descriptions, with pictures, of the two new test
instruments.
1

New Radolek Catalog

THE new Radolek
Company catalog con164 pages crammed
with information on the
latest receivers, components, and accessories,
together with several interesting special sections.
For example, this catalog also shows sewing
machines electric clocks,
and appliances, Christ.
mas tree decorations,
electric trains and equipment, etc. Of interest to
those who earn money
rom radio work is a low -cost electric sign adverising radio servicing. Many items of test equipment are also included, although most of this
catalog is still of principal appeal to the ham and
experimenter. Recording equipment and phonographs have a prominent place in the catalog.
tains

NOTE! In writing to the Service De.
partment of RADIO & TELEVISION
to request any of the catalogs mentioned on these pages, you MUST use
a separate sheet of paper or separate
post card, bearing your name and address, for each catalog desired. Write
your name and address and the name
of the catalog you want on the paper
or card -not more than one catalog
will be sent on each sheet of paper or
card. If more than one catalog is requested on one sheet of paper or card,
only the first mentioned catalog thus
requested will be sent,
for January,
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WANTED '97 AND '38 ISSUES
Radio. also 1 or 2 53's. Have 10
usable 01A', and cash. State offer.
Franklin Pemberton, Riddle Bik. 4,
Apt. 2. Ravenna. Ohio.
TRADE: A LINCOLN RADIO AND
Television course. complete with extypeamination
questions. for
writer, small printing press, power
wood working tools. B. C. Summers,
Gen. Del.. San Francisco. ('alit.
HAVE WESTERN ELECTRIC TIME
relay, new tubes in cartons und loose,
meters, tube tester, stamps. postcards, camera. etc. Rant short wave
paru, George Rod, 3510 Lake Park.
Chicago.
TRADE CAMERA, TRIPOD. RARE
view cards. radio paru, speakers.
tubes, meters, tone teeters, relaye,
pickups, magazines, manuals, fence
charger, etc., for what have yout
h iggine,
6307 Kenwood. Chingo.
WOULD LIKE INSTRUCTOGRAPB
code machine or Candler System. Will
trade receiver or 5 meter equipment
or all band transmitter. Leo Laitzts.
803 Logan North, Minneapolis, Ilion.
WANTED:
N.R.I.
COMPLETE
course. Swap 1000 unused postcard
views for what? Jos. McGuire, 5022
So. 38th St.. Omaha. Nebr.
HAVE 28 BIKE, SPEAKERS. I.F.
transformen. condensers, tubes, Radio Craft magazines and vacuum cleaner
motor, etc. Want Sky Buddy or
similar S.W. receiver or parts. Loyd
Deano, 524 Caron Ave., Now Orleans,

HAVE S.W. RADIOS AND PARTS.
Want wind musical instruments. sax
and other horns. Albert Hartman.
5713 -5th Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.
WILL GIVE TEST EQUIPMENT,
parts, meters. transformers, sockets.
resistors, codensers. speakers. tubes
camera, Winchester, etc., for S.W.
receiver, old coins. etc. Send list.
Roe, 5726 Green St., Chicago.
HAVE SUPERIOR SIGNAL GENorator, power supplies. carbon mikes
power transformers. variable condensers.
Will swap for testing equipment or
small phone transmitter. Henry 0.
Iludnall, Putney. It', Va.
BAVE NEW INSULINE CONVEItter, transformers. condensers. speakers, new and used tubes, Radiait books
on auto radios, panels. etc. Would
like good short wave receiver. All mall
am. Gordon Temple. 12 Cross St..
Westboro, Mass.
WIIAT WILL YOU SWAT' FOlt 7
tube Thordarson rec.. Eastman folding
camera F7.9, Foth Derby 1.2.5 with
case, cost new $37.00. Need ]tide]
Manuals, Instructograph. signal generator, F. Anderson. 2.,01 W. Dartmouth. Flint. Mich.

WANTED AC -DC AMATEUR BAND
rent.. also Dynamotor or motor generator. Have 4 tube battery portable,
6 inch Photo cell (new), 5 meter
transmitter, radio parts. Write for list.
Dane Lynch, Ht. 5, Be. 750. Stockton.
Calif.
WANTED-A CRATER NEON TUBE.
used In Television receivers from 1929
to 1934. W rite me and state price.
W. C. Ebel. C.T.C., U.S.S. Arizona,
Long Beach, Calif.
1
HAVE A THREE TUBE S.W.
radio, A.It.H.L 1939. 58- 56 -80. WIII
trade for Unirez 85151 camera of late
modeL Robert C. Dole, 10 Clinton
Ave.. Rutland, Vt.
HAVE DIESEL ENGINEERING
course, Diesel Engine catalog 2 and
3. Diesel application plan book. Diesel
Progress 14 issues, interested in radio
equipment. Riders Manuals. Robert
Sant, Box 103, Monaca, l'a.
HAVE COMPLETE ZENITH AND
Philo service manuals and new Supreme 531 Oscilloscope. íV111 trade for
what? Paul Bahr. Marion, Indiana.
HAVE BAND SWITCH 6VO, 6N7,
807. power supply. Hals, tubes, motor
switching. Also have 25 watt 61A
complete no junk. Want good ham receiver FB7 or? Marion Muse. 205 E.
Houston St., Sherman. Texas,
WANTED: RME69 AND DB20 OR
URO Senior in exchange for Hammer lund Mal Super Pro. Complete. %VII Ilam Quigley, 102 Ave. S. Brooklyn,

TRADE
WEBSTER
AMPLIFIER
with speaker, magnetic phono pickup.
radio, etc. Want 35 mm camera
and /or enlarger. Or what? My complete list for yours. Bernard Witold.
10 Railroad St.. Maynard. Mau.
YOUR CHOICE OF ANY TYPE
tubes, speakers, magazines. etc., for N.Y.
your discarded test equipment and WILL EXCHANGE EXPERT PHOTO
L.
parts. Dennis, 1923 Cullom finishing for radio equipment. Also
WILL TRADE U.B., CANADIAN radio
Ave., Chicago.
hare several slightly used 6 volt to
for
radio
books,
and foreign stamps
WANT
MOTOR, trade. Their average original cost was
l'ItONOGRAl'H
magasines and parts. Will exchange
Newell
729 E.
stamps
etc.
Lawrence test equipment. record player. In- V. Don Borden.
postcards.
Sutherland. Box 295, Piston, Nova structograph. Have tubes. condensers. Street, Flint. Michigan.
radio parts, magazines, etc. Nathan HAVE 5 TUBE RADIO; WOULD
Scotia, Canada.
Samkofsky, 215 8. 3rd St.. Brooklyn. like small SW receiver or what?
HAVE 3 TUBE A.C. RECEIVER. N.Y.
Will swap picture postcards with any10-200 meter plug-in colts included.
A-1 condition. Also types 90, 32. 33 WANT S.W. RECEIVERS NOT IN one. Would like correspondence with
tubes. Want 2% meter transceiver working order. Have about 25 Look stamp collectors. Walter Monk, 51
or what have you? E. Herman. Elting- Meer., 15 Cosmopolitan. 30 pulp mats.. Vineyard St., Providence. R. I.
Pm lar Scleniw, R. & T.. etc. Also WANT SITS (6 -VOLT MODEL) OR
Mlle. S.I.. N.Y.
radio parts. Abe Lenins», 103 Sky Buddy or Howard receiver, VibraSWAP 12" SPEAKER FOR A CIA ha'
Ht. meyer St., Brooklyn. N.Y.
back. genemotor. wind- charger. Have
key or a good
or SLOG tube or
antenna. So how about It? 73. 88, W, ITED "NATIONAL SW -9" 2 radio parts, rifle hunting and fishing
Popular Mechanics and
99. QRA Eber. F. Diehl, Jr., 309 So. rot. battery model or 1% volt port- equipment,
able Have "Fairbanks -Morse" 2 volt l'ovuler Science magazines, cash. Til17th St., Camp 11111, Penna.
tot, 'Ellen 311" 3 tube battery den E. Sterner, Marshailville, Ohio.
HAVE 1-6" DYNAMIC SPEAKER supe
all -rave set and "Pocket Sportset
1100 ohm field (Magnavox). Trade for kit. Alexander Podetepny, 217 Pine WANT SIGNAL GENERATOR ALSO
Cornell
Dubiller Capacitor.
Have
1 6" or 8" magnetic speaker in good
St.. Phila.. Penna.
Hawaiian Tremolo, Remington single
condition. Reuel Oertle, 2209 S. Char
I HAVE A REMINGTON DeLt'XF:" shot 22 rifle. Model No. 176 AC -DC
lotte. San Gabriel. Calif.
epee. dry shaver (new) one Schick Crosley midget two band receiver,
% HP GASOLINE ENGINE. ELEC- (used). an RCA record player. I want George Oenrich.
7
Brownell Ave.,
trie drill. Argus printer- enlarger, bi- a good microscope, camera or Argus Hartford, ('eon.
cycle. oscilloscope, etc. Want motor- Short -kit. Wayne W. Guest, 221
HAVE
6J5- 6C3 -25A6 -2526
AC -DC
cycle, vacuum pump, meters, transmit- Central Park, Houston. Texas.
transceiver, Ellen 7C receiver, 4 tube
ting tubas, what have you? Your list
40 WATT 2 % I0 receiver. Rant Howard, Hall!.
for mine. Eskil Karim, 610 Elm HAVE THORDARSON
dynamics.
Want
National
amplifier, 2 -I2" Utah
crafter or
receiver. Shelton
Court. Erie. Penna.
Iiallttrafter receiver or what have you? Radio
WANTED APRIL 1939 RADIO NEWS W. J. Weightman, 132 N. 5th St., N.Y. Club, 215 8. 3rd St., Brooklyn,
and code machine. Have Short Wave Middletown, Indiana.
WOULD LIKE TO 111iA11 FROM
Craft. 1939 Radio News, Radio &
ENGINE some one having
good D.C. code
Television Data Rook. and other things SWAP MAYTAG GAS
electro- practice oscillator. Would also like a
to swap. Exchange lists. S. Pmdroh, (late model) 17.50 Velvet
2652 Woodland Ave.. N.S. Pitts.. Pa. shaver, 3 tube Urerle (power pack few pen friends interested in amateur
burnt out I, speaker, ear- radio, that are over 30. Mrs. Lucy
WILL TRADE "MODERN POSTAGE. transformer
phones for good short wave receiver. Jennings, Gladys, Va., U.S.A.
Stamp Album ", almost new, with 658 White Wing
Poultry Yards, Clarence
different stamps Including 68 U.S. Westerberg, Route 2. Lyndon, Wash. HAVE PIN TABLE. 35 3LN ROYAL
movie projector. Philn radio model
stamps. Will trade for good 10 to 160
SWAP:
ON MODEL RAIL - 38, blow torch. bat. charger. Want
PLANS
meter receiver. Will pay cash also.
reading, small gasoline engines. Also 16 Ma( protector and causen or?
George Allah. Farmington. Minn.
have many used phonograph records, Harry Parker. W'4GIF. Sylra. N. C.
HAVE 12A7, eri. 6A7. FTC. TUBES magazines, radio paru,
etc. Will swap
mica cond.. No. 8 portrait lens. S" for what have lout Send for list. WILL SWAT' CANDLER JUNIOR
fan. Want 25A7GT tube. 40 31F1) Marty Welts. 80 Lawrence St., Os- Corde Course complete and in goal)
condition. What have you? Paul Baer,
-camera.
filter, mini
fixed Mal detector, wego, N.Y.
test equipment. photometer,
photometer column. FOR TRADE 38 REPEATING RIFLE. Route 3. Box 390. Santa Ana. Calif.
lens, Geo. Choulnard, 4589
TEST INSTRUMENTS, FIL and drum type electric outside sign. WANT
Montreal. Canada.
Want plon0 transmitter or short wave ter and mica cond.. Photometer. RK62
HAVE P.E. - RELAY VOLUME CON. receiver. J. H. Bennett, Tuscola. M. tube, used Leica camera or photo
equipment, round magnet. Bave many
trot, time relay, 400 -0 -400 milliamme
ter. Weston 0.7 % -0 -150 volt meter. WANTED MINERALS. WILL SWAP tubes, mss.. Kodak 16 MM F/1.9
work for them. lens, 6" Utah speaker. G. Chouinard,
W.W. resistors. octal sockets, Nat. radio parts or do photoHoward
Schultz, 4599 Papineau. Montreal. Canada.
S.W. parts. For what? Wagner, 4743 All letters answered.
3519 E. 104th St., Cleveland, Ohio, GILBERT
Washington Blvd.. Chicago.
ERECTOR SET NO. 7%
U.S.A.
with electric engine. also boys popular
WANT: ARGUS, DETItOLA. PER
fez or other candid camera. Have WILL SWAP 50 VOLUMES OF books for photo enlarger, camera,
good
modern
and
classical
novels
-no
Sky
Buddy
or what have you? Mattransceiver,
typewriter. rifle.
radio
phono AC -D(' portahle. parts. box trash -for SW receiver. transmitter. thew Trachineky, 747 East Fifth Street,
radio equipment, radio course. or books New York, N.Y.
camera.
Unite: candid. (folding) on
radio. Jerome Joseph. 11600 Tem- WANTED TO BUY, USED
Stevens target rifle. mikes, power
CODE
supply, radio handbooks. Hover, Jamul, blest Ave.- Cleveland. Ohio.
instructor or code records in good conCalif.
HAVE RADIO PHYSICS COURSE. dition. Will correspond with radio inWANTED -ANY KIND OF GOOD S.W. rec. 5 -550 meters, tube checker. terested nersons anywhere in the world.
battery receiver or books about radio. electric clock. meters. serial kits, Kenneth Rry. Ilanvel, North Dakota.
bands. etc. SWAP: 1 ENLARGER 6.3 BAUSCH
Have Winchester .22 rifle and Chem - jewelers supplies. watch
"Iiandee Grind- and
Craft outfit worth $5 each. Both in Al Want Mals. emitter.
Lomb lens and complete dark215 S. 3rd
condition. Donlon Stoner. R.F.D. 2, er". Gerald Samkofsky.
room equipment. for 1936 Sky Buddy
N.
Street.
Iirnkln,
Y.
Mt. Carroll. ill.
or similar S.W. receiver. All letters
"STRATOSPHERE 10" answered. James Gruhuskas, 93 WestWANTED: F.B. 160 :METER RIG HAVE
2% to 2000 meters, all bury Park. Watertown. Coon.
and first
lass short wave receiver. tranerecelver
would like 165151 projector, Sky WANTED:
Will trade Thigh school nurse, candid coils.
HALLICISAFTER
'R'
Miguel
Ruddy,
all
letters
camera or R.T.I. radio course for Angelo, 318 East 70anewered.
Trims headphones. 6116, 6K7.
St.. New York meter.
either. Paul M. Jenkins, Box 155, City.
(L7, 627 metal tubes. volt -ohm meter.
I enolr
City. Tenn.
Give lowest price. model nos. and
RANT NEW TUBES FOR PHILCO
of
article. Swap form.
BAVE LARGE. NUMBER RESTS - No. 70, card file, console phonograph, condition
Platek, 225 Division Ave.,
lors and condensers. fixed variable. Emerson's Efficiency course, Sheldo 's Daniel
N. Y.
Brooklyn.
transformers. coils. several (1ST, 1930- Business Building. Have 8 vol. Sales31-32 and other radio magazines. Want manship course, Harden Success Li- WILL SWAP SHORT WAVE T.R.F.
anything of value. Clair Vandermeer, brary. Haddock's Business Power. chassis 8" Rolla speaker with 58' -57'56' and 2A5, 5 seta Orto coils. good
308 S. Greene. Spokane. Wash.
Frank Handshue. Seville, Ohio.
working order for typewriter or cash,
WILL TRADE TWO OFFICIAL BOY HAVE FOLLOWING GOOD TIRES: cheap. Thomas Solonchak. 66 BroadScout triple -signal sets for what have 6C6, 6136, 76. 76. 43, 80. 53, 56, 57, way. Howard Beach. L. L. N. Y.
you in radio equipment, stamps or also 5" magnetic spkr. and headphones.
covers.
Steve Finnegan.
723
80. WOW.' like small 3 or 4 tithe receiver. SWAT' -5 TUBE SI'PERIIET KIT.
S.W. radio, 1 tube
Federal Ave.. Mason City. Iowa.
Renient Fernandes, Are.
der No. I. 2 tithe regenerative
preselector, 2 power parks. Rant portWANT .22 RIFLES. TELEPLEA. Stop 12. Santurce. P. R.
able broadcast receiver, electric record
typewriter, or what have you? Have HAVE WESTON 506. 425 METERS. Player, magnetic or crystal pickup.
9 5
3 and 4 tube SW sets AC -DC,
meter receiver.
Radio Physics Fronk Redoes 133 Morningelde Ave..
tube AC 5 meter superhet, V-O-M Course. 7 tube 5 -550 receiver. Want Yonkers. N. Y.
meter and parts. Jack Klein. 1983 test or ham equipment. Helen Wax,
(Continued on following page)
R y t Ove
ltr nz N Y
225 Rodney Street. Brooklyn, N.Y.
-
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RAVI:

s'ri:VENS

SLIDE -ACTION WILL

TRADE SPANISH GUITAR WILL

repeatln,:
sal. rifle in maxi cond!- and type 6.16 and 80 tubes for small
lion. N dot cnmmunientline receiver or hand -powered mlmeogr(ph, In good
what have you. H. C. Patchen, 23 condition. N. Hansen 826 S. 4th Bt.,
SI l nay, .N Y
G nm I .S
Aurora. Ill.
o

HAVE

EWDY SAXOPHONE IN

MADE

(000

RADIO
gnat condition to trade for a ham parts a liadlo Servicing book, High
receiver or? Decid Parker. Sylve. N.C. School Self Taught look. 50 different
Issues
of
Popular
Educators,
Berner'.
I'LL SWAt' l'ARTS OR TUBES FOR Electricity book for boye. Alfred
chassie and panel surh as Ellen 5t'
or 11F -5. S'ultime 5, also 57. 59, 50. N lenti, 220 East Spruce Street, Chis2A5, 30 for 79, 6F7. 39 and or 6.47 hol, Minn.
Francis haber, Packsnack Lake, N. J. DAVE 1NlTRU(TY)GitAl'IL 851M
RANT
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER Olin, etc. Want 002. acorn, neon plate
in glosa condition. Otre particulars. and crater tubes; 8 mm estuipment
(lave -8 watt portable public address fast 127 camera. Will tracte or pas
system, developing and printing equip- rash. Raymond Zitta, 28 -2d 47 St.,
ment, Race AC 3 tube SR receiver Long Island City, N.Y.
cost $12, sane cash. Rayne Wenger, SWAP:
THREE- QUAIITER
NEW
Wellman. Iowa.
size ban fiddle (Goeger) complete
bridge, bow and
WANT RIFLES. RADIOS OR AM- with strings, extra
cover for Skyrlder Defiant or
pliOen for a LaSalle Extension Uni. $12.00
Tautly Course in Accounting. Write Iioward 460 or what have you. Cost
Arthur
T. Daugherty, 153G.
H.
Iteldenbrand,
StaplehunL ?.23.00
C

S

S'OIt

SOSI1:

-

A ItAMMARLUNI) "SUPER
Pro', preferably one which needs repairing, Will pay in cash. (baries

WANT

Vois, 232 Webster Ave., Jersey City.
N.J.
WILL SWAP A 400 Y. AT 2(10 MILL
power supply with 2.5 filament and
also a t-tuhe receiver, for transmitting equipment or what hare yeti.
Donald Peterson, 7 Evergreen St..
DuBois, Penna.
WANT 8 MM CAMER.% AND PRO jector and auto receiver. nave noward
tube

10

Also

short

have

hand receiver.
radin parte. Jerome

wave

used

8

Kosmcnki. U.S. Airway Communication
Station,
Augusta
State
Airport
AUgctsta. Maine.
WANT l'AIR OF 3" CONDENSER
lenses: tripod. unmounted 33 mm
rotor Mitera or mounted to fit 37 mm
lens. llave transmitting and receiving
rapt.. parts. Herman Yellin, W`2 AJ1..
351 New Lots Ave.. ltrsnklyn, N. Y.

TRADE
scupe.

Si-PARME
"Automatic"

2"

OSCILLO-

tube

and

set

tester; Superior V.T. voltmeter; Bernard Oscillator: 660W Radiant Dealer
for new or used tubes, parts, ete. Rob t
Il. Fleming, 722 N. Janes St.. (tome,

WANTED:

DONATION A.('_ SIAtine type receiver by nearly blind exISatiiiierrial Operator. Send expresa
collect. Adrlse: A. Hulash, WildWood, N.

J.

WANT MOST ANYTHING IN TEST ing equipment such as ondllator
analyser, Rider Manuals, GV., 6 .\top.,
or better power supply. liare num-

ber of parts, car radio. short wave set.
C. Pollack. Chanute. Kans.
HAVE RECORD CLIANGE1t$. AMpliflers, speakers. radios, parse, promotors. etc.
jectors,
ctors, dime, testers,
windclsarger, sound head pro -

jetions,

mikes.

radio

pickups,

and

movies sound fitto, bench Saw or hand
saw. Warren W. Wigner, 1220 Fairview, Fort Wayne. Imf.
HAVE PARTS FOR 6V6G OSCILLA -

amking. less
speaker;
back Witten radio mage;
man)' radio parts. 'Vent electric trains

tor; Atwater Kent
E'nivex

Or

Write -Les
Aria.
WANTED

8

-

min

Fuller,

40,

mole

Jr.,

camera.

Seligman,

(IOOD TICAN1MITT F.lt,
have K" Jr. Black Decker drill, Sioux
two epee(' portable sender polisher
Model NC Devilbin portable spray.

all practically new. sorite.
1524

I

80th Ave., Jamaica, N. Y.
..END l'Olt SIY LIST OF AMAleur equipment.
Haro fine
mite.
meter., tubes, power components, 1I
tube receiver. multimeter. .22 repeating rifle. Will tende for other articles.
Dean Cooper, 17 So. 17th St.. Fort
08

Nebr.

N'est

HYVE

E.

Illtligoss,

23rd. Tndlanapolis.

EMITTING

Ind.

TI'itES.

phones, speakers, power supplie., 3
tube S.W. receiver, mites, and many
parte. Want scat mike. floor stand.
P.A. equipment. Send for list. J. G.
Manchester. 6806 Meadow Lane. Chevy
('hase. Maryland.

WANT GOOD MOVIE CAMERA
with or without projector, or fast
candid camera. Will swap 5 Inch C -R

tube. other tubes. Noiseless portable
typewriter, perfect condition. Robert
Elrhberg, 782 West End Are.. New

York. N.Y.

t

headphones,

tc.

Iowa.

Corrections only this month -Full List nest ,month.
Eastern Standard Time

KODAK FOLDING

lattera

answered

Robert Camp, .1042 Water St.. Momie,

P..
HAVE CRYSTAL RADIO, 17.JE'VEI.
Waltham Watch, Spanish Ouster, Stn
fishing reel,
25 -20 repeating rifle.
many other article.. Want tent, A -1
camping °qu'ornent. rifles. C. Moore.
211 East 108 St., Los Angeles, Call
forais,
I WOULD LIKE TO TRADE FOIL A
75 meter crystal or 160 meter crystal.
I have all kinds of radio parte and

to trade for crystals. Write:
Kershaw, 846 University St..
WANTED: (LAND POWERED COI1, Richard
winder. I w111 pay cash or tracte. Carl Springfield, Mo.
R
A
D
VOIGTLANDEIL I41tI1.O. hicks, honte 2, Larerne. Ott,.
T
camera, Ilke new, F/4.5. Compur
SUPP'I.Y. liant
HAVE 300V POWER
shutter,
carrying
case, laud) exloeurr
ohm
Trade in Nov England for 50,000
for National. Homard or Halls
potentiometer, 2 bd. 301N condenser,. meter,
crafter communication. receiver. Mur
set 4 prong mile, and 20 or 35 MME
Harwood. 3101 Edgewood Ave..
midget Cartable condenser. D. Thomas ris
Siivaggio, 50 Stauben Street. Pros'1- Richmond. Va.
SWAP l'AIR OF GE 456 KC ILION
denee, R.I.
IF transformer.. Brand new
WANT TELSPLIX OR MAC OSCIL- tore
0 -300 MA meter. W2S1PD. 322
tator, pill pay cash or trade. Abu Want
Avenue. Brooklyn. N. Y.
an! key and 0.11. mike. Hasa 6 tube Alabama
t%'ILL
SWAP (tERMAN 18aa
5 meter euperhet. V.O.M.. magazines
for Reflex
and parts. Jerk Klein. 1983 Brant stamps, new in sheets
canera with better than 3.5 lens.
Ave.. Bronx. N. Y.
Coekreli, P.O. Box 6086, Rous'
HAVE SKY RUDDY, 519. \Pill, Dirk
Tex.
trade for either tone or Ct\' trans- ton.
BRAND
NEW
TENOR
mitter or? WSHOW, 1703 Are. O. HAVE
banjo; tubular Ire skates, lOK, almost
Galveston, Texas.
saltwater rod and reel: 2'" speak
SI:ND ON YOUR RADIO l'ARTS new; Want:
radio parts. good
list. Plenty of receiving and trans' N.W. rcvr..Guitar,
.22 rifle.
Seymour
milting parts for tracte. Want mike Glickman, 225 orDivision
Ave., Brooksignal generator, audio oscillator, and lyn, N.Y,
U.S. stamps. Carl A. Kowalski, 1239
Kinsmoor Are.. Fort Wayne, Indiana. SWAP -CLASS Is (tl'TI't'T TRANS
1" oscilloscope, ()ST, ProjecWANTED: RACK I S S U E S OF former,
Engineering, 160 meter Mal, 1)1'
Will tion
magazine ..,
"Radio World"
voltmeter, speaker. Want Val pickup.
trade radio equipment, books, or pay mike Melssner 4-5 band coil assembly.
rash. Jack Lynch, 3727 W. 13th St.. D. Buck. 43 Hagen Ave.. N. Tona('hleteo. III.
wanda N.Y.
WANT F.45 UNIVEX t'A'IER, COMI'LETE ItCA SW' CON%EILTEII.
and projector. Have: "Principles of 9 tube BC receiver, Atwater Kent BC
14diti'- Ilennev: "Ghlrardl's Radio receiver, Ili) volt phonograph motor
"Slallon earphones, speakers and n any r:.
PIU'sies
Course: 1938
un
Yaxley Radin Serviee Encyclopedia ": Porta lo trade for Super Clipper. pk..
and RCA Technical Press 'Television" Buddy, Howard 430, Bllty EPP.. Vlan
Vol. II. Fred Oldenburg. 18451 -11 cola, Texas.
Mlle, Roserille, Mich.
t' ANT..1)! SKY BUDDY 19:!6 3'.
SEND FOR MY BIG LIST OF model in ,A -1 condition.
Swap for car
radio and movie equipment, all AI con radio consorter,
good tube
testing
dit ion. %Tant to swap for anything In meter, et/moleta adapter
kit and
Send
will
your
Iist.
send
ahoye line.
stamps
nd album, J. William Nous
cou mine.
Roland Taylor, Tilden. child. 215 Rockwell Ave., Long Branch,
Illinois.
N. J.
WANTED 413',1 CRYNT.L F11E0.
XStITTER PARTS. %%11.1.
around
7140kr.. cher transmitting
motion picturo and photoputs, Interested to photography. Have exchange
graphic equipment or pay cash. Send
Compta
shutter
"dolly" f3.5 lens.
list.
All
lepers onawered. Francis
ode!
ter. to 1!300 sec. Have late
Lendeioszek. 40 Emerald Place. EastSky (Tampion. Jimmy and Freddy hampton, Mass,
Aiakellan, 6,15 Park Ave.. Union Pity.
HAVE 5 TUBE A.C. S.W. SUI'Ett
I:a extremely well lull ist, tlammarluml
I HAVE A HAMMARLUND COSIE'T I. F.'s, steatite sm'kets. and enclosed
original
need
for
Pro. Am in great
S.W. 5 cabinet. Selettive aal
in
metal Cabinet for sanie. WIII pay cash sensitive on all craves. Ideal for the
or iman anything Ton may need for ham. W'lll trade. J. R. Singer, 4520
ne. W2LZX, Jack (4utselt, 121e Car- N. Spaulding. Chicago.
roll St. Brooklyn, N.Y.
{\ ANTED -10
SIETER
CRYSTAL
lL-%VE RADIO COURSE IiY RADIO about 7.126 KC, goal Eco. high voltand Television Institute. Paid 8123. age transformer. typewriter. 'hat do
Trade for good hand ramera. Slate you need? W'OZHI., IIR5. Box 30011.
price. size and make of ramera. Archie Terre Haute. Ind.
Thompson. Seaside. Oregon.
\ANTED C.S.
AND
BRITISH
WANTED: A.1'. SHORT WAVE RE- \Colony stamps.
\VIII swap mldc,I
couver two tubes or more. Send de- radios, 'A' and D' power supplies.
scription of radio and what roi want radio tube., power trans. speakers
for it. Iaw Mottent, 608 Seventh St., condenser., etc. David Rudolph, AI
Union City. N.J.
West 188 Street, llronx. N.Y.
Dodge,

26.500

Call
W2XQO

26.150

W4XA

26.100

W9XJL

26.050

W9XTC

26.000

W8XUJ

Mc.

26.000

W9XA

25.950

W6XKG

W8XNU

Please

RCA MODEL 160

OS(1LLATOit,

bug, 13 power supplies and transformera (National. Knight, RCA, etc.)
tubes, CM' transmitter. What have
you? W,OI'l', The Dalles. Oregon.
HAVE COLLEGE CHEST -KIT, USED
only 2 menthe. Will trade for 2 or '
tube S.W. receiver. l'hales Moskowitz.
314 East 52 St., Brooklyn. N.Y.
WANTED -COMBINATION T1131:
tenter and set analyzer. Have 5x$
outfit.
Kelsey printing
press and
Larry Neustadt. 104 -15 103 Street.
(hume Park, N.Y.
M'ANTED 8 MM PROJECTOR. S SIM
camera and a real Roost cate key. I

for trade 53 lessons of N.R.I.
Radio Course. Let me hear from yo,:.
P. B. Long, Carthage. Miss.

10

ern.

m.,

11.54

pro., 3.7 pm.

-1

ANGELES, CAL., 11.56 m.,
B. S. McGlashan, Wash,
Blvd. at Oak St. Relays KGFJ
24 hours doily. DX tips Mon.,
Wed. and Fri. 2.15 pm, Temp.

LOS

CINCINNATI,

OHIO, 11.56 m.,
am. -2, 3 pm. -I am. Sun. 8 am:
3 pm. 1
M.
NEW YORK CITY. 11.88 m. 4 -5 pm.
BOUND BROOK, N. J. 13.87 m.
Addr. N.B.C., N. Y. C. Noon -3.30

W2XUP

21.570

WCBX

21.540

WPIT

21.520

WCAB

21.470

GSH

21.460

WRUL

18.040

KHE

17.150

TP83

17.845

DJH

ILA., PA., 13.94 rn., Addr,
Col. Bread. Syst., 485 Madison
Ave., N. Y. C. 12 n. to 6 pm.,
exc. Sat. to So. Am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.97 m, 5.42
am. -12 n. to Africa.
BOSTON, MASS., 13.98 m. Addr.
University Club. 10 -II am. except
Sat. and Sun, to Europe.
KAHUKU, HAWAII. 16.63 m. Sats.
8.30 -9 pm.
PARIS, FRANCE, 16.8 m. Addr.
(See 15.245 mc.) 5.10 em.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
16.81
m.,

17.840

EIRE

MOYDRUM,

WRCA

).,m. to Europe.
NEW YORK CITY, 13.91 m. Addr.
CBS, 485 Madison Ave. 8 em:
12.30 pm, to Europe.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 13.93 m., Addr.
Grant Bldg. Relays KDKA 6.30 -8

PH

am.
ATHLONE,

12.05 -7.50, 8 -11

16.82
8.30 -10

17.820

2R08

17.810

GSV

17,790

GSG

17.780

WNBI

17.760

DJE

15.410

RV96

15.370

HASS

15.360

DZG

15.350

-

15.330

WGEA

15.320

OZH

15.310

GSP

15.310

YDB

15.300

2R06

15.280

DJQ

have

(Continued on opposite page)
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MO.,

Addr. Commercial Radio Eqpt.

25.250
21.630

151

Oseilloarapit Solar condenser analyzer
and bridge and tube tester. Trade for
Leica G, Contas II. Reina II. If intereeted, write l'alace Theatre. Vinton.
lava.
{CANTED: MIKE AND TITANS
former. typewriter. It111es 3643 -3625
KC, 866, table: 160.80 meter crystals.

CITY,

11.54 ro. 2 -3

7
2,

1

e

pm.
KANSAS

off air,

25.950

.

DF

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Addr,

.

Tit

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 11.32 m.
Noon-9 pin,
NASHVILLE,
TENN.,
11.47
m.,
r:oon -10 pm,
SUPERIOR, WIS., 11.49 m. Relays
WEBC daily. 9 am. -5 pm.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., 11.51 m.
Relays WCTN IO am. -8 pm,

Co.

tubes

E-

SETS OF 2 MINDING
WILL EXCIIANGE FOR W'IIAT colle about 15 to 200 meters for one
have you 125 copies hack Issues of set of 3 winding roils such as Ellen
Short %Vase & Television, Radio Nove. or Radio Trading Co. Trade for good
243,
Packanack
Box No.
All Wace Radin and Radio Index BKBGs,
magazines In guai condition. Robert Lake.' New Jersey.
Seaward, 1630 Avoca Place, Jackson- WANTED TESTING EQUIPMENT.
ville. Florida.
Will trade
18 M.M. mater driven
WANTED: COMPLETE CANDLER movie projector and filme or old U.S.A.
ende course, radio parts. Can oiler cash coins. For million meters, 0 -1 M.A.
or trade. I lose 20 gauge shotgun and or what have you. Write: Vinrent
N.W. Taxidermy Course. Send trade Davis. 511 Division St.. Toledo. Ohm.
particulars to Henry F. llettort, OUI. SWAP: COMMERCIAL. 1638 E1.EC(Toward. Indiannlia. lava.
triralb' operated pin hall machine,
HAVE ONE CRYSTAL, S'IUIIE $75.00 new. Trade for Sb' Buddy or
Slicrophone, stand and 25 ft. cord cost any AC -0(' short wave set. Clifford
$24.50 3 months ago, also portable Knight. Jr., Long Beach (toad, York
electrle tattooing ant. Will !rade for Reach, Smine.
anything of equal value. Chic Eeta- BRAND NEW NATIONAL RADIO
isrook, 1003 E. 4th St.. Iadysmith, Institute couse in Radio & Television
Wise.
plus equipment to tende for guns nul
equipment In good usable non IIAVE 8 MM AND 35 MSI MOTION optical
Williams. Jr.. Box 334,
Picture rainera and projector, radio ditton. Luther
amateur paris, outboard motor, guns Route No. 1. Monroe. N. C.
Want microscope. ship's bell clock, HAVE HUNDREDS OF IIIGll
RCA IO mm sound camera and original quality stamps to swap for radio parts,
negai ives of still anJ
otion Matures radio magazine. 8mm mea ls Aims. etc.
of far away lands andpeople..
m
Wm. W. M. McDonald. 271 Pearl St.,
Hansen, Niles, Mich.
Cambridge, Mass.

558

TRADE

ramera, 10.3 anastigmat lens. Speed,
to 1 /150 second. Both reflex es direct
view thalers.
Attractive black ripple
finish. Bright chromium trima insu.
For 214 meter transceiver.
Robert
Kenney. 23 %Villard, Cambridge. Maus.
WANTED I' It I N TI NO PRESS.
table selfeed type adj. postcard
8x11Y', 200 capitals, 2000 of each let
ter, number. characters, of 1/16- 1 /3:P'
type. Stale what you want In exchange.
Schultz, 1149 Chicago Ase., Chicago.
III.
HAVE 1/4 H.P. HOLT'LEIt- CAB(%',
A. I'. 110 Vt. motor, 23 cycles. old
radios, parts, gultar. Gilbert chemis
try set. etc. Rent small recelser, part,

r.

EIRE,

Addr. Radio Eireann.

am.; Even dates 12.30.4.30
pm,
5.30 -6 pm.;
Odd dates
12.3ó -2.30 pm.
ROME, ITALY. 16.84 m., Addr. (See
2R0, 11.81 roc.) 5.8.45 am., 6 -7.25
pm. to So. Am.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND 16.84 m.,
5.42 am. -noon to Far East,
DAVENTRY, ENG., 16.86 m., Addr.
B.B.C., London- 5.42 am. -12 n.,
1.35 -3.30, 12.22 -1.30 pm. to Africa.
News, 6.30, 8.15, II am, to No.
Am.
BOUND BROOK, N. J., 16.87 m.,
Addr. Natl. Broad. Co., 9 am. -4
pm. to Europe, 4.11 pm, to Se.
Amer.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
16.89
m.,
Addr, Broadcasting House. 12.057.45, 8 -II am., 4.50.9 pm. Also
Sun. 11.10 am. -12.25 pm,
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R. 19.47 m., 6 -11
am., 8.55 -10.30 pm.
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, 19.52 m.,
Addr. Radiolabor, Gyali Ut 22.
Sun, 9.10 am,
ZEESEN, GERMANY,
19.53
ro.,
Addr. Reichsoostzenstra lamt, Tests
irregularly. Ants.
LUXEMBURG (no call). 19.54 m.,
7 pm. -3 am. approx.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 19.56 m.,
Addr. General Electric Co. Re.
lays WGY, II am.
19.59
SKAMLEBAK, DENMARK.
m., Sun- 8 am. -I.30 pm. Dly, 11.30 pm.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.6 m., Addr.
(See 17.79 mc.) 12.57 -5.15 am. to
Near East. 3.50 -6 pm. to No. Am,
News 4.45 pm.
SOERABAJA, JAVA, N. E. I. 19.60
Addr. NIROM. 10.30 pm. -2
am., Sat. 7.30 pm. -2 am,
ROME, ITALY. 19.61 m., Addr, (Ses
2R0, 11.81 mc.) 4.10 -4.55 am.;
1.40 -2.30; 310 am. -12.06 pm.;
5.30 pm.; 7 -9.30 pm.
m.,
19.63
BERLIN, GERMANY,
Addr. Broadcasting House. 12.05.
11 am., 4.50 -10.50 pm.

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

simple openings in the panel at a very
modest charge.
The chassis proper is made of the same
kind of wood as the panel; the two side
supports are 44" by 3%" high and the
chassis deck 11" by 5%". A hole is cut in
the chassis deck to permit the speaker to
rest partly below the deck.
The speaker may be mounted directly on
the chassis deck or it may be fastened to
the rear of the front panel by means of
small wood screws. The holes are drilled
in the chassis deck to permit tubes and coils
to pass through. The sockets are then
fastened on the underside of the deck. In
fastening the sockets, it is preferable to use
small machine screws and nuts rather than
wood screws, since the former method prevents the sockets from being pushed out
of place when coils or tubes are inserted.
The entire panel- chassis arrangement may
be fitted into a suitable wood cabinet if
desired.
This receiver is recommended to the beginner for the following reasons. It uses a
simple circuit with only two operating tubes,
but nevertheless is capable of giving excellent results. It is constructed on a wood
rather than a metal chassis, thereby eliminating many possibilities of short -circuits
through the metal. Its dual function as a
broadcast and short-ware receiver make it
a desirable set to own. It is an economical
set, not only because the parts may he
obtained at reasonable cost, but also because
it is really a combination of two sets for
the price of one.

Model Warship Prints
Also Complete Models
Cat our Descriptive List
Radio Control Print -See Below

DATAPRINTS
SHOW YOU HOW !
20c Each in Order for 10

BI -FREQ. COILS

TESLA -OUDIN

(Data end Drowings only; no parts included)
8s' BD'k Tesla-Oudln Coll
(1 K.W. Ere. Trt. Data, included FREE!)

r Birk

401

40e
Teela -Oeedin Coll
174 K.W. Esc. Trf. Data Included FREE!)
40e
80 k Oudln; 110 VI. "Kick Coil" type

r

40e
Tesler Work. on Ford 8p'k Coll
40e
80'k Violetta HlFree. Coll
with
FREE with order for 81.00 or more-"20 Tricks
Hi-Freq. Coil." (40e separate)
Televhion Hook -ups -"Sight & Sound" .. 40c

8D'k

8'

l'

ELECTRIC PARTY
AND LODGE TRICKS!
Load. of Fun!

2e

How to Shock 'em
New Electric Ore & Pipe
Locator

400

I

40e

Solenoid & Magnet Dete -Get Our List!

20 Telephone Hook -ups-Build

Your Own

..

40c

Fry Eggs" on cake of loe!
Data 40e
Pholophone; Data 4I

S -W

DIATHERMY

1- 19-plate.
1

40c Each.
20

A.C.

their

5

!

!

CORNELL -DUBILIER (Condensers)

Special Prices below
Electric "Inductor" Organ
Welding Trans. 2 K.W.
Rewinding Armatures.
Water Wheels or Turbines
Wheatstone Bridge.
Photo -cell and Relay Data
See

Problems
Solutions.

and

Iam.

t Meter Iowan. A Rec.
20 Telephone Hook -ups.
%

-8

Electric Pipe Thawer 40e.

LOOK at these DATAPRINTS

Meter Superhot.
Mechanical Movements.

IOC

1

N. J.

3

ELEMENTARY
MATHEMATICS

Surfaces and Capacity (Geometry). V. POWERS:
Involution- ROOTS: Evolution. VI. Mathematica
for the Manual and Technical Craftsman. Thermometer Conversions, Graphs or Curve -Plotting,
Logarithms, Use of the Slide -Rule. VII. Special
Mathematics for the Radio Technician.
ONLY
VIII. Commercial Calculations. ShortCUT
Arithmetic, Interest, Discounts.
%F
IX. Weights and Measures, Useful

C

for January, 1940

-280

ohm

watt resistor (R3)
watt resistor (R5)
potentiometer (R2) with switch

ohm, 50 watt ballast tube, type K87B (R8)

NATIONAL UNION (Tubes)
1
1

-6J7 metal tube (VI)
-25A70 glass tube (V2)

MISCELLANEOUS

I. ARITHMETIC: Addition, Multiplication, Division. II. Factoring and Cancellation, Fractions,
Decimals, Percentages, Ratio, and Proportions.
III. The Metric System. IV. How to Measure

T F.CHNIéAX
Division RT140

mes., % watt fixed resistors (R1, R4, R6)
ohm, I watt resistor (R7)

-600

(Sw. 2)

1

Special Chapter on Radio problems calculation.
CONTENTS OF BOOK

1017 S. State St.

-1

1- 75,000

on his knowledge.

Money Order

1-Toggle switch, single Dole, single throw (S'sV1)
1-Dynamic speaker with 4,500-ohm impedance
output transformer and 3,000 -ohm field (L3)

1
1
1

-Phone jack (JI)

-Line
-Roll

cord and plug

hook -up were

1- Screen
3

-Knobs

grid clip

Dials
Standard broadcast antenna coil (L2)

PAY ONLY $1 A MO.

.tr..t,

-.

Il

1

Address
Occupation

R.frenea.

o

ONLY

$496

U. S. NAVY

AIRPLANE -TYPE

Microphone
TRANSMITTER

and

Receiver

EAR CADS

14140
5(T

AST PLATE

INlaLATge
CAW!

Ill.

Two CIRCUIT
JACK

THIS

Don't miss the article in next month's issue:
How TO BUILD A POWERFUL SHORT-WANE
This Magazine When

-

All merchandise in original packages
never used. Money -back guarantee.
AU

Writing Advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

outfit

low- Impedance carbon microThe outfit consists of
phone (transmitter). securely fastened to a metal breastplate. and a set of heavy -duty, low - Impedance earphones.
A specially conetructed switch on the back of the breastplate controls the microphone circuit. The earphones are
U.S.N. Utah type. attached to adjustable headband.
Twenty eight feet of very hoary weather and waterproof
conductor cable. terminating In a special brass plug. is
furnished with this complete outfit. Current of not more
than 10 volts should be used. A storage battery 1s the
natural tone
most satisfactory current supply. Talk in
or Volro. when using the outfit, with the lip. close to the
mouthpiece. Shouting and loud talking should be avoided.
We understand that the U.S. Government paid more
than $40.00 for each of these outfits. We have bought the
a Inc
whole lot at a low price and are offering them,
as the supply lasts. at 14.96 each. complete as shown in
Illustra lion. The shipping weight Is 9 Ib..

DIATHERMY APPARATUS.

Please Mention

Microphone and telephone headset

was built especially for the U. S. Navy Aviation Corps for Plane -to -Plane and Plane-toGround communication.
The Holtxer -Cabot Electric Company constructed the outfit to Government specifications
and under rigid Navy Department supervision.

Wood panel, wood chassis

\
PoarpA to

Chicago.

COMPLETE

THEO. AUDEL a CO., 49 West 23rd
New York
Mail AUDELS NEW RADIOMANS GUIDE for free eaami
Don. If O. K.. win .end Too
In 7 d.r., then remit Ill
menhir ennl pM000f UN paid. Otherwise, i w111 return It.

-8

1-20.000 ohm, ;'
1-200,000 ohm,
1

A book for the Technician and Craftsman, explaining and answering every meaning with
Illustrations. A real study- course in mathematics
for the student or the man who wants to brush-up

or

tll

-Aviation

& Marine rn
Operators and all
others. Got dole pre tkea hnarllleti.n as handy
Term the yeure.N. PM In and man coupon today,

I.R.C. (Resistors)

EASY -SIMPLIFIED -PRACTICAL

Cash

lions and
400 Diagrams R Illustrations. Randy Bise, Sturdy
Flexible Binding. A Good Investment for Service -

(C6, C11, C13)
mfd. tubular paper condenser, type DT4 -Pl
(C5)
Two -section dry electrolytic condenser, Section
C9 -16 mid., 200 -volt; Section C10
mfd..
200-volt
Tubular electrolytic condensers, 5 mfd., 50
volts, type EDJ -3050 (C7, C8)

2-

Stamps,

-

-

-Antennas-Electronic Television
Repairs- Service Short Wave
-Auto Radio.- 'Deluding QumAnswers -34 chapters -772 Pages. Over

-.1

The DATAPRINT Co.
RAMSEY.

Tables.

the latest information on the new developments In Radio & Television.
Explains Repaire
Servicing A Building of
Seta for pleasure or profit
-Easy to read & understand.
Gives all the Important phases
of Modern Radio, Electricity h
Sound. Ready reference guide. A
real Helpful, F..say Way to secure
authenuo data on Radio Troubles'Ratio Elimination Broadcasting

1

Get New List 100A.

Leek Box 322A

-AU

-Mica condenser, .0001 mfd., type 1W (C4)
-Mica condenser, .0005 mfd., type 1W (C121
3 -.01 mfd. tubular paper condensers, type DT -4S1

1-

40c each, single orders.

JUST PueusNED -1930

I

20 Simple Bell Circuits.
Special Prices: 4 prints f1.0Ó; 10 for $2.00;

20 Motor Hook -ups.

TO WHAT EVERY
RADIOMAN SHOULD KNOW

-34-plate.

1-

40c

RADIO CONTROL FOR MODEL BOATS,
PLANES. Etc.
40e.

un

tuning condenser,

250 mmf. variable tuning condenser,
type MC- 250-M (C3)
Antenna trimmer, 3 to 35 mmf., type EC -35
1 -Set short-wave plug -in coils,
17 to 270 meters.
type SWK -4 (LI)
1-4 -prong Isolantite coil socket, type S -4 (For LI)
-prong (octal) Isolantite tube sockets (For
3
VI, \'2 and R8)

Small. Medium and
Large slit App. (All 3)...400
for

Circuit data

140 mmf. variable
MC- 140 -M (C2)

type

Dataprint airing Constructional

"MIND READING" Radio Act

illustrations

TELEVISION

List of Parts
HAMMARLUND (Condensers, Coils and
Sockets)

(Artificial Fever)
data

and

Nam.

Jai

,

NOW READY!

Includes up to date technical information

Shipments will be forwarded by Express
Collect if not sufficient postage included.

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
1915 S. State Street

Dept. RT -140

Chicago, III.
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FREE CATALOGS and INFORMATION
carefully reading the advertising columns, you will find many offers to furnish literature
containing valuable technical information that will help you in your work. Use this list freely.
By

Firm
ABC Radio Labs
Allied Engineering Institute
Allied Radio Corp.
Artierican Radio Institute
Amplifier Co. of America
Amplifiers- DistributorsCorp.
Approved Technical Apparatus Co.
Audel. Theo., & Co.
Bliley Electric Co.

Bud Radio, Inc.
Bunnell, J. H.. & Company
Burstein -Applebee Co.
Cameradio Co.
Candler System Co.
Cannon, C. F., Co.
Con. Wire & Assoc. Corps.
Cornell -Dubilier Elec. Corp.
Dodge's Institute
Goldentone Radio Corp.
Guthman, Edwin 1.. & Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Harrison Radio Co.
Henry Radio Shop
Howard Radio Co.
Instructograph Company

International Correa. Schools
Jefferson Electric Co.
KenyonTransformerCo., Inc.
Lafayette Radio
Linguaphone Institute
Mass. Radio School

Midwest Radio Corp.
Millen. J.. Mfg. Co., Inc.
National Company, Inc.
National Radio Institute
National Schools
New York Y.M.C.A. Schools
Opportunity Magazine
Radio Corp. of America
Radio & Technical Publ Co.
Radio Train. Assn. of Amer.
Radolek Co., The

RCA Institutes. Inc.
Scott, E. H., Radio Laboratories, Inc.
Sigmon Radio Supply
Solar Mfg. Corp.

Sprayberry Acad. of Radio
Teleplex Co.
Television Training School
Triplett Electrical lnst.Co.
Turner Co.. The
Ward. Mcntgomery & Co.
Western Personnel Service

B;uinos

No.

Offer

Ads '

Cost

Page

Information

Free

547

Circulars

Free

540

Mail Order

1940 204 -page Catalog

Free

535

Radio School
P.A. Equipment

Booklet

Free

544

Bulletin

Free

547

Free

536

Free

515

Free

553

10e

538

Set

Mfr.

Set &

Kit Mfr.

Intercommunicat - Catalog
ing Systems
Test Equipment
24 -page Catalog
Book Publisher
Parts Mir.

Information
Engineering Bulletin

Bulletin
Circular

E -6
E -7

Free

A-7

Free

Kit & Parts Mfr.

Catalog

RT-10

Free

533

Code Keys

Information

Free

545

Mail Order
Mail Order

1940 Catalog

56

Free

547

546

T-14

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

542

Free

551

Free

531

Information
Information

Free

536

Free

538

Technical Data

Free

527

Information
Literature
Literature
Information

Free

544

Free

555

Free

541

Free

540

Free

545

Free
Free

542

60 -page Catalog
1940 Catalog

Free

538

1939 -40 Catalog

Free

I.F.C.

Free

I.B.C.

Free

513

Free

543

Free

544

Free

546

Free
Free

B.C.

Free
Free

542

Free

542

Free
Free

533

Free

549

1939 Catalog

Code Course

Book of Facts
Folder

Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Radio School

Information

Set Mfr.
Set & Parts Mfr.
Set & Parts Mfr.

Mail Order
Mail Order
Set Mfr.
Code Machine

Corres. School

Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Mail Order

I75A

Catalog
Folder

Code Course
Radio School
Set

Catalog
Catalog
1940 Bargain Catalog
Catalog
16 -page Booklet

Mfr.

Parts Mfr.
Set & Parts Mfr.
Radio School
Radio School

78

Catalog

300

64-page Book

Literature
Trade School
Booklet
Publication
Information
Radio& Television Literature
Radio Textbooks
Radio School
Mail Order
Radio School
Set

Mfr.

Circulars on each Book
Book
1940 Radio Profit Guide
Catalog

Literature

Set Mfr.. Dealer
Parts Mfr.

Radio School
Code Machine
Television School
Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Mail Order
Book Publisher

1940 Catalog

General Parts Catalog
Transmitting Catalog
Condenser Testers Cat.
52-page Book
Booklet

9S

2X
CBCC-I

Information
Catalog
Catalog

Amateur Radio Catalog
Information

S -I

Meter Transceiver

(Continued from page 526)
the power can he taken from a small A.C.
pack, which will be much more economical
to operate. The output from the transmitter,
with 200 volts on the plate of the 6C5 at
2.5 meters, is about 3/4 watt. This is sufficient
for communication over the usual line -ofsight distances. The 7C5 acts as the modulator when transmitting, and as audio amplifier when receiving. The audio output, when
in the receiving position, is sufficient for the
operation of a small magnetic speaker at
moderate volume and gives plenty of volume
for the 2,000 ohm headphone. The 250,000
ohm regeneration control may be adjusted
to the point of maximum sensitivity and
lowest hiss level.
The construction of the transceiver is not
difficult. However, extreme care must be
used in wiring and in mounting the various
parts. The 6C5 is placed in an inverted position with its top protruding through the
chassis as shown in the photographs. This
allows the coil to be mounted by its own
leads, directly on the tube socket and the
tuning condenser, cutting down the length
of the wiring to the minimum.

,/ p+455ü
Lgvayr
414'
"OKl.

543
531

iH

r`iAR

537

wtr ea

547

;;ow

/

551

544

529
575

545

Free
Free

Free

539

Free

542

Free
Free

554

549

Free

531

Free

537

Free

544

CY,uLrrC

Y_LF
cáAw

é

W w pereN n}
ë
I

lwTC

(PG.))

FRONT

7f

PANE_

Chassis and panel details.

Keep the leads short! By "short leads"
we mean wiring directly between the parts
and without turns or bends. A lead two
inches in length is excessively long on 2.5
meters ! Solder each connection as carefully
as possible and clean away all excess resin
from the joint by means of a small brush
and carbon tetrachloride. Make sure that
the connections are really soldered and not
merely stuck together. Bad or poor connections usually mean zero results on this band.
The metal shell of the 6C5 is not grounded
to the chassis ; by leaving it "floating" the

circuit

seems to oscillate more readily.
The antenna is the regular commercial
adjustable type. In the installation as made
by this constructor, the antenna is mounted
on the ventilator of the automobile, just in
front of the windshield. On other cars the
mounting conditions will vary hut it should
be kept as high as possible and in the clear.
If mounted too low, the body of the car
may cause distortion of the transmitted wave
and may make communication difficult in
certain directions.

Band

234 meters

Coil Data
Turns
Spacing

{fire

%"

3

No. 14 E

ff"

diameter form and then
Coil is wound on
slipped off; spacing is the distance between turns.
NOT the length of the coil. It may be necessary
to pull out or compress the turns slightly in order
to set the frequency on the 112 mc. band. The
R.F. chokes are wound with No. 36 d.s.c. wire
on a 36" diameter form. The turns are closewound. 70 to 80 being required according to the
coil and lead constants. See text for details.

(Continued on page 555)
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TELEVISION

15.270

Call
WCBX

15.260

GS!

15.250

WSLR

15.245

TPA2

Mc.

15.243

2R014
YUG

15.210

WPIT

15.200

DJB

15.195

TAQ

15.240

NEW YORK CITY 19.63 m., Addr.
(See 21.570 mc.) Daily exc Sat
and Sun. 1.3.30 pm., Sun. 1.2.30
pm. to Europe.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.66 m., Addr.
(See 17.79 mc.) 12.57.5.15 am.,
12.22-3.30 pm.
BOSTON, MASS.. 19.67 m., Addr.
University Club. Daily exc. Sat.
and Sun. 10 am.-11 am. to Europe.
PARIS, FRANCE, 19.68 m., Addr.
98 Bis. Blvd. Haussmann. "Paris
Mondial" 5 -10 am., 1.30 -5 pm. to
Asia, 12.30-1.30 pm. to No. Am.
ROME, ITALY, 19.68 m. Irregular.
BELGRADE YUGOSLAVIA. 19.68
m., 7 -9.05 pm. to N. America.
PITTSIURGH, PA., 19.72 m., Addr.
(See 21.540 mc.) 8 am.-3 pm.
BERLIN,
19.74
m.,
GERMANY,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) 12.05 -7,
8.11 am. Also Sun. 11.10 am:
12.25 pm.

ANKARA TURKEY,

19.74 m., 5.30am. Sat. 6.30 -8.30 am.
DAVENTRY ENG., 19.76 m., Addr.
(See I7.7ß mc.) 3.50-6 pm.
MOSCOW
m.,
U.S.S.R.,
19.76
11.55.2, 3.4 am., 7.8.50 pm. to
No. Am. News at 7 pm.
7

15.180

GS0

15.180

RV96

15.173

TGWA

15.160

JZK

15.140

GSF

GUATEMALA CITY, GOAT., 19.77
m., Addr. Ministre de Fomento.
Daily 12.45 -1.45 pm.; Sun. 1.455.15 pm.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 19.79 m. 12 m.-I.30
am. to Canada & Hawaii, and
Pacific U.S. 8 -9 pm. to Eastern
U.S. 4.30.5.30 pm. to S. America.
7 -930 am. News at 12.03 am.,
8.15 pm.
DAVENTRY ENG., 19.82 m.. Addr.
(See 17.,/9 mc.) 3.30.5.15 em.
10.45

15.130

WRUWWRUL

am. -noon, 3.50 -6; 6.20 -9.15

pm.
BOSTON

MASS.

World -ride

19.83

Addr.

m.

Founda
B'cast'g
University Club. Mon. -Fri.
3 -5,
8 -11.30 pm.; Sat.
1.45 -5.30
pm.; Sun. 10 am.-I2 n.
VATICAN CITY, 19.84 m. Tues.
10.30 -11 am., Suns. 1.1.30 pm. to
No. Am. Wed. 2.30.3 pm.
Lion.

16.120

HVJ

15.120

CSW4

15.110

DJL

15.100

2R012

ROME, ITALY. 19.87 m. Irreg. 4.
5.30, 6 -7.25, 7.30 -9 pm.

15.080

RKI

14.9411

PSE

19.95
m.
MOSCOW,
U.S.S.R.,
Works Tashkent near 7 em. Broadcasts in English. Daily 7-8.50 pm:
Sun. 3.4 pm.
RIO DE JANEIRO BRAZIL. 20.08
m. Broadcasts
. -7
pm., Wed.
4 -4.10 pm., Thurs. 3 -3.30 pm.
KAHUKU, HAWAII, 20.11 m. Sets.
8.30 -9 pm. Sun. 9.9.30 pm.

19.84 m.,
LISBON, PORTUGAL,
7 -9 am.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
19.85
m.,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) 12.10 -2,
10.40
-4.25
8 -9 am.,
am.
pm. to

Africa.

14.920

KQH

14.63

HBJ

13.900

YNDG

12.486

HIIN

12.236

TFJ

12.000

RNE

11.900

XGOY

11.890

VLR3

11.885

TP1111

GENEVA SWITZERLAND 20.64 m.,
Addr. radio Nations. Broadcasts
Wed. 6.45 -8.15; 8.40.10.15 pm. to
No. Am. News in English 9.309.35 pm.
LEON, NICARAGUA. 21.58 m. Sat.
9.30.10 pm.
TRUJILLO CITY, DOM. REP., 24.03
m. 6.40.10.40 am., 5.10.10.40 pm.
REYKJAVIK, ICELAND, 24.52 m.
(Temp. shut down, due to war.)

MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 5 m. 6 am:
6.30 pm. Freq. breaks. 7 -8.50,
9.10 pm.
SZECHWAN, CHINA. 25.21 m.
5.30 -7.35, 7.40.11, 11.10 -11.30 am.,
2.4.20, 4.30.6.20 pm. News 6.15 -9
am
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.
m. 3.30 pm. -12.30 em.
PARIS, FRANCE. 25.24 m.,
12.30 am. to No.

11.885

TPBI2

PARIS.
15.245
S. A.

11.870

WPIT

11.870

VUM2

11.840

OLR4A

8

Am.

pm:

(See
FRANCE, 25.24
mc.) 6 -7.45 pm. Beamed to
m.

PITTSBURGH, PA.. 25.26 m., Addr,
(See 21.540 mc.) 3.11 pm.
MADRAS, INDIA. 25.26 m. M.W.F.
3.30.4 am.
PRAGUE, BOHEMIA, 25.35 m.,
Addr, Czech Shortwave Sta.,
Praha XII, Fochova 16. Daily
7.55 -10.15 pm. to No. Am.

(Continued on following page)

for January,
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BARTER and EXCHANGE FREE ADS (continued)
TOY MOVIE FILMS.
IN GEORGE CRUDER. Box 290, Delaware, Ohio.
colors. new. trade even value for late
model radio; electrical devices; cam- MESIRIAL DAIVSON, Riley Ford,
West Va.
era; typewriter; books; foods; or
what have you/ Dudes. 12815 Detroit CLAYTON DeWITT,
RR No. 1,
Avenue, Lakewood. Ohio.
Kingston, Illinois.
N. Castle
HAVE JEWELL
PATTERN
560 FRANK DRASAL, JR.. 801
Md.
St.,
Baltimore.
service test oscillator and Jewell 5511
lt.F.D. Box 152,
output meter both like new. Trade for WALTER D1'DEK.
Killingly. Conn.
outboard motor or what have you.
R.
DVORAK. JR., 428
Quentin Gould. 1315 Boselder. Casper, ,U)OLI'H
South Lincoln. Madison. Nehr.
-yo.
.1L G. ELAItTON, 5430 Carpenter
HAVE: TWO 250 MIL CHOKES. St.. Downers Grove, Ill.
pickup, transformer 2.5 v. 5
400- STANLEY G,ARNEIt, 29 W. Chestnut
400, Gblardi's manuals 1 -2, r crystal
St.. Norristown, Penna.
holder, magazines, OUI, handbooks, JOAN PETER OAWEL. 96 Jewett
0 -3 voltmeter, AC generator. Send your
Parkway, Buffalo. N. Y.
list. Stan. 2748 Meade, Detroit.
NORMAN E. GLOVER, 1520 Proctor
St.. l'ort Arthur, Texas.
WANTED: GOOD FOLDING CAM era or SW radio. Have AC -DC radio. DAVID GUTIIIRIE, South 11111, Virginia.
Keystone 16 mm projector and dims.
HENRY
F. HECKERT. 901 Howard
(AC) field glasses, guitar, parta and
St.. Indianola. Imes.
some cash. Wallace Italla, 251 Flax
DAVID HERBERT, JR., Box 709,
HIII (toad, South Norwalk. Conn.
Lancaster. Calif.
WANTED:
STR.ATO- LARRY IIILKOWITZ, 31 Poet Ave.,
"ULTRA
sphere
10 ",
good low- powered
New York City.
meter transmitter. or "Ultra
Sky CARL
HORTON. 16 Auburn Place.
Rover ". Have 1938 Raro "Universal
Athol, Mass.
Clipper ", Sunbeam Shaver, high volt- DR. J. P. HOTC HKISS. 1430 Hyde
age sign transformer. All letters anPark Blvd.. Chicago. Ill.
swered. Geo. Harris, Box 285, Park - MIKE HOYCHUK, 5547 Saxon Dr.,
ere Landing, l'a.
Garfield Ht... Ohio.
AVANT RECOItDlO,
OIINWIIAPH BOB JOHNSON. P. O. ltox 116,
Logan. W. Va.
dials, 22/32 Smith. Nave Remington
22 rifle, Browning Auto and Win- GORDON C. JOHNSON. 2908 E. 6th
St., Superior. Wise
chester Skeet 410 shotguns. Also receiver and tang peep sights. R. Welker, KAZUO KANAI, R.F.D. Bos 84,
Auburn. Calif.
406 No. Haney. Oak Park, lit.
KULZE, 137 -19 Carson St.. Spring WANTED A "8" VOLT AMPLI- E. Reid.
I., N. Y.
fier. about "6 to 12" watt output. LAVOYDL. KUNÉY,
Fayette, Ohio.
Have B eliminator, 7 tube 2.5 V radio,
LANG, 3508 South 83rd
EDWARD
Old guns. What have you. Send me
St., Phila., l'a.
your list. Russel Netervol, Evansville,
BOB
Tuna
Minn.
eet, Holllywood81 Calif.
JOHN LONG, 9406 Georgia Ave..
2,000

"

L

orth

SWL

EXCHANGE ruer

UNITED STATES
MIGUEL ANGELO, W411124, 318 East
70 St.. New York City.
JOHN ANTONIO, Box 32. E:kland,
Penna.

Silver Spring, lid.
11ANUELSTA3131, 738 S. Park
St., Saginaw. Mich.
11ERT 'MEADE. 819 Wyandotte St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN T. 31EEHAN, 242 Governors
Ave., Medford. Mass.
BILL MILLER. 88 Greenwood Drive,
Milburn. N. J.
LEWIS MOLTEN[, 608 Seventh SL,
Union City. N. J.
WALTER MONK, 51 Vineyard St.,

JAMES ARP 421 Mulberry St..
liamsport, f'a.
JOHN L. BALLIN, W401156, 40
66 St., New York. N. Y.
O. BARNESON, 3060 Rosowell
Los Angeles, Calif.
LEONARD N. BARRETT, 1704

WilEast

SL,

Providence. R. I.

E.

l'AVLIUIS,

Conshohocken.

Tilt

W.

139

Pa.

Ave..

ALBERT I'ICKERING, 'Vest Medway,
Mass.

GLENN

S.

PIDGE.

Azusa. Calif.

431

Azusa Ave..

DANIEL l'IdTEK,

225 Division Aso..
Brooklyn. N. Y.
VICTOR POLITI. 1024 L-nmuowe Rd.,

Fairfield, Cann.
RASINS,

BILL

Street, Chicago.

6C11

S.

Rockwell

111.

LYLE M. B. RATHBUN.
Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.

145

South

LAYON RIDDLE. E. High St.. Rockville. Ind.
JACK ROOMY, 429 Stratton Street,
Logan. West Va.

JAMES E. RUST. R. R. 2, Green tam. Ind.
RICHARD SPERLING. 100 Warner
Street, Newport. lt. I.
GEORGE S111T11, JR.. 79 Sewall
St.. Augusta, Maine.
ED STANTON. Inox 260, York, S. C.
VINCE and MARIE STASES. 5347
Priscilla St., Philadelphia. Pa.
JAMES SUOIYAMA, R.F.D. Box 151,
Auburn, Calif.
JAMES TOTH. 11702 Crofton Road,
R.F.U. 10, Cleveland, Ohio.
J. I. VAUGHT. P. O. Box 1424, New
Orleans. La.
W. J. WALLACE. 1929 High St.,
Ashland, Ky.
AUSTIN WARDMAN, 832 Linden
Avenue. East Pittsburgh. Pa.
DONALD D. WARNOCK. Eastern
Howard County Radio Club, Converse. Ind.
W. J. WEIGHTMAN, 132 N. 5th.
Middletown. Ind.
JACK WELSH, Kingston, Ill.
BERNARD and MICHAEL WOZNI.AK. 4639 South Winchester Ave.,

Chicago, Ill.
GEORGE E. WOLFE, W6IIPB, 1925
Railroad Ave., Oronllle, Calif.
DON R. Yocum. Bettaville, Ohio.
CARL YOI'NOQUIST. 1121 -12 SL,
Lorain, Ohio.

CANADA
JACK DAVIS, SWL-VEI, 27 Vernon
St., Halifax. N.S.
NORMAN E. LANK. 932 Wilder
Ave.. Montreal. P. Q.
CHARLES TAT[.Olt. 4 Water SL,
St. Cetherines. Ont.

ENGLAND

MORFAL 85 Gardner Ave.,
Bar- JOHN
IIENRIO 110K- WIlLIAMS. Radio
So. Attleboro, Maas.
F' W, 17, Olanaelsig Road, BiaenyH. GEORGE MUELLER. 5250 N.
Cwn, Treherbert, Glamorgenshlre.
Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.
LOYALE 110 11BY. W1SWL, 36 Burr ERNEST J. LOGAN. BSWL'2. 4
Fanehawe St.. Bentre. Hertford.
Avenue, Middletown. Conn.
ELMER NEUMAN. 2224 Woodstock A. OGLESBY. 81, Stockton lane,
York.
.Avenue. Swissvale, l'a.
RAYMOND NORRIS, WOSWL, 935
NEW ZEALAND
N. Humphrey Ave., Oak Park. 111.
E. 4th "CASH" F. OLIVER. 23 Beech Street. LES. W. SUTHERLAND. 23 Milton

nard Avenue, Waco, Texas.
JOHN BASTA, 31 Lake St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
CHAS. E. BAVA. 2678 N. Halsted
St., Chicago. Ill..
MTI.TON IIENSON, 1 No. Main St..
So. Hadley Fails. Mass.
PHILIP BRADY. Box 67, McComb,
111es.

F. E. CAMPBELL. JIt.. 405
St.. Hamilton.
Dexter. Maine.
Si., Berwick. Pa.
ROBERT CHASE. 231 Henry St., New BOB W. PAC KSCIIER, 208 East
SOUTH AFRICA
2 37 St., Woadlawn He Bronx. N.Y.
York. N. Y.
R.
PATTERSON. 911
St. JACK LEVIN, 13 Salt River Rd.,
DONALD CHISHOLM. 18 Mountain PAT
Salt River. Capetown.
Charles Ave., N. E., Atlanta, Ga.
Ave.. Wakefield. Mue.

A IIJunk -Box"

Facsimile Recorder

(Continued from page 525)

washer are used to adjust the clutch tension.
The paper advance rollers are made from
%" shaft and moved by a 100-tooth gear
soldered to the end of one shaft. The ratchet
arm is made from a bicycle spoke pivoted
to the stylus arm shaft and is adjusted so it
moves the gear one tooth on each return
stroke of the stylus. A piece of rubber hose
is slipped over the %" shafts to make them
the right size and to grip the paper, much
the same as the rolls in a typewriter. The
stylus needle holder is cut from a piece of
bakelite, as is shown in Fig. 3. A phono
needle is used as stylus. The OZ4 tube is
mounted above the chassis and the transformers are all mounted below- The correct
placing of the switch cam and the stylus
cam can best be found after the machine
is completed. The volume control, Fig. 7,
is to control the printing current.
There is some change from the Crosley
system. I used two audio transformers instead of one, but a simpler switch system.
The plate of the output tube of the receiver
is connected to the center blade of the cam
operated switch. The wire joining the two
transformer primaries goes to B+ on the
receiver, and the two remaining primary
terminals connect to the outer blades of the
switch. It may be necessary to reverse these
latter two connections. The .01 mf. by -pass
Please Mention

This Magazine When

condenser is shunted across the synch. transformer to by -pass the 2000 cycle printing
signal. The rubber paper rollers work perfectly and are more easily constructed than
the sprocket (and perforated paper) system.
I use alternating current to print with
but it works just as well on D.C. The only
machine work necessary is to true up the
clutch disc and stylus cam in a small lathe.
The back bar and paper guides are the most
important thing to have as nearly perfect
as possible. After the stylus arm was
mounted, I used it to scribe the arc for
cutting the paper guides, and then formed
the back bar to fit them.
The speed control on the motor should be
set just a little more than 60 r.p.m. at first.
After the machine is operating, it may be
slowed down till the synch. latch just ticks
the stop on the clutch plate.
Final reminders are that care should be
taken to see that the governor is working
properly and the motor well oiled, and that
the slip clutch should be just tight enough
to drive the stylus.
Anyone with ordinary skill and a knowledge of how facsimile works can construct
this machine. I built this one about six
months ago and to date I have never seen
a factory-made facsimile recorder.

Writing Advertisers
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Mc.

Call

11.826

XEBR

Mc.

Call

SON.. MEX., 25.37

9.670

WRCA

Addr. Boa 68. Relays XEBH.
9.30.11 am., 8 -10.30 pm.

9.650

I2AA

9.635

2R03

9.620

CXA6

9.610

DX8

9.600'

RAN

9.595

-

9.590

VUD2

9580

VLR

9.530

KGEI

9510

GSB

9.492

KZIB

9.465

TAP

9.030

COBZ

8.950

COKE

Relays CMBZ.
SANTIAGO, CUBA. 33.52 m. Addr.
Box 137. 5 -9.50 pm.

30.80
m.
4 -5.30,

B.830

COCO

HAVANA, CUBA,

HEREDIA COSTA RICA, 30.96 m.,
Addr. Amando C. Marin, Apertado 40. Tue., Th., Sat. 9 -10 pm.
Sun. 7-8 am.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 30.96 m.,
10.30 am.-I, 5.30-9 pm. 7 -9 pm.

7.850

ZAA

TIRANA ALBANIA. 38.25 m. 6.30.8
am., 12.20 -4.30 pm.

7.520

KKH

7.490

EAJ43

7.280

TPBII

6.900

HIGH

6.807

HIH

KAHUKU, HAWAII 39.89 m. Sun.
pm.
9 -9.30 pm. Sat. 7.3b
TENERIFE, CANARY ISL., 40.05 m.,
7 -7.45, 8 -9.30 pm. and Irreg.
PARIS. FRANCE, 41.21 m., 10.15,
12.45, 1.30.5 pm.
TR7.UJILLO CITY, D. R., 43.48 m.,
40-8.40 pm.
SAN PEDRO DE MACORIS, DOM.
REP., 44.08 m. 7 -9.40 pm. Sun.
5.20-6.40 pm.

HERMOSILLA

BOUND BROOK. N. J., 31.03 m.
Addr. NBC, N. Y. C. 4 pm: am.
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA, 31.09 m.,
3.30 -5.30 am., II am.-2.30 pm.
ROME, ITALY, 31.13 m., Addr.
(See 11.810 mc.) 12.07-3 pm., 5.309 pm. to No. Am. News at 7.30
Pm.
MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY, 31.19
m. 10.30 am.- 12.30, 3.30 -9 pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 31.22 m. 4.154.30, 4.55 -10.50 pm. to No. Am.
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 31.25 m.
Daily 6-7, 7 -8.50 pm. to No. Am.
9.10 pm. News at 7 pm.
MOYDRUM, ATHLONE EIRE, 31.27
m. Radio Eireann. 2.30 -4.30, 5.30-6
pm. on odd dates.
INDIA, 31.28 m. Addr.
DELHI
All India Radio, 1.30 -3.30 am..
6.30 am. -12.30 pm., 930 -11.30 pm.
News at 7.45 am.

m.,

2R04

11.810

R

11.800

COGF

11.800

XGOK

11.790

WRUL

11380

OFE

-

11.780

MTCY

11.775

ROME, ITALY, 25A m., Addr,
E.I.A.R., Via Montello 5. Daily
4.30 -8.45 am., 10 em.-3 pm.. 67.30 pm.
MATANZAS, CUBA, 25.42 m.,
Addr. Gen. Betancourt 51. Relays CMGF. 6 am.-9 pm.
CANTON, CHINA. 25.42 m. 6-8.35
em.
BOSTON MASS., 25.45 m., Addr.
(See 15.130 mc.) Sun. 10 am,-12
n. Mon.-Fri. 3.5 pm.; Sat. 1.455.'30 pm.
LAHTI, FINLAND. 25.47 m. Addr.
(See OFD, 9.5 mc.) 1.15 am -12.05
pm.
SAIGON, INDO-CHINA. 25.47 m.
12.15 -12.45, 6-6.45 em.

HSINGKING, MANCHUKUO, 25.48
m. Addr. Central Broadcasting
Station. 1.30.2.30 to No. Am.

I

AUSTRALIA, 31.32
MELBOURNE,
m. Addr. Box 1686, G. P. 0.
Mid. -9 am. ex. Suns. Sun. 12 -7.30
em.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 31.48 m.,
Addr. Gen. Elec. Co. 12.3, 7 am:

9.50 -10.50 am., 4-4.50 pm.

TPA4

11.715

FRANCE

PARIS,

25.61

6 -7.45,

mc.)

15.245

B

am. to No. America.
CSWS

11.040

'.L:1r?úí.a

ó

`

-
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Your Money Back
If the RADIO AMATEUR

/50

for

TIEMT

10.050

DZB

9.870

FIQA

9.855

EAQ

C

CSW7

LISBON,

Addr. Nat. Broad. Ste.
5.45.9 pm. for No. Amer.

9.690

TI4NRH

9.690

LRAI

9.685

IOWA

9.680

TPB

6% x 93

AGN

AHD
AMP

Any
Australian Amateur
Broadcast Listener

ANT

AUSSIE

......

BCI.
BD

.

Bad

BI

BIM
BLV
..BPL

BUG
CANS
CK
CKT
CL
CON

-

Phones
Check

OVER 150 RADIO DIAGRAMS
and TECHNICAL PHOTOGRAPHS

Circuit

Call
Congratulations
Card
Could
See You later
Continuous wave

RADIO AND TELEVISION
New York. N. Y.

Dead head
Delivered
Distance
And
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.

.

-

-

-

...

...

CUD

.

Going

FR

FREQ

GA
GB
GB

..

.... ....... ...

Good morninF
Gone, good night

Name

FM

GC
GM

..

GND
Ground
HAM
Amateur, brass pounder
.. HI
Laughter, high
Here, bear
HRD
Heard
HV
Have
Interrupted continuous wave ..ICW

.....

Address

RAT -1 -10

J

.

Please
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LID

"Lid "-

-poor operator
Later, letter
Milliampere .. ...
Motor -gen
Milliamperes
Master Oscillator
Nothing doing
Nothi

LTR
MA
MG

MILS

.

MO
ND

..

NTT.

....
No more
Number -near
Now
Old boy -official broader -t
Old man
Operation
Operator
Official relay station
Old timer

NM
NR

SIC

OB
OM
OPN
OP or OPR
ORS
OT
OW
PSE

.

.

Old woman

...

Please
Poor operator

Say
Said
Says

FIL

m., 6.50

-8

ES
FR

DX

33.98

am -I em.

DL.D

CH

.

-

Good -bye
Give better address
Good evening ....

S. Postage stamps.)

State

HAVANA, CUBA, 33.32 m., Radio
Salas Addr. P. O. Box 866. 7.45
em.-1 am. Sun. 7.45 em:12 m,

Are, all right. OK
Received
...
Receiver
..
Radio Inspector

CUL

............

Gentlemen: I enclose herewith my remlttanre or
Pithy Cents (50o) for which plena Send me POSTPAID, my copy of the RADIO AMATEUR COURSE.
Remit by cheek or money order; register letter if you

CRDCRATS

-

-

Fine business, excellent
Filament
From
For
Frequency
Go ahead (resume sending)
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99 Hudson St., New York, N. Y.
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ABT

By
Breaking
Believe
Brass Pounders' League
Vibroplex Rey

148 PAGES
INCHES

Ity

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 30.96
m. Daily 10 -11.30 pm.; Sun. 712 pm.
PARIS, FRANCE, 30.99 m. "Paris
Mondial" 8 pm: 12.30 am. to No.
Am. News 8, 11.30 pm., 12.15
am.

n.

Addr.

Abbreviations Used by HAMS

Written by GEORGE W. SHLJART, W2AMN,
foremost short-wave authority

I'.

PORTUGAL.

to Asia.
ENGLAND, 31.55 m.,
(See 9.580 mc. --GSC)
12.57 -3.15 am., 6.22 -9.15 pm., 9.3
pm.-I2.30 am.
MANILA, PHIL. ISL. 31.60 m. 6.10
am. and 8.30 pm. -2.40 am.
ANKARA TURKEY, 31.70 m. 12 n:
11.30 -4 pm.
5 pm. Sun.
12

DAVENTRY,

7.45 -8.30

9.740

About
Again
Ahead
Ampere

radio education.

send earth or unused

6 -7.30,

pm. to No. Am.
HAVANA CUBA, 30.57 m. Addr.
Transradio Columbia, P. 0. Box
33. 8-12.30 am. Relays CMCM.

--

See

Box 951.

Sat. and Sun.

Printed on the finest coated paper
well illustrated attractive 4 -color cover
complete with radio in formation you
must have. It contains a step -by -step
program for obtaining a short -wave

f

0.

COCM

better book buy today, the publishers

99 Hudson Street,

PORTUGAL, 27.17 m.,
Addr. Nat. Broad Sta. 12-3.45
pm. Sun. 10 am.-3.45 pm.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA. 29.81
n., 4.30 -8 pm.
ZEESEN,
GERMANY, 29.85 m.
Addr. Reichspostzenstralamt, Irregular afternoons.
MADAGASCAR.
TANANARIVE,
30.40 m. (See 10.950 mc.)
SPAIN,
30.45 m., Addr.
MADRID,

9.815

TO convince you that there isn't a
of the RADIO AMATEUR COURSE
make the sensational offer of a moneyback guarantee on such a low -priced
book. Stop in at any of the many dealers
handling this book and examine it. See
for yourself if the RADIO AMATEUR
COURSE isn't just the book you've always wanted.

(Sao

pm.-12.30

LISBON,

P.

COURSE does not represent the
greatest book value ever of-

fered to the radio "fans"

10.065

m.

Signature
Signals
Signature. initials
Schedule

Thermocouple
Thanks
Th
Tomorrow
That
You

Your, you're
Vacuum tube

Very
Word

Worked

Working

Will

What. watt, wait

PUNK
R

RCD
RCVR

RI

SA
SED
SEE

-

.

SIG or SG
SIGS

SINE

SKED
TC
TKS or TNX
TNG

TMW
TT
U
UR

VT
VY

WD
WRD
WKG

WL
WT

RADIO & TELEVISION

Edited by
Robert Eichberg
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TIERAFT
SECTION

UNDER -WATER
Photography
Box Camera and Balloon Enable YOU to

Take Actual Photographs Under Water
ANY simple box camera can be used for around the camera, and the opening through
under -water photography when provided which the camera was inserted is pulled
with an easily made, inexpensive, water- together and bound tightly, as shown. For
proof cover. Except for the camera, the total extra safety, the part which remains may
cost of the outfit should not be over 30c. then be folded over and bound again; either
The apparatus needed to make the water- a cord or a rubber band may be used. After
proof jacket is merely a large toy balloon, this has been done, the safety cord, shown
a flat watch crystal and a piece of string. tied between the crystal and the camera,
An opening is made in the balloon at the may be applied.
point opposite the inflating stem. The watch
The camera is now ready to make its first
crystal, which must be considerably larger under-water exposure, which is done by
than the lens of the camera used, is then taking it into the pool, tank, ocean, or what
forced into the stem from the inside of the have you, aiming it in the general direction
balloon; the bead on the stem will prevent of whatever you want to photograph, and
it from coming out. Although the elasticity pressing the shutter release through the
of the stem will probably hold the crystal rubber. After the shot has been made, the
firmly, a string may be tied as shown on film may now be wound to the next exposure
the drawing for added safety, after the by operating the wind key through the
camera has been inserted.
balloon. The user must not attempt to turn
Film is inserted in the camera in the usual the key too far for each part of the revoway and wound until ready for the first lution, as this might cause the balloon to
exposure. The camera is put into the balloon tear. In fact, as a safety measure, it is best
and its lens carefully centered behind the to lift the camera out of the water when
watch crystal. The balloon is then drawn winding the film.
(Continued on page 571)
tight -but not stretched excessively-

for January, 1940

Photograph above, and two at bo-'om of page,
were made with under -water camera.

/RUBBER BALLOON'
,WATC

-1

G_ASS

CORD

CORD
OPERATE THROUGH BALLOON'
How box camera is adapted for underwater photography.
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Side view of

A PHOTOGRAPHIC table made especially as an aid in taking pictures seems,
at first glance, to be a useless piece of
furniture. This is not the case. In fact, it is
an absolute necessity in many fields of
endeavor. When it is absent, makeshifts
must be used and these are seldom satisfactory for any length of time.
Such a photographic table is wellnigh
indispensible for copying, for taking pictures in their natural size, for taking pictures of objects that are to be enlarged
upon the film and for taking pictures with
the microscope. In addition such a table is
excellently adapted for table -top work and
for experimental photography of many kinds.
This table is of peculiar design. Although
of normal proportions, it can be extended
to a length of about 10 feet simply by pulling out its two drawers, one on each side.
In addition, it is made to swivel, so that it
can be tilted upward or downward. All
this makes it a versatile aid to any

photographer.
The table itself consists of a framework
of any design between which the swiveling
and extensible top rests. A convenient and
simple design is illustrated. Here the two
sides are built up out of 1% -inch square
wood. The longest bottom piece is 36 inches
in length. This receives a block of wood
at each end for legs. The next shorter is 28
inches while the shortest top rail is only 18
inches in length. The top rail has a 3 -inch
hole in its exact center through which the
table top pivots.
The two side frames are joined together
by means of three boards. One of these is
a shelf made the entire length of the 28inch rail and having the width of the table,
which is 15 inches. Further rigidity is provided by two short upright boards which
divide the shelf into three compartments.
Before the frames can be joined together,
the pivoting table top must be completed
and the pivot inserted into the holes of
the table. The pivot itself is one of these

562

1% -inch squares of wood 15 inches in
length. One and a half inches of each end
is rounded off to a diameter of
of an
inch. These should fit snugly but not tightly
into the drilled hole of the top table rail.
The sliding table top is later fastened to
this pivoted piece of wood. But before its
construction is begun, a method of fastening it firmly in any position must be worked

3

Detail of grooved rack

-

out. The simplest solution to this problem
is found by using two 6 -inch angle irons
one on each side-firmly screwed to the
pivotable strip. If longer angle irons are
available, use them.
The lower free end of the angle iron is
now fastened to each side of the table. This
is accomplished by nailing a small piece of
wood near the top of the table and below
the pivot. This board receives a curved slot
which follows the motion of the rotating
angle iron. Hold the piece of wood in position and scribe this curve with a nail or
pencil and then cut a /-inch slot. A bolt
and winged nut will then hold the table level
or at any desired angle.
The two drawers of the sliding table are
now made. The two side strips are 1 inch
thick, 2% inches wide and 4 feet long. Each
of these strips receives two grooves % inch
apart, % inch wide and % inch deep. If a
plane for this type of work is not available,
a chisel can be used. Bore a slanting hole

fable frame.

in a piece of wood, provide a guide on one
side with a strip of wood and adjust the
chisel as a plane by wedging it tight. Be
sure to leave a hole for the chips cut out
by the chisel to come out.
To attach the grooved strips to the pivot,
a board 12 inches wide and about 14 inches
long is fastened opposite the angle irons.
The grooved strips are screwed to the outer
edges of this board with the grooves facing
inward. Each outer extremity of the
grooved strip receives a similar board on
its under side.
A further stiffening of the pivoted table
top can be carried out by bringing a strip
of wood from each end of the table down
to the angle irons.
The table is now assembled. While the
glue in the joints is hardening, the sliding
top is made. This consists of two identical
frames, each of which slides in its own set
of grooves. These frames are covered with
thin plywood, which gives strength and
rigidity to each top. A stop is placed at each
end of the groove so that the table can only
be drawn out in one direction.
After staining and varnishing or painting
the table, it is ready for use. In its closed
condition the table serves for many types
of work such as copying, etc. Extended it
serves as a macrophotographie camera.
Then. too, many experiments in photography can be carried out on this table. It is
somewhat like an optical bench in that all
parts can be readily lined up for whatever
may be undertaken.

How joints are

dovetailed.
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Universal Pan Head
gnexpen3ive lqcce»oty

faii/y

/yiac%

Victor H. Wasson
A SWINGING, tilting head is an accessory that has become almost a "must"
to the serious amateur, especially those who
indulge in cinematography as well as still
shooting. A tripod is an absolute necessity
for absolutely rock steady filming, and a
pan head to follow every action no matter
in which direction it moves is an absolute
necessity to the tripod. The device described
fills the bill in as efficient a fashion as the
most elaborate equipment, and barring appearance, is the equal of any.
It is obvious that any device that is to
swing through every possible arc and point
in any direction, must of necessity be a
universal joint. An examination of the
heads commercially available will evidence
this fact; they are all glorified universal
joints. The universal joint in itself is a
marvel of modern engineering, but the
principles are simple and the building of
one for our purpose is a pleasure once the
materials are available. And that's the
reason for this article. After much running around in circles I found that the
materials were staring me in the lace and
available in every hardware store in the
land.
The complete list of materials is:
One four -way cross fitting of '/z" pipe.

5 -inch mending plates.
Four %" Hex head S. A. E. bolts.

Two

One 9" stove bolt, %" long, with nut.
The first step is to cut the four S. A. E.
bolts to a length that will allow their being
threaded into the four openings in the
cross fittings. The shortest S. A. E. bolt is
too long for our purpose, so we will have
to cut off all but four threads. Don't leave
(Continued on page 574)

CAMERA HERE
MENDING PLATE

Drawings at right show
how to drill, mark and
bend mending plates to
make universal p a n
head, and how to assemble finished parts

BOLT.

`BEND

ENL
TO

'/2

(DRILL

CUT BOLT
HERE

.....

4 WAY
f FITTING

3/8

....

after bending has been
completed. Five -inch
mending plates are

BENT

used.

PLATE
MENDING

PLATE
AFTER
BENDING

TRIPOD
HERE

FIh

Synchronizer for Focal Plane Shutter

W. H.

Cowan

B.

FLASH synchronizer will more than
double the pleasure and usefulness of
your camera. This one is built into a
Graflex, and can be easily adjusted to work
at the maximum brilliancy of the flash.
Simple in construction, it does not mar the
appearance of the camera, as it has only
one working part-a flat spring. It does
not interfere with the manual adjustments
of the shutter for tension or curtain aperture, and is always ready for use. The few
parts needed to build it can be purchased at
any radio supply house for considerably
less than one dollar. Two phone -tip jacks,
about one foot of No. 16 wire, a single
circuit spring switch and an 8/32 bolt and
nut are all it will be necessary to buy.
Mount the phone tip jacks near the front
of the camera, on the left side, in such a
position as to avoid interference with the
bellows. Then solder a short length of wire
to each of the lugs of these jacks projecting
inside the camera. These wires are run
along the top of the inside compartment,
through the viewing compartment and out
the right side of the camera to the contacts
of the spring switch. Only one insulated
wire was used, the bare wire being connected to the movable spring which is acA

tuated by the tripping lever "Jl and thus
grounded to the mechanism.
A flat piece of brass, one half inch wide
by 2%" long, drilled and bent as shown
in the drawing, holds the spring switch. It
is fastened to the side of the camera with
the 8/32 bolt. The contacts of the switch
are adjusted to remain open with about
1/16 inch gap between them. This adjustment is made by bending the spring near
its fixed end with a pair of pliers. Once
made, it will need no further attention.
The entire switch is next adjusted to
make contact just before the mirror reaches
the top position inside the camera. Use a
test lamp, and adjust switch and mounting
by loosening the 8/32 nut and moving it to

the iront or rear of the camera with the
bolt as an axis.
To advance the time of the flash, move
(Continued on page 571)

Photograph above, right, shows flash synchronizer as attached to Graflex. Drawings below illustrate synchronizer before and after
shutter has been released. Lower right -detail
of synchronizer.
TRIPPING LE .,r R M
I,r.Na LEVER

U

SPRING SWITCH

BRASS

SWITCH

CLOSED
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A

Course in Composition

In response to many hundreds of requests for articles on the subject
of Photographic Composition, and by special arrangement with the
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer, the Editors are now
able to present this unexcelled course.- Editor

RICARDO

No. 2

Avoid the Commonplace
the camera
ALTHOUGH
has now lost a lot of

in last month's series about
placing the main point of interest a little to one side and
either higher or lower than the exact center of the picture space,
here is a simple device worth remembering.
Imagine that all four sides of your view- finder or the ground glass focussing screen are divided into three equal parts as shown
in the first sketch. This will provide four points of intersection,
popularly known as the "thirds."
If the most interesting part of the picture, whatever the subject may be, is placed on or near any one of these four points,
it will be found
that the position is
pleasing. At the
same time, this is a
great help toward
making the whole
picture into a more
attractive arrange-

its novelty compared with ten
or more years ago, there is
still a fair amount of shyness
on the part of many people

By

Placing the Main Point of Interest

'FOLLOWING the advice given

being photographed.
Yet results similar to that
in the first sketch are still to
be seen in beginners' snaps,
Left-This pose lacks interest. Below
-See what a little change in pose

did for this picture.

"

----3

r

;

ment.

The .second
sketch

shows

the

principle put into
practice. The most
interesting feature,
the old lady, is to
one side of the
center, with
the
head and shoulders

on one of the
"thirds." It should
be added that it is
immaterial whether
the picture is upright or horizontal
-the principle remains the same and
should be applied if
possible.

where a few moments' thought
together with a few more seconds taken in arranging the
group would have made all the
difference between a "pose"
and a picture.
It is much better to ask the
subject to look a little to one
side, with the head in the same
direction as the eyes. Better
still, give him something to
look at or do, and if it is
sufficiently interesting the less
likely will the presence of the
camera be remembered, and a more natural pose be obtained.
Where several figures are to be included, allow one of them to
occupy the interest of all the others. This will not only make
a much more pleasing arrangement, but will contribute toward
more interesting expressions and a greater variety of positions.
To attempt unconnected poses, using a group of people with no
common interest, is extremely difficult, and the beginner would
do well to master the suggestions offered.

How to Avoid Distortion in Figure Subjects

GROTESQUE proportions, like those

Below -Wrong angle-bad distortion.

in the first sketch, are
far too .common in novices' snaps, and here are the reasons
and two alternative ways of avoiding them.
The first is that, owing to the figure being "end on" to the
camera, the nearer parts are unavoidably depicted by the lens
out of all normal proportion to the farther parts, the head and
shoulders. Another reason is the camera was much too near
to the subject for this particular pose.
If the camera were taken to about ten yards from the subject
instead of about one yard, the head and shoulders would have
appeared in natural proportion to the feet, but this would have
resulted in the size of the image in the negative being far too
small for a contact print and so necessitating an enlargement.
This, however, is the only cure when it is essential that the pose
and viewpoint be unaltered and when a normal lens is being used
on the camera.

If, however, the figure must be large on the negative, the
alternative is to change the viewpoint of the camera. Move to Above -Good angle-pleasing picture.
one side so that the baseline of the figure is nearer level, as shown
by the second sketch. This will automatically place the figure to a "broadside" position, when
one can approach quite near and still be sure of good proportions.
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Robert Eichberg
field for the camera fan is television-although
his equipment will not enable him to transmit or receive television images. It will, however, enable him to make a permanent
record of the transitory images which flit across the screens of
television receivers.
The writer began his experiments with television photography
with the inauguration of the NBC station, W2XBS, on April
30th, 1939, and since then has taken at least one picture of every
television broadcast and usually from six to sixteen pictures
per show.
Various cameras and films were used in this series of experiments. The first were conducted with a television receiver providing images approximately 3" x 4" in size. It was, of course,
necessary to use a close-up portrait lens in order that these small
images could be recorded with fair size upon the film. Cameras
available were two post -card size outfits; one with an F:8 lens,
the other with an F :4.5 ; a 5 x 7 plate camera with an F:5.6 lens;
a one lens reflex taking a lft" x 2%" picture with an F:3.5 lens,
and a typical minicam with an F:2 lens and using 35 mm. film.
Except on the largest of the cameras, the usual portrait attachment proved inadequate when taking pictures of the small
3" x 4" image, and a further means of enlarging was sought. Experiments were conducted with various lenses, and the writer
finally obtained a ten -cent store magnifying glass which he
mounted concentrically with the camera lens. There was surprisingly little distortion as a large magnifying glass was
secured and only the central portion of it used. With it, he was
able to cover the entire negative in a reflex camera.
After taking several hundred shots, the reflex was finally
selected as being most suited for this particular type of work. The
larger cameras, having slower lenses, were unable to stop the
motion in the image when slow enough shutter speeds to give
adequate exposure were employed. The minicam, using a special
close -up attachment coupled to the range finder, was able to get
sharp pictures but it was difficult to determine at what time to
make the shot, as it was hard to follow the screen action through
the finder. The reflex not only permitted sharp focusing of the
image, but also enabled the user to watch both his focus and the
image until the actual moment of shooting. A two-lens reflex
would undoubtedly have worked as well, but none was available.
(Continued on page 571)
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Shown above is the type of receiver which was used in making the
television photographs reproduced below, Actual size of image is
about 71/2 by 91/2 inches, which reduces to about 3/4 by 11/4 inches
on the negative..
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE the items on
these pages have been arranged and classified in such a way that those which interest
you may be easily removed and pasted in a
,crap book.
This month's Prize Winners are: 1st Prize.
J. R. Pollock, Helena, Mont.; other five
are: G. W. Johnson, Big Falls, Minn.; E.
Lanpher, Somerville, Mass.; A. J. Friesen,
Berkeley, Calif.: C. B. Pike Cape Girardeau,
Mo.; and J. Salem, Sutton's Bay, Mich.
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PRINTING: Easily Made Automatic Print Washer
SECURE

a piece of galvanized tin
inches, and cut a rectangle
from each corner 23 x 2t/z inches. The cut
will be in the direction of the length of the
tin. Now measure and mark a 2% -inch
border around the entire uncut edge of the
piece. Next make a 90° angle by bending
along the marked border. The result will
be a pan with 2% -inch sides and with two
slots at either end.
A center board is then installed with two
(Continued on page 570)
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26 x 17
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LEADS
STRING

ALL you need is
a stiff piece of
corrugated board,
some scotch tape, a
couple of paper
fasteners and a
piece of string to
make a case for

your

!

c

ÿlib
ll

--BEND

..,,.,
Zi

-e:

I.WOODEN

NERE

PARTITION
GOES

of focus

Iz-

release an the camera body are well
known. For any camera with the tripod
screw near the end of the case, the device
SCREW TO

CABLE
RELEASE

TRIPOD HOLE

SLOTTED
SLIDING CLAMP

illustrated allows the installation of such
a release without marring the camera body.
A y," 20 screw fits through the hole in
the gadget and fastens into the tripod
socket. A cable release is placed in the manner shown and screwed into the shutter.
A. J. Friesen.

-

GADGETS: Chart
IF you have a depth

-

IMPROVEMENTS: Shutter

folds running

bind all the outside edges and the "hinge"
with scotch tape. -Priscilla M. Pennell.

TIN

MODERN films are sensitive, and some
require much greater speed than a box
camera shutter provides.
The shutter in this type of camera is a

retouching

lengthwise. With a
razor blade or sharp knife make a clean cut
from side to side about one inch from the
top. Cut only through the top and inner sections, and bend hack to make a hinge. Then

GALT

GADGETS: Body Release

THE advantages of having the shutter

leads. Cut the card luard about 6t/:"
lung by 3" wide
with the corrugated

TAPE

i

n

i

RETOUCHING: Case for Leads
CORRUGATED
BOARD

07_

\y

REDUCED DEPTH OF
FOCUS CHART

chart which is on too large a
paper for convenient use, here is a
simple method for overcoming this
handicap. Set the camera up for
copy work and reduce the chart on
film. In making the print, overexpose both film and paper slighttt
to achieve greater contrast. A
couple of coats of lacquer are then
given the print to preserve it, and
it is ready to be cemented to the
front cover of your camera. The writer reduced a 4 x 7 chart
to about 1% x 2% inches.-R. Dixon Rigg.

GADGETS: Lens Brush
A SMALL paint brush is almost indispensable when making enlargements. To protect this

brush from dust and at the same
time keep it ready for instant use,
keep it in a small screw -top tablet
bottle as shown in the accompanying photograph. If your brush is
too long for the bottle you intend
to place it in, cut off part of the
handle. Always insert the brush
handle -end first when placing it in
the bottle. The brush is used to
clean negatives. Robert Scott.

-

flat metal sector with
an opening pierced
through it. When the
shutter is tripped, this
sector makes about
half a revolution, and
the light is permitted
to fall on the film as
long as the shutter
opening is over the lens aperture. By shortening the size of the shutter opening, its
speed can be increased. This can be done
by stretching two small pieces of photographer's scotch (or adhesive) tape over
the ends of the shutter opening, leaving the
opening in the middle about half its previous size.
Solom.

Jay

PRINTING: Ferrotype Plate
Polish in Spray

FOR those of you who use a

liquid polish on squeegee plates,
here is a handy and foolproof method
for applying the fluid. Fill an
ordinary insect spray with polish,
hold it quite close to your plate and
spray on a little at a time. Aside from
the convenience, this system proves
to be economical as well since it is impossible for the liquid to spill or be wasted. Evaporation may be
prevented by making a small plug or cap for the tube which leads
from the container to the air nozzle. The type of sprayer which
has a glass container is preferred. -W. !. Resseger.
AGITATOR
ROD

TANK

wIRE1

DEVELOPING: Tank
Agitator from Phonograph

REMOVE the turntable from an

old phonograph and substitute a
wooden turntable of the same diameter as your film tank. Now attach
a tin or brass wall to the rim so
that when the tank is set in this it
will be held securely. When the
wooden turntable is set on the shaft
of the motor and the tank is in place,
PHONOGRAPH
attach a piece of heavy wire to the
top of the phonograph and extend it upward to a height slightly
over the film tank, then bend it at right -angles over the tank
and around the agitator knob. Edward Lanpher.
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FOR THE BEST photo hint published this
month, $10.00 will be paid.
For the next five best. $3.00 each will
be paid. All others appearing in this department will be paid for at regular space

rates,
Photo hints may be illustrated, with photographs, crude drawings, or need not be illustrated at all. However, the person submitting
the hint must have tried it.

ENLARGING: Paper Easel

O T OCRAFTSMEN
will find that cardboard
i

GADGETS: Tank and Ferrotype

DEVELOPING tanks and ferrotype

FRAME

easels for holding enlarging
paper make for quicker
NOTCH
manipulation and more even
BASE -borders. When making prints
of the same size, it will be
SPACER
found that with these easels
a great many prints can be
FRAME
turned out rapidly and without the usual buckling. The
diagram illustrates how the
easels are made. The cardboards are cut to shape, as
shown, and then glued together. The notch in the one
board enables the operator to
remove the paper with the
utmost ease. Easels of this
type should be made in various sizes so that the individual will be able to switch from one
size of paper to another in a moment without confusion or loss
of time. -H. F. Link.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Beginning with the next issue, Foto Hints & Kinks Prize
awards will be as follows: For the best Hint or Kink, 2
years' subscription to Radio & Television; for the .5 next
best, 1 year's subscription; for all others used, 8 months'
subscription.

'

THE scale illustrated

DEVELOPER

RUBBER

STOPPER
plates are easily constructed, cost
but a few cents, and do the work
efficiently.
The first is a sintple glass tube, which FILM IS CLOSE
FIT IN TUBE
can be obtained from any chemical supply house. The length of the film to
be developed determines the length of
the tube. It is made light -tight by securely wrapping black tire tape around
the glass. To develop the film, pass it
through the cylinder; insert a stopper in
WRAP WITH
one end; pour in the developer; and inTIRE TAPE
sert a second stopper at the opposite end
STOPPER
of the tube. Development time is the
same as it would be in any other tank.
The second developing tank is made from an ordinary tin cigar
container. Drug stores or cigar stores are usually glad to supply
these gratis. Hooks or rollers are fastened to this can to accommodate the film. In this way two or
three rolls of film can be developed at
the same time. Pack film can also be
used in this tank.
For making glossy prints any type of
can will be found suitable to furnish
a high luster. Simply tear the label
`P/
off the can and place the film face
down on it. When dry, the print will peel off in a gloss. For
more rapid drying, heat the can by filling it with hot water. The
print should be dry in five or ten minutes. Charles B. Pike.

DARKROOM: Inexpensive Darkroom Scale -FIRST PRIZE
is sufficiently ac-

curate to answer every requirement of
the average amateur. It has no loose parts
or weights to get mislaid, and once accurately calibrated it requires no further attention. Its sensitivity can be increased if one
wishes to do so. For instance, it can be
made of lighter materials, and the scale
itself can be placed further from the pivot,
thus giving larger calibrations.
The accuracy of the finished scale depends primarily upon two things: The accuracy of the weights used in calibration,
and the care with which the calibrations are
made. Bear this in mind and your scale will
be precise enough for any need.

wood, and the dimensions can be varied
to suit your own ideas. The pivot at the
top is made of brass, tin or other fairly
rigid sheet metal, and should be mounted
in the upright in such a way that the top
edge is c.racily at right- angles to the vertical front of the standard, and parallel with
the base.
The swinging member can be made of any
kind of wire which is fairly rigid and
PIVOT

POINTER

LEVELING
SCREW,

NUT
2 RUBBER
HEADED
TACKS
SPRING

The standard which supports the swinging member can be made of any kind of

brass sleeve, or other object which will
bring the left leg down to a position within

should be no heavier than is necessary.
About 14 or 16 gauge is preferable. A ring
is bent at the bottom of the right -hand leg
of such size as to fit the cup one wishes
to use, which in the case of the scale illustrated is an ordinary paper drinking cup.
At the bottom of the other leg a sharp bend
is made which will fit tightly through the
hole in the weight, which can be a nut, a

about I0° of the vertical, tcith the empty
cup in place in the ring.
Now from any thin, stiff metal cut a piece
for the bearing at the top. It should be approximately the shape shown, and should be
bent to resemble an inverted "V ". The
lower corners are now crimped around the
two wire legs, and lightly soldered to maintain the correct angle with the vertical.
A combined support for the "dial," or
calibration segment, and brace for the wire
legs is now cut from sheet metal -an old
film pack will do. This should be in the
shape of a segment of a circle, using the
vertex of the V- bearing as a center. It
should be cut wide enough to accommodate
your calibrations, and long enough to crimp
tightly around both wire legs. Cut a piece
(Continued on page 570)
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Home -Mace 35mm Reel
for Developing

in Tank

Only slight modifications permit this
system to be used with larger film sizes

Albin Nowak
AN inexpensive 35 mm. film reel which
will prove equal in performance with
reels costing ten times as much, can easily
be made by anyone in a short while with
the simplest of materials.
Two disks 4% inches in diameter are

cut from an old radio panel and a 4 -inch
hole drilled in the center of each. Around
these holes, %-inch holes are drilled in a
circular pattern. All rough edges are then
smoothed with emery cloth or sandpaper.
The spacer is made from a round piece
of wood 1% inches long and % -inch in
diameter. A % -inch hole is drilled through
it, after which it is waterproofed by boiling
in paraffin.
For the apron, a discarded strip of 35
Pictures et left show, fop to bottom, lacing par afRned cord through perforations in edge of apron

(old film with emulsion removed); the reel, with
apron attached to separator and end plate removed
to expose construction; the reel completely assembled and ready for use. Easy loading is an
attractive feature of this device.

mm. film 5% feet long is needed. It is
soaked in hot water until it softens and the
emulsion is scraped off. Two lengths of
heavy string about 12 feet long are boiled
in paraffin to waterproof them, and each
is laced spirally through the perforations
along one side of the filin strip, until the
end is reached, where it is knotted. After
both sides are laced, the apron is fastened
to the spacer by means of a nickeled thumb
tack. A % -inch nickeled bolt 2 inches long

holds the two disks and spacer together,
thus completing the reel.
The film to be developed is fastened to the
apron (near the spacer) with a piece of
adhesive tape, and the film and apron wound
upon the reel until the end is reached, where
a second strip of adhesive tape is used.
The film stays on the reel during the
developing, fixing and washing processes
and is then removed, wiped and hung up to
dry. The reel should also be hung up to
dry after being used. With reasonable care
this reel will last many years.
-

Low-Angle View -Finder for Minicams
Harold Varellas

MOST everybody who owns a modern
"Minnie" with an eye -level view -finder
of either the folding or the tubular type
has at some time or other wished he had
a camera of the reflex type so he could take
that unusual low -angle shot without rolling
around on his stomach or back to see what
he is getting. My camera has the two -glass
type folding view- finder, and to get away
from the above antics and also to be less
conspicuous in taking some candid shots I

devised a simple and inexpensive adapter,
which is small, easily slipped on the camera
and takes little space to store it in your
carrying case or vest pocket.
First of all secure a bright waist -level
view -finder of the type most usually found
on the older folding cameras. These can be
purchased from any camera supply store
for as little as twenty -five cents. Next get a
piece of cardboard or thin metal approximately 3/64-inch thick. Lay out the adapter,
following Fig. 1, and using the legend
for your dimensions. The slot "O" should
be used only when your waist -level finder
has a small ear which acts as a stop for
limiting the angle at which the view -finder
can be turned, allowing you to take pic(Continued on pane 576)
'

Figs. I and 2, give full details for making
low -angle view -finder. (Dimensions appear at and
of article.) Fig. 3 shows how unit is mounted.
Photos at left illustrate the finder attached to a
minicam, and show its actual
Below,
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Historical Table Tops

Editor;
You ought to be proud of yourself. FOTO -CRAFT
rates Number One on my Hit Parade of photographic periodicals. (Boy! What a mouthful.)
I hope to see some articles on Bromoil and Table
Top photos.
My history teacher knowing I am a "Shutter -

Products

With These

bug," assigned me to make pictures of historic
scenes. I thought of Table Top photos. At present,
I own an Argus Model A and a Graflex with an
F4.5 lens. I would appreciate any suggestions.
Yours 'til the prints fade,
EDDIE BaowN.

New York, N. Y.
See December issue.- EDITOR.

The GRAY -SCALER

Good Plans

Editor:

An accurate gray scale reveals
the secrets of any photographic
paper. Here's how to make gray
scales or step wedges, easily,
with laboratory accuracy... how
to learn the exact contrast and
speed of your papers and their
full possibilities...how to produce
high -key, low -key or full -scale

I have made several things for my camera from
the very good plans in your magazine. Keep up the
good work. I would like to see plans for a rangefinder! Many thanks.
W. R. Joule.
Crown Point, Ind.
Here is an idea some alert reader can develop.

-

EDITOR.

Most Valuable Magazine!
Editor:

About two weeks ago I went to a magazine stand
photographic magazine. There I saw

to get a

RADIO & TELEVISION

incorporating

prints at will. The Haynes Gray -Scaler...simple, inexpensive...
shows the way to enlargements of salon quality.
d including instructions for use and 10 -page Manual on the
P Haynes System of Print Control, with sample set of gray scales.

FOTO -CRAFT. I

looked through it and decided to buy it. When I
got it home I began to read it and found it had
some of the most valuable information about photography that I ever saw assembled in one magazine. I hope you have many years of success.
A true FOTO-CRAPT reader,

75

BARNEY RARRAND.

Kansas City, Mo.

Buys to Save

Editor:
At last I have found the perfect magazine for
the amateur camera fiend.
After buying almost every other publication on

We'll Have to Turn it Inside Out

HAYNES PRODUCTS CO., INC., Department P12,

485

136

Liberty Street

New York, N. Y.

The October was my first issue of Foro- CRAFT,
and it certainly hits the spot. At last, from the
dozens of so- called "photographic" magazines, one
that is new and refreshingly different stands out.
(Pardon the jelloish adjective.) Don't be misled,
gentlemen, your cover does need an improvement.
More than one of us camateurs has passed yours
up for a less- deserving publication, and all because
of the outside, which gave no clue to the gems of
wisdom contained within. More power to you.

FREE -- READ DETAi S PAGE
31

Exposures

ALFRED COTCH ER.

35c

Supersensitizing Positive Movie Stock
Editor:

3

f am a movie fanatic mostly, though I have a
still camera and enlarger. I process all of my film
and I get a lot of "dope" on negatives which I use
in my reversing process of 16mm. I have tried
supersensitizing film (movie positive) with wonderful results. By a longer development it really is

for $1.00

CARTRIDGES -

For Argus and Leica using
ANY TYPE of EASTMAN and
AGFA FILM.
P. 0. Box 935

PLEASURE or PROFIT

Prepare for profitable business or
fascinating bobby, at home und,
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5000 CASES

fer all makes of Cameras and Projectors at sensationally slashed prima. Also Screens. Cameras .
in fact. all Photographie memories now being sold
at wholesale prices. If it's a ease. specify make and
type of your Camera -Buy dirent and save.
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RUBY FILM, Dept. RTF, Hollywood, Calif.
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dealer today...or write enclosing check or money order

Editor:

You have a mighty fine magazine and I never
miss a copy. The Hugo Gernsback publications
usually are good. I made my acquaintance with
them through the "Electrical Experimenter" and
still have clippings in my scrap book from that
magazine published a good many years ago.
ARTHUR A. BOWERS.
Kalamazoo. Mich.

WITH COMPLETE

Get the MCM Photometer and Haynes Gray - Scaler from your

M. HORACR, M.D.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

PHOTOMETER

Many of the best -equipped
professional studios use the
photometer in all their enlarging work...yet this accurate,
high- precision instrument is
priced within the most modest
budget. The MCM Photometer
tells instantly the contrast of
paper to use and printing time
to give. No test strips! No
waste paper! Perfect enlargements every time!

A Double Thrill
Editor:
With regard to Faro -CRAFT. I can truthfully say
that your articles dealing with photographic equipment that can be inexpensively made at home are
of the greatest interest to me. I find the suggestions
helpful and practical, and experience as much
pleasure from their manufacture as from the fine
results I obtain.
HAROLD

MCM

THE

photography to find hints on how to make equipment, being very mechanically inclined, I came
upon the first three copies of FoilO -Caen in a
second -band book store. Needless to say, I bought
all three. After looking them over I set out to buy
the latest copy, but I looked all over Jamaica Plain
without success until I found one sn a store in
Roxbury. Now I know what photo magazine to buy
hereafter -and save money.
WILLIAM T. EATON.
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
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Automatic Print Washer

FOTH DERBY

(Continued from page 566)
wood screws on each side, and four across
the bottom.
The last step, soldering the two bolts beneath the center -board on each side of the
bottom completes the washer. A coat of
aluminum paint, if available, will be found
desirable. You now have a print washer
equally efficient for use under water tap
or shower bath. George Ifs. Jolinson.

Darkroom Scale

(Confirmed from page 567)
of white paper just slightly smaller than
this segment, and cement it smoothly to
the face.
Now hang this unit on the supporting
standard, place the cup in its ring, and
adjust the weight to its proper position.
HERE at last is a roll film reflex with Solder the weight firmly to the wire so that
several features never before of- it cannot possibly shift.
fered in a camera that even approached
Calibrations are now in order, and can be
its amazingly low price range. Just
check these six salient points one by one made very easily if one can borrow a set of
and you will see why the PILOT SUPER weights. Just put the weights in the cup,
in turn, allow the scale to come to rest, and
is the outstanding value in its field:
with a sharp pencil place a mark upon the
1. Allows for use of long focus lenses. scale exactly
opposite the needle pointer.
2. Built -in exposure meter.
After all divisions are complete, remove the
3. Eye -level view finder.
4. Choice of two picture sizes either unit from the standard, and rule the gradu12 in 2',,x21/4" or 16 in 1 %x21/4" ations with a ruling pen and India ink.
If weights are not available they can be
size on regular 120 film.
5. Metal focal plane type shutter, with made without a great deal of trouble as
speeds up to 1 /200th second.
follows
6. Film winding and locking device
(Avoirdupois.) Cut a rectangular piece
that practically eliminates double of tin or other sheet
metal, and trim small
exposures.
strips off of one end, until you have as
The Pilot Super is available with these lenses: nearly an exact ounce as it is possible for
f:4.5-$28.50
f:3.5-$37.00 f:2.9- $45.00 you to get. Carefully bisect this piece, making two pieces of 8 drams each. Bisect one
A 4h" Anastigmat f:4.5 lens in focus- of these, giving two pieces of 4 drains each.
ing mount is available to interchange Bisect one of these, and in turn one of the
with any of the above lenses $20.00.
resulting 2-dram pieces.
You now have pieces weighing 8 drams,
If your dealer cannot supply full information or has not yet stocked the
4 drams, 2 drams, and two pieces of 1 dram
Pilot Super, write: Dept. RTF-B
each a total of 16 drams, or 1 ounce. With
them you can get any number of drams
from 1 to 16, and should now calibrate your
scale accordingly.
N C O e PO KAT tD
127 WIST 42'STREE1
NEW YORK
Now for the grains. You probably ( ?)
recall that one dram is equal to 27.34375
grains, but for our purpose a division of
ENLARGEMENTS
`..
.. 7::r
=le Ch./4
from same or different negatives
48
27 parts is sufficiently accurate. Therefore
lla.hletelkrY
a'
:: 8410-11w
we will divide one of our 1 dram pieces into
elereaatr
-6 for $
4 Ma4M trea
9 parts, by cutting it into thirds, both ways.
" °é7 par éel:- 4x6-10 fer
For many of us, the 3 -grain weights will
txaunruly hava
rra .nt lo;
l0 h.ua ]your
for al.
MlérMÑn ol o
give sufficiently small divisions on the scale,
t.liesD OOYOM lust
Çi
laha.
or
but if we want to divide one of them into
:rrracWe hy :.i
Ctne
.mia°v
.N errM.vmr.a .n home
qymrnt
three parts we will get pieces weighing one
Ia[u
at
eerier.
ravl
enforcement, rryam soGUtwt..e
n. Oapt. RT
etae
Wts cramp
grain each.
GINA-Caton or aOLLrWOOreae.
OaiMeraY
W ser
After calibrating with the above weights
your scale is complete. It is practically foolSEE THE UNIVERSAL MODEL
proof, and cannot get out of adjustment,
New System!
except for leveling, which should be done
Flash is "timed by
each time it is used.
the shutter"
SYNCHRONIZERS
In using it, it is important to bear in
No pre -synchronizing, no harm to shutter. Fits
most cameras with lens shutters of the cocked mind that the cup should always be placed
type. You will like its simplicity and low price
squarely in the ring, in such a position that
of 86.00. At your dealers or write Dept. RTF,
the material being weighed will be in the
E. L. DEETER LAB.
6929 West Park
St. Louis. Mo. center. This is particularly necessary when
calibrating, and it is best to fold up some
of the larger weights in order to center
PHOTOGRAPHY them as well as possible R. Pollock.

PILOT Super

-with

These are exceptionally fine miniatures
for their surprisingly low prices. They
are of precise and quality construction
throughout, yet amazingly light and
compact. And now for the first time in
many months, the manufacturer is able
to keep pace with the demand.
The Foth -Derby cameras are equipped
with the latest type delayed- action focal
plane shutters with speeds from 1 /25th
to 1 /500th second, large magnifying
tube -sight view finders and have many
other features, including front lens
focusing up to 31/3 feet. You get 16
pictures, half V. P. size (1%xl %) on a
roll of standard V. P. film.

:

Green and dark red windows permit the use
of either panchromatic or orthochromatic film.

With 2" Foth Anastigmat f,'3.5 lens
$21.50
With 2" Foth Anastigmat f12.5 lens
27.50
In view of the fact that the camera will focus
to less than 81/9 feet, no supplementary lens
equipment is needed.
A copy of a new catalog,

BURLEIGH BROOKS

BURLEIGH
BROOKS
INCO a O AAA AA

I

`$

.

127 WEST

42 ""STREET

An accurate ENLARGING
exposure meter of the Bunsen type -WITH DISAPPEARING SPOT. Self -powered without bothersome line
cord to get in your way
hence no voltage variations.
Reads range of negative

-
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West 33 St.
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film

fXpe/rtS
free booklet.

How to Take Portraits
RAY JACKSON

In Next Issue

of Photography

(Dept. 111

and printing time directly
from accurately calibrated
dial. Order yours today and
start making better enlargements. Complete for
only 83.95 postpaid.
Money -back guarantee.
Established 1922
J -M -P MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
3020 N. 94th Street
Milwaukee, Wis.. U.S.A.

-/.

By

New York City
Please Mention

This Magazine When

°NLY

PHOTOMETER $3.95

l

SUR,E-SHOT

NEW YORK

NEW J -M -P SPOT

t

a,

illustrating and listing

the complete Brooke line of cameras, enlargers
and accessories (available at leading dealers
everywhere) will be sent free upon request. Be
sure to address your inquiry to: Dept. RTF.

;

,¡

$21,50

an f 2.5

ANASTIGMAT LENS Only
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Take MORE MOVIES with GRAPHICHROME
The only bulk movie film with daylight leaders and trailers. The easiest handling. most
practical tested bulk film you can buy.
8mm -100 feet double 8mm-measured
and notched every 25 feet. Including
daylight leaders
81.75
16mm -400 feet measured and notched in
110 feet rolls
84.00
Professional processing-100 feet 16mm- 85e
25 feet 8mm- 50e
Send for Free Literature.

Superior Bulk Film Co. -Dept- RTF,
IN

W.

Randolph

Chicago.
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Under -Water Photography

Outstanding Books
on Photography!
ELEMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY

((.witiuned from page 561)
Unless a very transparent balloon is used,
it will of course be impossible to see the
film numbers appear in the window at the
back of the camera. However, by carefully
observing the number of turns of the key
necessary to move the film one frame, it
can be manipulated easily without watching
the window when the rubber jacket has
been applied. This original count may be
made while shooting a roll of film before
the camera is inserted in its protective
balloon.

00

Priest,
$1
-P
illustrations.
for
for the he, timer, Ideally suited ark.
Individual
club study as well
school claw
Every step "clearly outlined
illustrated. Designed
of photography. .\ knowlpromote' and , vclopo'a
edge of chemistry and ihy IÇn unnecen.',art'.
By Neblette,

An

Brehm and

275 popes, 140
excellent hook

PHOTOGRAPHY
BY C.

Kenneth Meet,

E.

orarefascanwich
f

eintioa

$3.00

volume
hA
traces the development of the art and science of photography from the
discoveries to the elaborate technique of the
mearnest
odern sound and color filma. Dr. Mecs. an outstanding
authority, han written a vivid and animated
t of
from
many
Photographic art and
eery
Interested
pctremaklg, "still
mot los." will derive invaluable Information and pleas,tm.

Photographing Television

$3.00

By A. Frederick Collins,
392

pages,

144

Illustrations.

Ì.

ni

$1.00

PHOTO ALMANAC
288 pages chock -full of live, interesting photographic
1939

hotoggrranpphic
pictures galore; the most useful photographic
farticles,
ormulary and now.to- doit" section ever
published.
Includes a Universal Market Guide and ideas and e gre .
lions for
b
and Increasing
abandings
h
authorities.
graphic works. Compilled

SYNCHROFUSH PHOTOGRAPHY

$1.95

By Willard Morgan,
200 pages, 200 Illustrations.
Hen's the answer to aynchmflash photography. The mont
out of your
tipmeely book o te year. How to get the m
comete oration
outfit.
new brande.
and installation instructions
Wlall
Discover the latest and easiest way to make action pic tuns, indoors or out, day or night.

limitations.'
Various films were tried. The fine grain
filins were used with no hope of success
so the writer was not disappointed. These
films were far too slow to record the little
light that was available from a television
tulle when the reflex was used. However,
in the minicam, good results were obtained
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC BUYERS' HANDBOOK
with films of the Finopan and Panatomic
By A. R. Lambert and Consumers Union. $2.75
types. For use with the reflex, it was neces344 pages. 125 illustrations.
An Impartial Ruble to the vast amount of phoagraphlc
sary to use either Agfa Superpan -Press
egUipmenr now
the market. Every prndu,4 that
to buy is analysed and described. Facts
is
or Eastman Super XX.
aamateur
nd prices have been checked not only by Consumers
Union but by one of the largest and best -known photo When a new and larger television set,
gnphic supply house.. in the orld.
providing an 8 x 10 inch image was seNATURAL COLOR FILM
cured, the rather tricky close -up lens was
By
$1.75 abandoned in favor of a standard Eastman
128 pages. Illustrated,
The characteristicx f each of the natural color emulsiona
portrait attachment, used in conjunction
fully discussed with specific instructlon for successful
Ilion. Ilgbtlng.
ulatlon.
Problema of c for mm
all. with the F:3.5 lens on the Pilot reflex. In
du
emlle of exposure and n any oaken treaater In full
Complete section
operation, the lens is set for the closest
Äy
thed popúaromeRnMsx- Aoddachrame Dufiy'
color. Agfacolor, etc.
possible work and the portrait attachment
applied. The shutter is set for 1 /20th secPERFECT PRINT CONTROL
ond and the photographer sits at the reBy Laurence Dutton,
$2.50
153 pages, 61
illustrations,
aP
ceiver. When anything good comes on, he
hat enlarging paper a negative requires,
Do you know
rat degree of contrast. what exposure a ho to achieve
merely steps before the cathode -ray tube
the exact total
after} "Perfect Print
you
a
you
and moves the camera into focus with the
tabular and factual aiinfnrnnuflnn nonn negativeeadensities.
taper emulsion speeds and illuminator control.
image. Then, when interesting action is
taking place, the release is pressed and the
LET'S MAKE A PORTRAIT
By Alfred De Lard'.
$1.00 picture recorded for all time.
THE PHOTO -LAB INDEX

By Henry

M.

Lester.

-

$3.50

collection
of all PhotoA Unique ands hilzhaly rvoomltici
graphic procedures. selected
their
and the reequency with
ch they occur I practice, and
classified according to requirements. Included are the n
Time- GammaTemperature Development Charts for all dest
velopers and flln, emulsions. In addition to the
recent data on films. filtert.b illumination ppape., weights
and measures,
two
original
will
mailed free to each purchaser.
fried

Lein G F2 Summer Casa
Retina II F2 Schneider Undo ..
Standard Lelea F3.5 Elmer
Super Ikonta B New Type F2.6 Tosser Cue
Night Ezakta F1.9 Primopiaa Case
Robot II F2 Biotal.
Super Nettel F2.8 Tesser Ev. Case

$125.00

75.00
50.00
110.00
110.00
175.03
60.00
40.00

Welti F2 Xenon Compur R
Seidl % V. P. F2.9 Trioplan Compur
Compur

Cue

Ev.

(Continued from page 565)
Both visual extinction and photo -cell exposure meter readings taken of the screen
indicated that the ideal stop would be about
F:3 for the ideal exposure-1/15 second.
1/15 second would be perfect, as this would
give the photographer two complete scan nings of the image. However, the camera
used was not equipped with speeds slower
than 1 /20th except for bulb, therefore
1 /20th was used. Likewise, the widest lens
opening was F:3.5. This was used and the
screen of the television set was brought to
slightly more than normal operating brilliance to compensate for the camera's

-

ON USED CAMERAS

25.09
95.00
R

Retina 1 F3.5 Ektar Compur R
Vollende F9.5 Radium!. Cemour R
Standard Rolleitles F4.5 Testar Case

Images

An extremely helpful guide
reference book. Detailed
u
of the various kinds
camer
expia (honer
Particularly adapted: the optical principles
in photography: lenses, filters, a e
ries: construction.
orking. and uses of shutters, diaphragms
diaphragms
d SLOP,
type of pictures
guidance in making and taking of
well as pedal chapters
portrait, indoor
ht',
etc.,

TO BETTER VALUES

Ikomat A F3.5 Tesser Compur R
Duo 620 Chrome F3.5 Anast.

in

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR FUN AND MONEY

GUIDEPOST

Fulda

A F3.5 Primotar Cue
Super Ikonta C F3.8 Tassar Ev.
Super Ikonta D F4.5 Testar

Cue

Voigtlander Prominent F4.5 Haller Camper Case
Super Sport Dolly F2.8 Tassar Compur
Volgtlander Axes 9x12 F4.5 Skapar Kalert
R.

F. Case

Ideal B 6" F4.5 Teaser Coe Ace.
ihagee Duplex 21/4531/4 F4.5 Amt.
R. B. Tele GrMSZ 31/141/ 4s5 B 41 L Terser
F4.5 Cu.
Deardorff Enlarger 6x6 3" F4.5 Comma,
Presides Enlarger 16x6) F4.5 Arast.
Lumlmax Enlarger (6s6) F4.5 Asset,
Filmarci Enl
(6x6) F4.3 Arasi. Mo'.cl 0
3'4" Sa. Bee Bee Ealerger 3" F4.5 Ce ^peer
Condensers

Federal No. 120 Enlarger
3.7 Studio Elwood No Lens
FIlmares II 5 Is 9 em. F4.5 Anast.

* 10 Day-Money

32.53
37.50
20.00
50.00
90.00
75.00
60.00
45.00
50.03

60.06
70.03
32.00
30.03
40.00
25.00
30.00
25.00
65.00
12.50
20.00
35.00

Back Guarantee

HENRY HERBERT
443 Fifth Avenue

New York

a

NOW

1

In Á19s splendid ]boob lkn-rreallyll a manual of approved Practices -the author talks directly and personally to the
y
reader on
and emulsions,
aerieequipment . exposures.
ep
problems that arise In actual
Both Indoor and out or
portraiture fully treated. Technique based on the
use of only two Inexl,ensive lighting units.

sr

PHOTOGRAPHIC FILTERS
By

Louie,

T. F.

.g

/ 5C

96 pages,

really Icopmpilete. noabechnlcel work on the
subject of phdnsTaphiC filera written for amatettr needs.
Complete treatment
applications
cull as Special
filters.
Thorough discussion aof film emulsions and varying sett.
altivities with filters of various m anufacture. Film speed
and filter factor tables Included.
The

llu[

PHOTOGRAPHIC MAKE -UP
BY
218

Wray Meltmar,

This mokass the
up In

p

ofillustrations.

motion

$3.50

15 he
' experience In makeand photographic studios.

Makes
itsnuse. straight
to ght
women.
corrective makeup. character makeup. and direct
nuke -up. Unquestionably the finest book available on this
popular subject.
When ordering
for postage

3c

Include check. cash or money order plus
on each book. We do not ship C.O.D.

SCIENCE PUBLICATIONS
40 West

Broadway, Dept. RTF, New York, N. Y.

for January, 1940

Flash Synchronizer
(Continued from page 563)
the switch toward the front; to retard it,
move the switch toward the back of the
camera. Then tighten the nut, and the adjustment will be permanent.
To operate, place the reflecting mirror in
"Viewing Position." Set the tension to "6"
and aperture to "O." Plug the leads from
the photoflash holder into the phone tip
jacks, and "shoot."
The lamp will flash and he at maximum
brilliancy when the mirror is up and clear
of the lens. The curtain will be open over
the entire face of the film to be exposed.
When the mirror reaches its top position,
the curtain will close. The exposed film
can then be removed or replaced.
The actual exposure of the film during
this period is 1/75 second.

Please Mention

This Magazine When

Writing Advertisers

it's easy to
obtain

Pidulaid
THAT

with

MINE RV 3ofrMAKE-UP KIT
for Black and White Photography
No trick to apply make -up!
Goes on in a jiffy! Improves re-

sults 1000 /o! Gives professional results without retouching!
The Kit contains 19 assorted
make -up items and complete

simple instruction booklet
"Making Up For The Camera
$2.50 at all Camera shops-or direct.
For booklet alone. send 3c stamp.
MINER'S, 12 E. 12th St., Dept. RT F. New York, N. Y.
Make-up Rit postpaid.
I enclose $2.50 for Fota -Matit

Name
Address
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Examine this

of

Fixed Focus Enlarger

AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHY
for 10 days
on approval

VOLS. 1117 PAGES
HUNDREDS OF
ILLUSTRATIONS
4

DO you want new adventures in photography?
Do you want more hours of fun with your
camera? Do you want pictures that will win
greater approval? Do you want quick, plain answers to questions on posing, lighting, exposing.
developing, printing? Here is a set of books that
brings you all these things-teaches you photographic technique -gives needed data, formulas.
pointers, cautions -describes methods step by
step -suggests picture subjects and photographic
pastimes-everything, in short, to make you a
more expert photographer and also lead through
many interesting byways of photographic enjoyment.
Hundreds of ideas and methods for getting the
most out of average photographic equipment.

-getting

Contains

Denchin's
NE W
WAYS IN PHOTOGRAPHY
Deschin's M A KI N O PICTURES

WITH THE MINIATURE CAMERA

Herrschaft and
Desrhin's LIGHTING IDEAS IN

PHOTOGRAPHY
Ifenney's COLOR
PILOT OGRAPHY
FOR THE ASIA l'ECR
10

days'

Work Aids

Short Cuts &

LIBRARY

outdoor, indoor, tabletrick. artlon, child and

top,

other pictures; subjects, posing. exposing.

-regular

and

special

lighting;

building lighting equipment.

-developing, printing, enlarging. dodging. bleaching. toning, retouching, eta.

-making transparencies. greeting cards, photomurals. etr.

-taking

and

slaking

color

prints, etc., etc.

examination-Special Price-Easy Terms
SEND

TIIIS

COUPON TODAY

McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.
Library of Amateur Photography for 10 days'
o
approval. In 10 days I will send $2.45.
plus few rents llpostage and $2.00 monthly for four months.
or return books postpaid. (Postage paid on orders accompanied by remittance of first instalment.)
Send roe the

examination

A FIXED focus enlarger especially designed to produce "blow -ups" from 16
nun negative can be made from a cigar box,
a tin can and little else. The accompanying
drawings give an
idea of how this
useful little item
can be built. A

A strip of negative is placed over the
glass on the top of the igar box and the
glass on the can is set on top of the film.
The enlarging light is then switched on,
and the projection lens moved backward
or forward until the image is sharp on the

It

closed compart-

ment is built in
the upper end of
a cigar box, the

LAMP
IN CAN

FILM

CIGAR
BOX

lower end of

which serves as
an easel to hold
the enlarging paper. In the upper
side of this compartment, a hole
PAPER
HOLDER iS cut about one
Inch square and
over this is cemented a glass
plate. A tin can large enough to hold a
100 -watt lamp is next secured and a socket
mounted in its closed end. A simple metal
clamp is made to hold a piece of opal or
ground glass to the other end of the can
which, by the way, should be long enough
so that there is at least two inches of space
between the light bulb and the glass.
Directly under the square hole, a round
hole is made of a size adequate to take a
short focus projection lens. The enlarger
is now ready for use.

GLASS
HOLE

WOOD/
BOX

'

PAPER
L%

IN HOLDER

easel. After this, a drop of cement may be
used to hold the lens in place.
As no ventilation is provided, just switch
the light on long enough for each enlargement. Turn it off when moving the film
or changing the paper, to avoid overheat -

ing.- Murray

licou

s.

Name
Address

City

Mounting Large Prints

and State

Position
RTF' -1 t0

Company

XXXX SUPREME SPEED
8mm and 16mm Panchromatic Film
MOVIE KING is 4 Times as fast as ordinary
panchromatic film. Has full color balance, fine
grain, wide exposure latitude. A trial will convince you.
Panchromatic Type- Weston Speeds 95 and 50
No. 95-8mm 50 ft...$3.75, 16mm 100 ft...57.25
No. 50-8mm 50 ft...83.00 16mm 100 ft...86.50
Ortho. Type -Weston Speed 20 and 12
No. 20-8mm 50 ft...$2.75. 16mm 100 fí...$4.25
No. 12-8mm 50 ft...82.00. 16mm 100 ft.. -$3.50

Processing Included

THOSE who have salon -size prints to
mount on standard 16 x 20 cards will find
that the simplest method is to get a package
of 11 x 14 Fotoflat, a 12 x 15 aluminum
cookie sheet of the heaviest grade, and a

it with a moistened finger. If on top of the
stove, it may be necessary to move the sheet
about to secure even heating. When at the
correct, hissing temperature, it is lifted with
a pair of pliers and quickly laid over the
paper- covered print. The board is immediately placed on top of the aluminum and
orte stands on the board for three minutes.
That is all there is to it. If done correctly,

WARM IRON

STAND ON

THIS

FOTOFLAT

BOARD

MOUNT

PRINT a
MOUNT

LYNHOFF LABORATORIES
Box 442 -RTF.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MAKE MONEY COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating new occupation quickly
learned by average man or woman. Work
full or spare time. Easy to understand method brings out natural, Iite -like colors. Many earn
while learning. No canvassing.

Easy
to
Learn

Free Book tei is how to make Rood
on
doine Shia delightful home
ns, stores. Individ- \
work for

.,hn.

ual,. and friends. Send today for
No
Your
C SCHOOL
NATIONAL

atv"µ

;Pi

-

t

3801 Mkhipm AveOept, ;ITV, Cnkarnu.S.A.

"HERE COMES HORNSTEIN"

...

on your shipments means
QUALITY
ON -TIME DELIVERIES . . . PRECISE, CAREFUL PACKING of your
Photographic Supplies! "Let Us Serve

You."

HORNSTEIN PHOTO SALES

Dept. RTF,

572

29 E. Madison

St.,

Chicago, Ill.

smooth, flat board of about the same dimensions to serve as pressure distributor and
foot protector.
A sheet of Fotoflat is laid on the back of
the print and "tacked" thereto by touching
it briefly in four or five small areas with
the tip of a warm -not hot- flatiron. Any
excess tissue should be trimmed off even
with the edges of the print.
Next, the print is placed as desired on
the mount and the iron again brought into
play to tack the print to the mount, after
which the mount is laid on the floor and the
face of the print covered with a sheet of
plain, clean, unwrinkled paper.
The cookie sheet is then heated on the
kitchen stove, either on top or in the oven,
until a slight hiss is elicited on touching

HOT

METAL
PLATE
BOARD

PAPER

OR SMOOTH

FLOOR

the results should be perfect, for this method
complies with the rules for dry mounting,
namely that the necessary degree of heat
be applied to the whole surface of the print
in one impression and heavy pressure maintained until the temperature has lowered
sufficiently for the adhesive to set. Aluminum is better than any other metal for this
purpose, as it takes on and disperses heat
rapidly. Obviously the same equipment will

Please Mention This Magazine When Writing Advertisers
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&
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serve as well for smaller prints, such as
10x12 or 8x10.
Use this procedure only with Fotoflat,
for the older type of slower melting shellaccoated dry mounting tissue requires a
greater duration of heat than can be maintained by the thin aluminum plate.-N. II.

.II cCall.

Improvised Filter
A THOROUGHLY usable filter can be
easily improvised from an old or new pair
of cheap sun -glasses. One of the lenses,

ENLARGING

THE
THRILL
IN PHOTOGRAPHY

Enlarge Your Small Snapshots Into
Prize -Winning Prints with

CUT HERE

FEDERAL MODEL No. 230
The Machine with EVERYTHING YOU'VE
ASKED FOR:

M PARE these ALL-EMBRACING FEATURES:
Combination condenser and opal illuminating
system enables the use of either or both.
New negative carrier designed to be used with
either dust -proof metal plates or glass. Negative
pressure release.
Micro -lever focussing regulation. Balanced lever
permits precision adjustment for extremely accurate focussing.
Finger touch counterbalanced, slideable vertical
adjustment.
New adjustable metal mask, eliminates necessity
of separate masks and takes negatives from miniature up to
2'/q "x334" and any intermediate sizes.
Linear enlargements from 2 to 8 times on baseboard . . . much
larger on floor.
Polished Steel 36" extra rigid round post.
Machined parts, accurately aligned; sturdy construction.
Cool, large double ventilated lamp housing.

CO

with its frame, is cut off at the nose piece.
The ear bow is left attached and is used
to fasten the filter over the camera lens.
The usual cheap glasses have frames which
can be bent easily when heated by being
left in hot water. Do not use an open flame,
as this material is highly inflammable.
The accompanying illustration shows all
necessary details. Some care must be used
in selecting the glasses if the images are to
be free from distortion. Before selecting a
lens to use, hold it between you and some
object and move it around ; if the object, as
viewed through the lens, neither moves nor
changes its shape due to the lens motion,
the lens will be satisfactory. Flat lenses are
better than those of the curved type for this
purpose. -Rickard ?Mahon.

COMPLETE WITH F6.3
ANASTIGMAT LENS

Lusterless Black Paint
AN excellent lustreless black paint for
coating the inside of enlargers or any
other surface which requires a dull, flat
black can be made by pulverizing an old
phonograph record and adding wood al
cohol.

Before you break up the record, be sure
it is of the all acetate kind without paper
in the middle. (Most of the older records do
not have this paper center.) Then add just
enough alcohol to dissolve the particles.
Over night or a full day is usually required
for dissolving. Thin out with more alcohol
and use a clean, soft bristle brush.
This inexpensive paint dries quickly and
gives jet black surface. -Jack Williams.

Decreasing Paper Contrast

DID you ever get in a jam by running
out of soft or medium grade paper and
have only a harder or more contrasty paper
to work with?
If you have, you will appreciate this stunt
which most all professionals know but of
which few amateurs have ever heard. Project your print as usual on the contrasty
paper, then before putting it into the developer tray immerse in plain water from 2
minutes to 5 minutes, depending upon the
paper you are using and the effect you wish
to obtain. Take the paper out of the water
and follow usual procedure; developer, stop
Williams.
bath and fixing bath.

1.

for January, 1940

$34.50
$39.50

MODEL No. 245 -Complete as above
with F4.5 Anastigmat Lens
Prices 11.00 more on West Coast

FEDERAL STAMPING & ENGINEERING CORP.
Dept. RTF,

GREATEST

15

LAFAYETTE STREET

SLIDE

RULE VALUES!
Io inch enameled slide
le,

deaf

kiln dried

genuine mahogany wood. has auxiliary removable
a
le
hemagnifier
nh, miIiiamimeter, fit Ira lograndrunner. Thi
tixe
Packed in individual carrying case. This rule
equal
in performance to a "510.00 mule. Our
special price. P.P. prepaid anywhere ..
A Inch slide rule In case with 36 pace Illustrated
Book f Instruction a t:xamples. Parcel Pont n/a_
T VV
Prepaid

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

SAVE
I
with

your

FLAT
NEGATIVES

V CTQB. Intensifier

I.Oo

GOLD
Dept. RT140

SHIELD PRODUCTS
350 Greenwich St.

35mm- BULK

New York

FILM -35mm

NEW-Eastman's Plus-X, fine grain film 25
feet. Guaranteed, immediately shipped anywhere, postpaid for $1.00.
(We buy, exchange and sell
cameras and equipment.)

EUGENE KEARNEY
1454 N.

Gardner, Dept. RTF, Hollywood, Calif.

PATENTS -TRADE MARKS
concerning Inventions & Patents
Form "Evidence of Conception" with
instructions for use and "Schedule of
Government and Attorneys Fees"-Fret
LANCASTER, ALLWINE & ROMMEL

Booklet

Registered Patent Attorneys.
Washington, D. C.
436 Bowen Bldg.

This half intensified
with VICTOR.

This half too flat
to

print.

DON'T discard a negative because of underdevelopment or lack of brilliance. It can be
made into a useful. full -contrast negative-easily
and quickly-with VICTOR Intensifier. No hardening bath needed. No pre -soaking. Simply immerse in solution made from contents of the VICTOR tube until desired density is secured (a few
seconds only!) then wash and hang up to dry.
Anybody can do it without special equipment.
Does not coarsen the grain. Ideal for snapping up
contrast or miniature negatives. At all camera
stores. Write for literature to Dept. RTF.

JAMES
96 Colfax
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FOTO -CRAFT PRESENTS

TABLE TOP PHOTOS
$15.00 in Prizes Monthly

A PRESS CARD FOR YOU!

PRESS

AMATEUR photographers and those
who wish to sell their photographs
often find it quite impossible to
take valuable pictures, because, as priate individuals, they have no standing.
During fires, riots, special meetings
and otherwise, it usually is imps sible
for the free -lance photographer to go
through policed lines to take pictures.
FOTO-CRAFT lightens this task for
you by presenting you with an Official
Press Card, which enables you, in most
instances, to secure permission for getting the pictures you want, and which
otherwise you would probably never be
able to get.
Moreover, FOTO -CRAFT considers
that this is a service due you as an
earnest photo enthusiast and reader of
this magazine. No charge is made for
this Press Card but only bona fide readers of this magazine may obtain it.
For the present, the FOTO -CRAFT
Press Card will be issued only to subscribers, Moreover, it will only be issued
to responsible individuals.
Each Press Card has a serial number and the reverse side of the card
carries the following:

-

accredited correspondent
reportar of FOTO -CRAFT Magazine.
The conditions under which this
card is issued will be found on the
reverse side of this Identification.
is an

Editor
NO. 1122

('OrPON
FOTO- CRAFT,

9g Madsen Street, New York City
It &T -1 -40
Gentlemen: Please reserve for me and mall to nie as soon as possible your FOTO -CRAFT Press Cant. In
order to be eligible, I enroll an
reader of FOTO (-RAPT and I enclose herewith 81.00 (cash. money order.
U. 8. stamps) for a epeeist r months' subscription to FOTO- CRAFT, incorporated with RADIO & TELEVISION.
There will be no charge whatever. for the l'ress Card or for any service that goer with R.
I agree to abide by the rules printed on the reverse of the press card as printed In your announcement above.
I also give you herewith information for your records.
I have taken

photographs since (state how long)

Photographic equipment now owned

Refer,

Iulhe na.ms slid address of

;.r. peuple or e.robll.hntenta

who know you

Name

Address

-....State

City

Plugs Right into Your House Socket

....

This large 1012 " diameter Spot or Flood
lamp is ideal for
amateurs and professionals,
These lamps were

originally purchased
by the Government
for the Signal Corps
at over $25.00 each.

Heavy construction.
QUALITY throughout.

U.S. Signal Lamp complete with 100 watt Westinghouse bulb

$3.35

(\ \'eight racked 8 Ibs.)
F.O.B. New York
Army Tripod with screw on bronze plate to fit lamp.
Tripod made of solid wood with bronze fittings
(weight patted 6 IDs.)
F.O.B New York
When remitting, add for postage, East of Chicago, complete 60c, West of

$2.00

Chicago, $1.20.

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS
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mation concerning print control.
This is a monthly contest and will continue
until further announcement.
All entries must be in our hands by the 15th
of the monde.
Entries which do not win prizes will be returned if accompanied with a stamped self addressed envelope.
For the best table -top photos (two needed
to constitute an entry), submitted each month.
a First Prize of $10 will be paid. For the next
best. a second prize of S5 will he paid. Any
others accepted and published will be paid at
regular space rates.
No entries smaller than four by five inches
will be accepted, but the entries may be either
contact prints or enlargements.
Address all entries to Editor Table -Top Contest, care Foto-Craft Section, R. & T.

TIlE BEARER OF Tills CARD

In order to do away with any possible abuses, the publishers require certain information of
the holder of each presa caret so that it may no fall
into unauthorized
You do not have
to cut or deface this magazine. Merely make a copy of the form below. hands.

Sea

ond should show how the photo was made (viz..
a long shot).
All entries must be accompanied with a short
description telling how the pictures were made,
giving, in addition lighting information. film
data, stop, exposure, and any pertinent infor-

FOTDCRAFT.

The undersigned. owner of this Press Card, agrees tl at Ile c, ill not trinsfer thin identification, and will
surrender It upon demand. He will not change Ills r sldenre without notifying FOTO- CRAFT. lie assumes
all risks of accidents. He will not enter into any au cement which will be binding on FOTO- CRAFT. The
Publishers will be grateful for any courtesy extended to the person whose signature appears below.

Age

ANNOUNCEMENT
Due to the fact that no table -top photographs were received during the previous
mouth, no award is made in this issue. However, the contest continues. The rules follow:
In this Table -Top Foto Contest, two photographs must be submitted with each entry; the
first will show the picture entered and the sec-

350 Greenwich S4., Dept. RTF -140, New York, N. Y.
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Universal Pan Head
(Continued from page 563)
any more of the length since the tapping in
the crass fitting is tapered and a longer
bolt cannot be threaded into it.
Now enlarge the holes in the ends of
the mending plates so that the S. A. E.
bolts may be passed through. This is easily
accomplished by running a '4" ream or
drill through the holes already in the plates.
diameter hole must be drilled in the
A
center of each of the plates. These holes
are to take the 44" bolt that engages your
tripod socket and the screw on your tripod.
Next bend the mending plates into a
"U" shape so that the t/z" holes in the
ends will come opposite the openings in the
cross fittings as shown in the illustrations.
It will be found that the original holes near
the center of the plates are in just the right
position to make this bending most easy.
Now work the holes in the plates into
position over the openings in the cross fittings, as shown, and insert the S. A. E.
bolts, which have been sawed off so that
they will go in far enough to seat against
the plate. Turn them up tight with pliers
so that it is necessary to exert a little
force to move the mending plates.
You will see that it is possible to move
the plates around one axis or the other
formed by the cross fitting so that the
plates may be placed in any position desired. It only remains to fasten the head to
camera and tripod.
First pass the tripod screw through the
44" hole drilled in one of the plates and
thread on the nut from the A stove bolt.
Turn this nut up tight. Next pass the
34 bolt through the hole in the other mending plate and into the tripod socket of your
camera.
As shown in the photographs the camera may be tilted to any desired angle, the
plates moving around the axes formed by
the cross fitting. Infinite combinations of
these motions will result in an infinite
number of camera angles.
The resulting accessory will be found
to be sturdy and steady enough to support
cameras up to four or five pounds, in any

."

position desired.
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WHERE TO BUY

WATCH COMING ISSUES

Will it be possible for you to mention
places where one can buy the things specified in various articles when such objects
are not obtainable in ordinary local camera
stores? Also, can gelatin filters be used to
make separation filters, as I do not wish to
purchase regular ones ?-Dorothy Cameron,
Zillah, Wash.

I have made photography my hobby for
almost a year, and would like to know
more about trick photography and tabletop photography with which to occupy myself during the winter months. Will you
please feature these in your magazine?
Norton Star, Bronx, N. Y.

- PROFIT GUIDE!

We do not believe it would be fair to
merchants who Wright also be handling
specified apparatus if we were to mention only one or two of the larger outlets. When there is only a single source
of supply, the name will be given. Regarding your second question, the answer
is Yes. We suggest that you write to
any of the larger photographic snail order
houses, whose advertisements you will
see in these pages from time to time, to
obtain them.

ENLARGING PROBLEM
Please tell me if it is possible to use
the focusing arrangement on a miniature
camera with telescopic lens barrel for
focusing an enlarger ? -Armand Maddalina,
Trenton, N. J.
Ycs,

it is possible -but you will proba-

bly find that the telescopic lens barrel
will give you insufficient extension for
snaking large prints on the easel. You
may be able to correct this by using an
extension tube, or by (and this is sometimes snore satisfactory) employing a portrait attachment in conjunction with the
lens.

NEGATIVES FROM
TRANSPARENCIES
I have a lot of Kodachrome prints (828
and 135) and want to make negatives.
Can I make contact prints with a printing
frame, and if so, what light should be used,
and what exposure given? Is there any
process I can use to make Kodachrome
prints in color on paper? How can I make
color separations on Kodachrome of subjects such as children when it is impossible
to take three pictures of the same pose?
George B. Cornelius, Wheeling, W. Va.

-

You can make contact prints with a
printing frame. We suggest putting a
piece of opal glass is; the frame to give
greater diffusion of light. The exposure

will of

course vary with the type of film
used. The Question Box Editor has had
best results when using tither a fine grain
filar or a process film. The light had best
be a 25 -watt inside-frosted bulb, about
a foot from the printing frame and
flashed on for about a quarter second or
less. Try one film at a time and change
the exposure as the results indicate.
There is a process whereby one can
make paper prints in color from transparencies. This is rather a lengthy task,
and unless you have considerable skill in
the darkroom, you might find it difficult.
Any well- stocked photographic supply
house can supply a kit for this purpose.
Color separations are best made by
means of a three -color causera. However,
you might take your picture on Kodachrome in the usual way and then use

color filters to snake separation negatives
front it. We suggest your communicating
with the manufacturer of this film for
snore detailed information than it is possible for us to give in this limited space.
for January, 1940

RADOLEK RADIO

An article on table -top photography
appears in the Dec. issue of this magaSeveral articles on photographic
tricks have appeared in previous issues
of this magazine and another is scheduled
for an early issue.
zine.

o

BUILDING COLOR CAMERA
I am building a "oue-.hot" color camera
and have come to the most critical stage,
the two mirrors. From advertisements and
descriptions of two cameras of this type
which are on the market, the Lerochrome
and the Devin, I understand that the mirrors or pellicles, by reason of their amount
of silvering and angle, are made to transmit
and reflect intensities of light proportionate
to the factors of the filter through which
three light beams must pass. Is it true that
the same film must always be used in the
camera, and that the camera is only good
for one type of light (daylight, tungsten,
etc.) without the use of correcting filters?
Also, can you tell me if there is any place
in New York where I can buy these
pellicles ? -Thomas Hazapis, New York,
N. Y.

iVe suggest that you contact the manufacturers of the cameras you mention
and attempt to purchase the mirrors from
them. As few persons attempt such an
exacting task as building a color separation camera, mirrors of this sort are not
available on the general market.

It is best to use the saute film in the
camera at all tintes because some films
have greater sensitivity to various portions of the spectrum (i.e. colors) than
others. It is also necessary to use filters
in order to get faithful rendition of color
values unless you wish to take pictures
of objects under artificial light as they
will look under artificial light
you
want them to appear as under daylight,
the filter is needed.

-if

MAKING FLASH
SYNCHRONIZER
I have a Bolleicor(1 F:3.5 with a Compur
shutter. In this camera, the setting lever
and shutter release are combined in one.
I cannot figure out how to attach the syn.
chronizer to this lever. Any suggestion or
diagram showing how this could be done
will be greatly appreciated.-Theodore J.
Kane, M.D., Malden, Mass.
The particular synchronizer about
which you ask was not designed for use
with shutters of the type you are using.
We hope to publish instructions for building synchronizers to fit causeras like yours
in a forthcoming issue. One which is
particularly suited to the Grafiex appears
in this issue; with a few changes, it
Wright be adapted to your outfit. It would
be necessary only to mount the switch
so that contact is triode through pressure
of your single lever just at the instal
the shutter starts to open.
Please Mention This Magazine When Writing Advertisers
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In the Radolek catalog you n al
find the MOST for your money!
Prices!
Biggest Values!
ostCom lette Stock!
Vastest Service! Send for your

FRIS copy NOW!

OVER

15,000 REPAIR PARTS

The world's most complete stock
of radio repair parts and exact

duplicate replacements. All leading brande at lowest Priced

COMPLETE TUBE SELECTION
All types. RCA. Sylvania, Raytheon, Phllco, etc. Includes Hel
log. special Majestic and transmitting tube., Complete selection.

NEWEST TEST INSTRUMENTS
The most complete line ever displayed in any catalog. All leading
makes. Includes latest improved
1940 models at lowest prices.

GREATEST RADIO VALUES
A huge selection of money -saving
set bargains! New Phono-Radin
combinations. Automatic tuning
sets. Beautiful
rabble's. New
Ham" receivers and equipment.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTO RADIO
Complete new auto radio Section.
Include, vibrator replacement guide.
new aut
auto aerials, custom panel
control plates for all autos.

COMPLETE P. A. SELECTION
New 1040 public address amplifiers from 5 to 100 watts. Complete P. A. Systems for permanent, mobile and portable nee.

NEW ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
Extra profits for you! Standard
Brand Electric Irons,
Stoves,
Heaters, Percolators. Waffle Irons,
Vacuum /leaner. Train,. Clocks,
Mixers. etc., at lowest prices!

'The

RADOLEK oe

bol W. Randolph, Chicago, Dept. T -37
Send the

FREE.

1940

Radolek Radio Prost

Guide

Name
Address
Serviceman?

Dealer? O Experimenter? C
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Low -Angle View- Finder

Index to Advertisers

with your camera held vertically or
horizontally. Next make cutouts as noted
and fold on dotted lines. Now take the
screw cap and the spring washer off the
waist -level finder. Slip the threaded portion
into the round hole in the back of the
adapter, slip on the spring washer and then
screw the threaded cap on. This cap will
tighten the whole assembly just enough so
as to allow the view -finder to be turned
turn in the adapter. The spring washer
will act as a friction clutch and hold the
finder in any position you may wish to turn
it. To use this finder, slip the adapter over
the back portion of the folding view -finder
so that the round window in the waist -level
finder is centrally located over the small
rear window of the view- finder.
cures

PHOTOGRAPHY SECTION
A

American School of Photography..

569

Burleigh Brooks, Incorporated
C
Cina -Color of Hollywood

570
570

D

Deeter, E. L., Lab

570
F

Federal Stamping

&

Engineering Corp.

Gold Shield Products

G

573

573, 574

H

Haynes Products Company, Inc.
Herbert, Henry
Hornstein Photo Sales

569
571

572

J

J -M-P Manufacturing Company, Inc
Kearney, Eugene

570

K

57:

Legend of Dimensions

L

Lancaster, Allwine & Rommel
Lynhoff Laboratories
McGraw -Hill Book Co

573
572

"A" -Total thickness of rear part of viewfinder.
"B "-°A"
plus "Q".
"C
Height of front glass in view-finder,
"D" -Same as height of view -finder.
"E" -Width of front glass in view- finder,
"F" -Total width of back section of view-

M

"-

572

.,........ 571

Miner's

N

National Art School
New York Institute of Photography

572
570

finder.
over threads on waist -level
"- Diameter
finder.
"H "-Mirror in waist -level finder.
"Ire -Top viewing glass in waist -level finder.
"J "- Retaining cap.
''K" Front lens of waist-level finder.
"G

R

Ruby Film

569
S

571
Science Publications
Smith, James H.. & Sons Corp.
573
570
Superior Bulk -Film Co
W
576
Wellworth Trading Company
Wholesale Camera Supp y
.
569
(While every precaution is taken to insure
accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the possibility of an occasional change or omission in the
preparation of this index.)

"L" -Waist-level view-finder body.

"M"- Spring tension washer.

Manufactured for U. S. Signal Corba
110 V. AC

Walt.

"-

""-

What'i

RADIO SECTION
A

ABC Radio Labs...
Allied Engineering Institute
Allied Radio Corporation
American Radio Institute
Amplifier Co, of America
Amplifiers -Distributors Corp
Approved Technical Apparatus Co
Audel, Theo & Co
s
Exchange Free Ads
Bliley Electric Co.
Bud Radio. Inc
Bunnell, J. H., & Company
Burstein -Applebee Co

Barter

Windmill, from available Waterpower, from your
Automobile. from your Motorcycle, from your Rieyele. Foot pedals or Handtrank (tor transportable Radio Transmitters.
Strong Floodlights. Advertising Signs); do you want to
operate AC Radio Ms from 32 V. DC farm light systems; operate two generators In series to got 200 V.
AC; obtain two phase and three phase AC. etc.. etc.
from

There Are Over 25 Applications
Some of which are,

A.C. Dynamo lighting from eight to ten 20 Watt 110
Volt lamps. Short Ware Transmitter supplying 110 Volts
Ilato transmitter. Operating 110 V.
AC for operating
AC 00 Cycle Radio Receiver In DC dlctrlrts. Motor generator, Public Address Systems. Electric Sirens on motor
boats, yachts, etc. (amp Lighting. Short Ware artificial
"fever" apparatus. Television. Polton traterwheel for
lighting or other purposes. Airplane: for lighting strong
searchlights or electric signs. Laboratory work. etc., etc.
% to V. D.P. needed to run generator.

FourPage

GLUE -PRINT 22 x
hies 12 la. INSTRUCTION SHEETS
FREE with Generator.
28 In. end

Generator, as described, Including Blue -print
and Instructions
Send $2.00 deposit, balance C.O.D.
Shipping weight 18 tbs.
MONET -RACK GUARANTEE

576

State Street. Dept.

RT -140,

Chicago.
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"Ready Rest" Filmo Case

546
543
531

556
537
547

D

Dataprint Company
Dodge's Institute

553
542
F

For Sale Ads

556

G

Goldentone Radio Corp.

Gold Shield Products

Guthman, Edwin I.,

551

551, 555

Co., Inc.
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551

H

Hammarlund Manufacturing Co., Inc
Harrison Radio Co
Henry Radio Shop
Howard Radio Co
Hudson Specialties Company

531

Instructograph Company
International Correspondence Schools

544
555

536
538
527
552

J

Jefferson Electric Co

541
K

Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc.

540

L

Lafayette Radio
Linguaphone Institute

543
542
M

Macs. Radio School
544
..
Midwest Radio Corporation...
538
Millen, James. Mfg. Co., Inc...Inside Front Cover
N

National Company, Inc
...Inside Back Cover
National Plans Institute
549
National Radio Institute
513
National Schools
543
New York Y.M.C.A. Schools
544
O

Opportunity Magazine

546
R

Radio Amateur Course
560
Radio & Technical Publ. Co
.... 529
Radio Corporation of American
Back Cover
Radio Publications
540, 545, 548, 555
Radio Training Assn. of America
542
Radolek Co., 'The
575
RCA Institutes. Inc
542

.........

S

16 mm.

camera, the camera is screwed to a tongue which
is permanently attached to the case. When the
camera is placed in use the body of the case forms

greater steadiness in movie making. All the camera controls
throughout
use.
and
loading of the
visible
remain
magazine is accomplished without having to detach
the
case
from
the
camera.
of
any part

Scott. E. H., Radio Laboratories, Inc
Signton Radio Supply
Solar Mfg. Corp. ..
Sprayberry Academy of Radio

a camera rest against the chest for

Speedgun for Agfa Memo Camera

$i 90

THE Agfa Memo Speedgun, especially designed

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
1915 S.

FOTOCRAFTSMEN who do their own
enlarging can save much time, paper, and
temper by using some type of photometer
such as that being produced by the J -M -P
Manufacturing Co. This unit, designed on
the well -known "spot" principle, makes it
possible to produce accurately exposed enlargements with a minimum of effort. The
device has been made to operate from self contained batteries, thus making it not only
highly convenient but also free from fluctuations of voltage in the light source. Operating as it does from batteries, it is free
from heat, and the light bulb has a long
life. The dial is calibrated from 1% to 160
seconds, and the same scale is used for
negative density range readings. No mathematics need be used to secure perfect results
with this meter, according to the manufacturer's claim. Battery life is said to be adequate for 600 readings of two minutes each.
141

538
S33
545
547

C

Au,

IN this new case for the Filmo

556-559

&

Cameradio Co
Candler System Co
Cannon, C. F. Co
Commercial Notices
Consolidated Wire & Associated Corps
Cornell -Dubilier Electric Corp

J -M -P Spot Photometer

A. C. ELECTRICAL POWER

547
540
535
544
547
536
515
553

l

Retaining cover for top glass in
waist -level finder.
"O"-Slot to receive ear which limits the
angle of turn on the view -finder.
"P
Distance from bottom of view-finder
to the center of rear window.
"Q
Distance the waist -level finder protrudes through back of adapter.

"N

Westinghouse
Power Generator
200
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(Continued from page 568)

and fitted for use with the Memo Camera.
provides accurate synchronization of flashbulb exposures at all camera speeds and with all types
of flash lamps. Provision is made for extension
wiring to additional flash lamps, for a safety catch
to prevent accidental exposures and for adjustment
of both reflector position and synchronizing control for different sizes and makes of flash lamps,

533
545
547
539

T

Technifax
Teleplex Co
Television Training School
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co
Turner Co., The

553
542
544
549
531

w
Ward, Montgomery & Co
Wellworth Trading Company
Western Personnel Service

537
553
544

(While every precaution is taken to insure
accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the possibility of an occasional change or omission in the
preparation of this index.)
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READY TO GO
Equipped with the advanced noise limiter circuit de-

scribed in October QST, the NC -10I XA

is

ready to

hang up new records. All the fine features, all of the

outstanding performance of the older models have
been retained, but to them have been added

a

noise

limiter of truly remarkable effectiveness. The NC-

I0I XA

is

master of adverse operating conditions.

Combined with the NTE Exciter -Speech Amplifier, it
forms the heart o

a

superb station.

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC., MALDEN, MASS.

They might have been the
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Gold was discovered in January, 1848
in the tail race of Sutter's Sawmill in
Eldorado County, California. Because
of poor communications, word spread
dozily and not until 1849 did the enruing "gold rush" reach its height.

A
THE FAMILY

OF

HOWWOULD
f SPEED
EED
THE GOLD RUSH

RCA

UP

Hardly before the echoes of the first shout of "gold"
died out along Sutter's Creek, NBC engineers and
announcerswould be on the spot with portable broadcasting equipment developed in RCA Laboratories
and built by the RCA Manufacturing Company.
Out over the two great NBC networks, which provide the broadcasting service of the Radio Corporation of America, would flash the discovery news in a
thrilling program featuring a personal interview with
James Wilson Marshall, the finder of the first nugget.

Radio

Both in America and abroad listeners would turn the
volume a little higher on their RCA Victor receivers
so that not one precious word would escape them.
Then as the rush started for Eldorado County, police
in cities and towns throughotte the nation would
direct the flow of trafflcwith 2 -way RCA Police Radio
Systems. And songs improvised by the gay " FortyEighters" to make the going more pleasant would,
of course, be recorded on Victor and Bluebird Records and reproduced everywhere by RCA Victrolas.
In lieu of any present discovery of gold, RCA
stands ready to serve you in every respect in every
field of radio.
Trademarks "RCA Victor" and
Off. by RCA Mfg. Co., Inc.

"Victor"

Reg. U.

S.

Pat.

Corporation of America RADIO CITY, N.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.

Radiomarine Corp. of America

Y.

National Broadcasting Company RCA Laboratories
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
RCA Institutes, Inc.

